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ع ا�������
� �����   ا��
ا�� ا����

 �

ا�� ط��� ا����� � ا����
ع ا������ �# أ!�� ا ��
� �����

 ��& �� �� ا��%��. �� در� ا������ '���ا���� و�.ا '�ن ا�,+
ل �

 �� ذ�8 ��7 6++5 �� ھ.ا ا�23ء ���
ن �
ن �����0 وو���و�:�ء �


ع �
� ���' ��ا������ �,�= ���%� ا����0 ����ر�� ا�>��; �

 . �����A� B ھ.ا ا�%@ال و'.�8 ���%� �?�رة ا������ ا���Eة ا�Dز�


��ت �
� ���' ��وھ.ا اG�,��   ��H ا  �����ر�� ا�>%�>� �

 و���8 أن ���A ا����� ���ا :!�J�7 ھ.ه ا�
  ا������ و�,# ھ:� �

  -أو  :�
L�� �8 �# ا �>�م ���ر ���
ل �# ا���وة ا�:%�� �� NJO A�

.�P�Qا������ات ا�  

: ����R-  �7� ا�>�: 
ع ا������ ھ
 ���رة �# ��ة �>B ���ا�0�
�

 .���Eا� �<3�� S��('B �� ذ'� و�.ا '�ن �2ا�� ���8 ان ���ف ا��:�ء ا�%

(  W7 ا����>

: ����R- : �
ع ا������ وھ�
� �����   ��3 ��ا��ة ا��
ا�� ا����

7�% ���دل 6>% ا�Oف 7� ا�%�0 ا ول Y�7 �# ان ���ك  -1�


ع.�
  ا�>

 �,�ف  -2�<� B' ان ���أCapital .Z�ووا ���' 

3- . �<� B' ��?� �7  ان �]A (.) وا�,


ي 7�  topic sentenceا��أ ا�>
�A �ـ  -4�,� �%�Pر �أي �>


ع.�
� ��7ة ا�>�� �?�<3� 


ع . أن ��ا�� ا���ا�Y وا��:%�G ا���م ��# -5�
 أ��7ر ا�>


ع ا�.ي �����  -6�
 ا�>��
ان �%��Eم ا�2�# ا�+,�Z وا�>:��� �:

 Y����7 ��
ن 7� ا�>]�رع و^� ��
ن 7� ا�>��� أو ا�>%���B أو 6

.S?:�� 

� ��Jدات و��'���ت  -7�
ي ��,� ��3:� ا���Eام ا�B<3 ا�>���ة وا��

E���� 8��� �:?� و�:_ �8 7� أ�06ء أ�7 5�^
� �^ ��! B<3ام ا��

.�7� ا�>�: � ا��0�% وا�%?


ع 7� ور^ ا ��,�ن  -8�
<�� #��,J! أو ���' ,J! `+6


ع.�
 و�B[J داP>� أن ���ك ��0 �:� '��� ا�>

 وا�6ي 7?.ا  -9<�' B' #�� ا��?� 7� �,%�# 806 وذ�8 ���ك �7�%

��� S?7 �� ���� ا������ �:� .� B?%و� Z,+<�0� ا����0 ط��� ���  

1  -  (
ع  -  2ا���ا� (ا�>����
  subject matter)ا�>

          2-    (the end)        ا�:?��


ع :1�
  ) ط�ق '��� ��ا� ا�>

 Z�+� �O���7ا B<�
��ت ���7�
<�  
 او <�
د 7� ھ.ه ا������ات '�
7� ا��Jاغ ا�> A[� : 
ظ,��


ع :�
  ���رة �>�B ا�>

1) We all agree that …………….... is one of the most 

important things in our life and has it is vital role 

nowadays . 

7� ���O:� و�� دورا  ��GJ �>��� أن ............... وا�O �# أھS ا��dHء ����


�� ھ.ه ا ��م.�O  

2) We all admit the importance and necessity 

of ……………….... in our life. 

���� �:���O ��:� ��� ��ھ>� و��ورة .......................... 7'  

3) No wonder if we say that ……. has (have) its good 
and positive effects on us. 

���� �3�    �:��� إذا ^�:� أن ............................ �� أ�Rر ط�� وا����3

.���<�  
4) We all agree that …. is very necessary and plays 

an important part in our life. 
����  ��:� ��GJ أن .......................... ��وري ��ا و���� دورا ھ��� 7'

. �:���O  
5) We should put into consideration 

that ……………… has (have) become one of the most 
important things in everyone's life. 

����  Sا �# أھ�Oوا Z�!ا ����ر ان ............... ^� أ �7 A[� �3 أن�

.`Ed B' ة��O �  ا ��dء 7
7) In my opinion, ………………. is really important 

and necessary nowadays. It may have good and 
positive effects on all of us. I think so because ……… 

may bring all the good to our society. 
7� رأ�� ................. ھ
 S?� ��O و��وري ھ.ه ا ��م و^� ��
ن ��  ����

��:� �>��� وا�:� ا���� ذ�8 � �ا �R ا���0 وا ���3

� ��3>�:�. ن ..................�� AJ:��� د
�� �^ .......  

B'�Q� رة أو��ت ��
�
  �>B و�����ات �+�Z �����ت �>
1) I see that ........................... stands for an 

obstacle in the way of our progress so our state 

spares no effort to put an end to it. 

����  B�<� ........... اري ان �7� ط��G ����:� و�# SR ا�: ���

  �7و��:�   ���6 �?�ا ��� �]�O Aا ��.
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  �>�:8 أن ���أ �ــ
1-  ��
O ور�� �� �?�D6 #� ا���رئ S?J� ع
�
 �# ا�>��� �<�


ع.�
  ا�>
2- .���O أو B�� أو <�O 


ع . -3�
 �����; ا�>
 ��^���س. -4

2: �� ��ا��ة ا �L�:� ع
�
  ) أ�� �# '��� ا�>
1- .   ��3 أن ��
ن ا�B<3 وا�, و��
از�

2-   �B�Q ��م . وأن ���Eر ا���>�ت ا�>:�����
�3:� ا�B<3 ا�0

.�
?J� ��Lا� ���Lت ا��<������� �# ا���Jة و�3:� ا���Eام ا���  
3-   S�^ت ا�����D�� Z�,+ام ا��E�� اtuation)(punc .  

4-  `Ed `E� ع
�
�3:� ا����� �]>�� ا�>���S ا  إذا '�ن ا�>


ع �
� B�� ع
�
�  – �����My favourite game ا�>����

.�[J<ا�  
3-  <��Eا�The end  :  

 �+E�� <��Eا� #<[�� �� ����_(summary)   ت��� ��hراء ا��


ن �+�, أو �:?� أو ا�:��3 ا��� و!�5 إ��?� وا�:��3 ھ.ه ^� ��

  �,.�� أو ا��0ء رأي أو _��ه.
1-  Z,+<�و�>� '��5 ا���ا� ا���3ة ��0� أ�����0 ���ا �

 �P�Qا������ات ا� #� �
، رأ�5 أن أ^�م �8 ھ.ه ا�>3>

 �?���� �7 �?Jظ

ن �
�� ��Qط أن ���� �?jJ,� 8 أن��و�


ع ا�.ي ��:��� ���.�
  ا�+,�Z و7� ا�>
  

2) In my point of view, ……………..... is really 

serious and harmful nowadays. It may have bad 

and negative effects on all of us. I think so 

because ............ may bring all the evil to our 

society. 

�# و�? ��jي ............... ھ
 D�7 ��06 و��ر ھ.ه ا ��م و^� 

��:� �>��� . وا�:� ا���� ذ�8 �  ��� و��
ن �� ا�Rر ����

.�:�<�3� �   ن ................. ^� �3�� ا��Qور إ�

3) There is no doubt that ………….... is one of 

the most dangerous phenomena in our life and 

has its bad and negative effects nowadays. 


اھ� jة �# أ�06 ا��Oوا ��>�  8d ��7 أن ...................... ھ

7� و^�:� ھ.ا. ��� وا�%�7� ���O:� و'.�8 �� ا�Rره ا�%�  

4) Frankly Speaking, ………………... is one of 

the worst things in our life. Thus, our state 

spares no effort to fight it. 

 . �:���O � ا��
ل ................ وا�Oا �# أ�
أ ا��dHء 7Oا�+�

.kQو���وم ھ.ا ا� Z7��� �� ھ.ا �7ن دو��:�   ���6 �?�ا ���  و�

  

ع ؟�
  '�; ار�Y ��# أ��7ر و�>B ا�>

: �%��6  
ع ��B :ھ:�ك ��m ا��وا�Y وا���>�ت وا�>+0�,�ت ا��� ���� �A ��ا��
  -'B ��7ة ����ة و�%��Eم ���Y ا�>

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


ع ���Oي ھ.ه ا����رات :�
� ا�>?:� SR : ��د��ع ا������ 
�
� S�6أ ;�' 

� Finally , it is quite clear that …….(ع
�
)……Is really ..… (ا�>J!).. 

� In brief, I think that ……….… is really ……………… 

� To sum up , one can say that ……… is really …………… 

 أ�6ي�O�� #�  One the other hand �O�� #�  On one hand 

� ذ�8�7 إ�� ذ�D�  Moreover = further more  8وة ��� ��  In addition to that 

� ذ�8� Above all  و7
ق 'B ذ�Thus 8  و�:�ء �

5^
7� �J& ا�  At the same time SR #�و  Hence  

 And as a result  و���3 �.�More than that 8  ا'�� �# ذ�8

8�.� 3���  Consequently  8ذ� � Over and above  �]��7 إ�
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  ���
ع ا�%�
 ا�>

I don't know where to begin because this 
matter occupied my attention  as it is one of 
the most serious problems which threatens 
our life at present .It's out of discussion that 
the problem of …… ع
nnn�
 doesn't. ..…ا�>
bring happiness and development to our 
society  
We must exploit all our natural resources 
and do our best to find suitable answers 
to … ع
n�
 In my opinion this problem.…ا�>
hinder progress and development.  

�               At my point of view , I believe 

that……ع
�
 is really serious and ..…ا�>

harmful and may have bad and negative 

effects on all of us . I see 

that …… 
عا��
< ……….stands for an 

obstacle in the way of our progress , hence 

our state spares no effort to put an end to it . 

On one hand I think that one should unite , 

co-operate and stand , shoulder to shoulder 

against ……… ع
�
 On the other . ..……ا�>

hand the government must try to overcame 

this serious problem by finding the best 

solutions .one of the most important solution 

to this problem is that all members of the 

society  must participate in putting an end to 

this serious problem 

 �
ع ا ���3�
 ا�>

    I don't know where to begin because this 
matter occupied my attention  but can we 
imagine life in the absence of......ع
n�
  ?.........ا�>
In my opinion , Id like to say 
that ………ع
nnnn�
 is really necessary.....…ا�>
nowadays and may have good and positive 
effects on all of us . I think so 
because …ع
n�
 may bring all the good to.……ا�>
our society . To begin with , I'd like to say that , 
we Egyptians always react well to what is good 
and react badly to what is bad . Thus we all 
agree to and encourage……ع
�
 …………ا�>
                In fact , it's impossible to lead a happy 
life without…… 
عn�
 as it is one of our..………ا�>
chief sources of wealth . with the help 
of …ع
nn�
 we can realize progress and……ا�>
development .The government must exploit all 
our natural resources and  does its best to 
encourage… ع
nn�
 to raise the standard  .…ا�>
living of citizens. We should put into 
consideration that ………ع
nnn�
 has ..……ا�>
( have ) become one of the most desirable topics 
in our society. No wonder if we say 
that ……ع
n�
 has its good and positive .……ا�>
effects on us . …………ع
n�
 is considered ..…ا�>
an important step to improve and develop one 
society .We all agree that ………ع
n�
 is……ا�>
one of the most important things in our life and 
has its vital role nowadays . 
 

 

!DEاف ا�������  

 


ع�
ا �W��3 ا�>  

 ا�>���

There is no doubt that ع
�
 play an important role in our daily life because it has a lot of advantages which ا�>

we can t count but we can mention some of it . 

B<� ع
�
<��   I 
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It can increase our national income  It can solve a lot of social problems .It canprovide employment or job 

opportunities for the youth ..It can provide hard currency for our country . It can lead to progress , welfare 

and prosperity .It can build our body and character. I can strengthen our health  and be fit .It can protecr the 

youth from crimes and deviation . It can save time and effort and do jobs quickly.It can provide us with news 

an knowledge in all fields . 

<��Eا� 

So we should do our best to support and encourage ع
�
 ا�>

Finally, we  can t do without ع
�
 . to live happily  ا�>

 


ع�
ا�%��W ا�>  

 ا�>���

There is no doubt that ع
�
 has  bad effects on our daily life because it has a lot of disadvantages which we ا�>

can t count but we can mention some of it . 

B<� B'�Q<��  

 ا ���ب-1

 

It is clear that ��Q<ا�   has several causes for example ( burning oil –loud noise –throwing 

Rubbish-free time without useful hobbies –plenty of money-lack of food money health .) 

2- pP��:ا� 

It can lead to serious health problems .  It can cause crimes and deviation  . It can lead to poverty and social 

problems .  It can hinder progress , welfare and prosperity . It can lead to waste of time ,effort and health 

uselessly . It can spread diseases and dirt in our environment .  It can lead to violence and hatred . It can lead 

to depression and economic problems . 


ل -3� ا�,

So we should do our best to get rid of this problem through co operation and hard work . 

The government and the individuals should stand shoulder to shoulder to fight against this problems by 

spreading the national awareness and its dangerous results . 

4- <��Eا� 

So we should try hard to put an end to ع
�
 . to live in happiness   ا�>

  

 Common Mistakes in Writing 
 W7 ا������P�d أ�06ء 

 
  �:��� ���� أن ��
ل : �
�� ا����� �#........ ••••
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 اH�>�ء ا�A<3 ا��� ���  و �%��Eم   �E�%� There are a lot ofم: ��O �7There is a lot of د�J<و ا� ���   � اH�>�ء ا����O �7  
♦♦♦♦There are a lot of computers in our schools nowadays. 
♦♦♦♦There is a lot of evidence that smoking is harmful to health. 

gggg ھ:�ك �7ق ��#   
        there  ن)ھ:�ك (ظ�ف���        their   ���� ��<� 

♦♦♦♦The boys studied their lessons well. 
♦♦♦♦Can you see the tree over there? 

• :A<3�   د و�J� ��qت ا�<�  ا��

Equipment  evidence  information 

♦♦♦♦The equipment we use in our schools is modern. 
• :A� �� ف�O م�E�%�    

Everywhere, anywhere, next week, last week 
♦♦♦♦Computers are used everywhere nowadays. 
♦♦♦♦I will travel to London next week. 

 ا���Eام   •��O �7which, who, that  ت�<��� ھ.ه ا��,� 5�O ف ا�]>�� ا�.ي.,�  
♦♦♦♦The food that we eat should be healthy. 

7� ا�B<3 ا�%���   ���eat  ا�O NO “it”   B�J.ف ا�]>��  
 G�O" �?�7 إ��3زات"��
ل  •�<� <��� �:�made achievements   

♦♦♦♦Scientists made great achievements in the 20th century. 

ل إ��  •��"�7 �R@�" �?�7 �<� <��� �:�have an effect on  أوaffect + obj  

♦♦♦♦Smoking has a bad effect on health. 
♦♦♦♦Smoking affects health badly. 

  ھ:�ك �7ق ��# •
       Peace مD�     piece  �0^ 
♦♦♦♦Egypt plays a great role in making peace in the Middle East. 

�W ا�3:%� ���أ �,�ف  •�   Capitalا���>�ت ا��ا�
♦♦♦♦The government provides health care for all Egyptians. 

•  :� ا���   ����?� ا�S ھ���  �>��P ا�>
Mine, hers, yours, ours, theirs 

♦♦♦♦This is my book, it’s not yours. 
gggg أن NO its  :S� ه ا��� ��s� ���� ��<� 
  ھ

♦♦♦♦A lot of tourists visit Egypt to enjoy its beautiful weather. 
gggg   أن NO  وit's      ا�6+�ر �   it is  / it hasھ

♦♦♦♦It’s raining now. 
♦♦♦♦It’s written in English. 
♦♦♦♦It’s the most beautiful garden I have ever seen. 

gggg : A<� ��<[� �?ر إ���Q� #�� د و�J� B�7 ھ���� W�s� ��qت ا�<�  ا��
someone/ somebody/ everyone/ everybody/ anyone / anybody / no one / nobody 
♦♦♦♦Everyone should do their best so that Egypt can keep up with advanced  countries. 

gggg:  ھ� ا�+,�,��qا B<3أن ا� NO  �06ب ���' �:�  
thank … toI am writing this letter ♦♦♦♦            

♦♦♦♦I am waiting for your reply. 
gggg B�Jأن ا� NO enjoy   �� ف�O ��� م�E�%�    

♦♦♦♦She enjoys playing tennis. 
  
gggg  B�Jأن ا� NO teach    <�' �?:� ��s� أو "��رس"  و  " S���"  �:�<�teacher  
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gggg  B�Jأن ا� NO learn    <�' �?:� ��s� أو   و  " S����"  �:�<�learner  (دارس /S����)  
♦♦♦♦Schools teach us English. 
♦♦♦♦We learn English at school. 

gggg   B�7 أن NO to be  : �    �%��Eم  إ  7� DRث �O ت Y�7 ھ

�# ز�# ا�>]�رع ا�>%�>� و ا�>��� ا�>%�>�) 1�� �7  

♦♦♦♦They are building a new road. 
     ♦♦♦♦She was listening to the news. 


ل ) 2?3<�� �
�# ا�>�:�� �7  
♦♦♦♦The city was destroyed by the earthquake. 

3 ( B�J'�7� ا�3> �  أ���
The weather was beautiful yesterday. 

gggg   <� ا�>�Jد �%��?� اHداة   NO means أن '��O �   �E�%�:aم 7� ا�>�Jد و ا�J:� A<3& ا�?�3ء و 7
♦♦♦♦Television is a means of communication. 
♦♦♦♦Buses and trains are means of transport. 

gggg  �� ف�[� B�J� أ��� � ا���� ��?� ا��J� B�Jد:   ingا�3>�s�  
♦♦♦♦Learning foreign languages is useful. 
♦♦♦♦Doing sports helps us to get fit. 

 gggg: ��� �� NO   
With the help of………… �>%���ة .                         In this way……….. �?.ه ا����0
One of the advantages of ------------ is that ------------ 

 
  
  

  ھ.ا �,= ��%�_ Y�� �Z�,+ ا�06Hء ا��A�� W �7?� ا�D0ب �:� ا�����
  

   S�^ت ا�����D� أو  : أ�06ءpunctuation  
 �,�ف -1�7
�capital   .Wو�%��Eم ال  �3�small ا����0 ���أ ا�3> W:��  و�S�E ا�%@ال �:�0�!�J� �  W7 _�� �����  و^� �:?W ا�3>

   زم ا����0 ���ف أن : 
  زم ���أ ب �                                         .He is ill  زم ا'��?� '�ه :         .AJ:� v� D�� he is ill  ا'�� '�ه  capital أول  �Oف W7 ا�3>

                               

ن ھ�.ا Iا�]>�� ( أ��  ��� (capital  .�  W7 أى ���ن W7 ا�3>
��3ن وا�%�ود  �Eات وا�

ر وا �Edص وا��Dد وا�
زارات وا���Lت وا�3:%��ت وا��,�ر وا �?�ر وا�>,��0ت وا��:?Q>�ء ا ��م وا��أ

 �D3ا� NJت و ا���3ل وا���� وا�+,; و��Oا
   capital.و�>��Pه  وا���Hب '�?� ���أ �,�ف   Godوا�
� .0�:� �  �:?W ا�3>
 ا��J?�م. ��D�� ا�%@ال W?:�  
�  ��� Yes  اوNo  .�Oع وا
� #� <P�^ W7 ت�<� �# ا���
<3� #�� B+J� و'.�B�^ 8 ا��Dم ا�>���d و�:� ��Eط� Ed` و��!�7 A[�  
 ا����3 ��� ا����3  ��Dو�.What a good pen !  
� .�d��<ب ا�
�  �D��ت ا��:+�` "     " W7 ا �
: ���رة �>�   apostropheال - ����<�� Omar's car  ب W?�:� S� ا 
  s   A[�'  .Y�7و�

  
  

  ����R / أ�06ء ا��3ا�� وھ.ه '���ة ��ا ��ا و�:?� :
  
1-  �?�7 v� Wا���� W7 �� ��ون B�7 وھ.ا  ����د ا����0 ا�� ��دا�5 ا�3>�B�7 (ا�B<3 ا �>� ط���) ���W7 W ا �3��2ى �J& ا�
�A . '���� ا�3>

 ا����W ا��W ����>?� ا�W ا�3��2ى ا� W7 ا �3��2ى ��
ن B�7 �?�7 �.�8 اذا �W7 B�7 �3� S ا�3>����Eم �# �:�ك ط��� ا��Dم ده _�H Yن  زم ا�3>
 ��وز ��
ل :  ��verb to be                                         .                                                                           Dا�O ا��7ل ����m ا�0

�� W7 ا����S / ��وح '��� : � #%Oا �+�Egypt the best country in the world  ل
 ��Jوض ����O +^��   ��
��the best  isEgypt 
country in the world.  

Common Mistakes 
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ن ��ورى ا���Eا�?D�� S ا����0 ���� ان ��
ل : ا5���d '����  ����?� ھ�.ا    ��a / anم ا���Eام  -2�� �<:�OI bought book.    

�?� اداة ���ة �^ Y,� زم  W��� ؟Z! د ���ود ���ة�J� S�دى ا ����' <�' ��
 ھ��
ل ��^+ ا�؟ ��+^�� �
ل �� ا�3>�� a ا���دئ �,�ف S� ا A� 
    A�book. aI bought ا���دئ �,�ف ��,�ك ���W ا�+Z ا�� ��
ل   an ��'# و 

  
�>�ت   �the   .6sا ���Eام ا�s0E ل -3' B�^ �?��E�%� بD0����7 �# ا�the  ا��ت�E��ا   و���E�%�   Wم. the و�.�Z+:� 8 ا����0 �>�ا��

و �%��Eم ^�B ا�>�ء ا�>
اد ا��را�� و  ا�>
اد ا��Eم و  ا �>�ء  the football& و�� �E�%� footballم ^�B ا ���ب ا������   �the.'� ان 
 <�' B�^  ت و�L� و  ا�>�ء ا�
���ت و  ا�>�ء ا��
   homeا�>�:<�' B�^  وwork    د اDص وا���Ed >�ء ا�ا B�^ م�E�%�  و B<ا�� W:�<�

   A<.the ا�.ى ���Q ا�k�d W ��م _�� �,�د ا�� ان ا�dر ا�k�d W �,�د او �G�%� `+E ب ا�>%��:W �# ھ.ه ا�����ة و  ^�B ا �S ا�3
  
4-D�6  8وذ� �2�� ا����� ��:>� ھ.ه ا ��7ل   ��O .6sف �� W7 ا �3L� ا ��7ل ا��A��� W �,�ف �� W7 ا�<���� kط�Eام ا��E�� ا B' ف ط���

:���Hا �6ى وا��8 ھ.ه ا #� L�  
  '>� ����?� '��� �# ا�D0ب وھ.ا s06 أ'��.  enjoy with و��&   A�<�� *enjoy ب  
��E� *risk   *  Wط� ب    BJ�,�*celebrate ب � ��L��overcome  W�� ��3� *answer  #� ب���� *approach  #� W?�:�*finish  
 Wا� B+�*reach   #��arrive at/ arrive in   ل Z<%� *let W�� �R@� * affect *  

  
  ده s06 �7دح.   ���will to ا ^��ل ا�:�^+ ��:AJ:� v� W ا^
ل   to�# ا�s0E ا����3 ا���Eام  -5
  
 B' B�^The government is pays attention to developing ا ��7ل ��ون �>��W^D� D�� 2 ط��� '��� :   verb to beا���Eام -6

education  ��  �J�L�   0�
ن) و  verb to beان ���ف ا����0 ا���Eا��ت ط��� _��) W:�<� )W��� B�7 ه��� v�J�( �'B�J ا���W7 W ا�3>
 J! ��� W�s� 
د) وW7 ھ.ه ا�,���
�) W:�<� ����OأHe is ill.  S�او اHe is a doctor.  او ظ�ف ���نI am here. |إ�...  


�# ا ز�: ا�>%�>�ة �� W7 ���%� B�J' �[م ا��E�%و�I am writing a letter now.  ل
?3<�� W:�<ا� W7وFootball is played by me 
every day.  

  
7- :� �� �S و���ه ا�]>�� وھ.ا s06 ا��j ا�W ھ.ه ا�3>� ان ��m ا�D0ب �%�?B ا�3>���Lو�# ا �06ء ا�  

Ahmed he is nice.  ل
�Y ا�� ��_ W7 Y� .He is niceاو   .Ahmed is nice ط��� ده _
  
و���%�و�?� �# ا �>�ء �:� ا���Eام ز�# ا�>]�رع ا��%�Y ا�.ى ���� �#  A�he/ she/ it ا�]>�s   �P�# ا�06Hء ا�Q?��ة �%��ن ا��7 ال  -8

�� ��Jوض '�ن �� 5jO  s ا�s0E؟ ا'�� ا�s0E ا�� �%�O Wف  .He play football every dayا�,��GP وا���دات D�<7 ��3 ا����0 ���� : 
 playsو��
ل : 

  
) ��3 ا����0 ����?� ' -9�
ث ا�����) D�� زى (7��� S�ة + ا��� S�ف وا�>]�ف ا��� ا^+� ( ا�[<�� ��  �ه : �# ا �06ء ا�
ا�, ا����>� ا��Eط

 Pollution environment A[� (  ���ه ofو ^�B ا�:��ه   theوط��� ده _�Y ط� ا�+Z إ��؟ ا�+Z ا�S���� �<� 8 (ا�S ���ة+���7
 : Z�+�7the pollution of the environment  :أوenvironment pollution 

 
 10- k�d اى W7 �2���; �# ا �3�E�   ا�����L� ���m ا���>�ت �j# ا����0 ان ا��O�+<وف ا��3 ا��,�  و'.�8 �# ا �06ء ا����> ا�,��7

 W7 Sھ�%�  :� NO ا����>  contribute in   W7 ��� /good at   v�good inو��&  contribute to وھ.ا ط��� s06 وا��m�� 8 ا ��
 W�� �06 : W�� �<� �S ب  dangerous to : W7 ��J�  /think of/ aboutا�+,�,,� /dream of/ about  W��...A3Q� /encourage ..to 

  #�.. #�<�enable …to   #�... ��:�� /discourage … fromوھ�.ا /  
                                                                                                                                11-  #� و'.�8 �# ا �06ء ا�>��و7 ا�:��3

 ا����� �>W7 �<:�� A اL� ا����� ان ھ:�ك '�>�ت ���L��2 وا��� ا �3L��2 ��Jد _�� ���ود و���J� B�7 .6د و��& �>A '>� ا D�6ف ��# ا���3� 
 ا����� �3�7 ط��� ��
ل : L�  .The news is good todayا�+Z ا��؟ ���وف  .The news are good todayھ
 ا�,�ل W7 ا�

 

 

The importance of electricity and how to save it 
at home. 

          Electricity has become a main part of our 
life. People can't do without it. It is light, it is 

Important Paragraphs 
 (1) Energy 

There are different forms ل��ndأ of energy. Most 
of the energy used today in homes and industry 
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heat, and it is energy. Think of how many home 
appliances are run by electricity. We depend on 
electricity in almost all aspects of life. There are 
many ways by which we can save energy in our 
everyday lives. You use a lot of electricity every 
day. Use only what you need. Don’t turn on two 
lights if you only need one.  Remember to turn 
off the lights when you leave a room. Turn off 
the TV and video games, too. On a sunny day, 
read by a window. It’s a simple way to save 
energy. Keep the refrigerator door closed. If the 
air conditioner is on, keep doors and windows 
closed. If you can, just use a fan and wear light 
clothes instead of using the air conditioner. Use 
the microwave. � Microwave ovens �7ن '?��
shorten cooking times, which saves energy. 
Always buy economical light bulbs that use less 
energy. The things you do every day make a 
difference. If everyone saves just a little energy, 
it adds up to a lot. When you save energy, you 
save money, too. You have more money to spend 
on other things. Saving energy also helps protect 
the environment. 

The necessity of reducing our consumption of 
water and electricity 

          It is known that energy and water are the 
basis and the artery of life. All living things and 
machines can’t live or work without them, 
however energy and water are about to run out. 
Therefore we mustn’t ignore these problems 
otherwise we will lead hard lif .All of us must 
seek hard to rationalize using them .The Nile is 
the only source of water in Egypt. So we must 
keep it clean and use its water only when 
necessary. We mustn’t be wasteful at using its 
water. We mustn’t forget to rationalize using 
electricity. From my point of view, there are 
many simple ways to rationalize electricity for 
example we should switch off electric sets after 
using them. We must spread the awreness of the 
importance of rationalization among citizens to 
avoid this serious problem .We can use natural 
light by day . Dr. Ibrahim Ghneim, Minister of 
education asked for rationalization of 
consumption of water and electricity in schools 
and education departments . At last not at least 
we can say that consumption rationalization of 
water and electricity need great interest from us.  

Increasing Production and encouraging tourism 
are the only ways for Egypt to reach the shore of 

comes from fossil fuelsي�nnJO د
nn^و. Coal, oil and 
natural gas are all fossil fuels. They are called non-
renewable  دة�nn3�� �nn�_ because it takes millions of 
years to make or renew them. So, we must reduce 
the amount of non-renewable fuels that we use.  

We need to find other forms of energy that will 
never run out �n?�:� / �nJ:�. These forms of energy are 
called renewable. Examples of these are energy 
from the sun and the wind.  Water is another 
renewable source of energy. It is called 
hydroelectric power. Nuclear energy is also a clean 
renewable source ر�nn+� of energy. However, it is 
dangerous. It is important that we all save energy. 

 (2) The Sun 
 The sun is very important to us. It gives us 
heat and light. Without the sun, there wouldn't be 
life on Earth. The energy we get from the sun can be 
used in different fields .ت �n3�The sun is a long way 
from the Earth. In ancient times, people knew the 
importance of the sun. Some of them even 
worshipped وا���the sun. 
 There are some dangers of the sun. If you 
look directly at the sun, it may damage your eyes. 
The sun gives out X-rays and ultraviolet rays �ndHا
 �3n%J:ق ا��
n7. These rays are very harmful to life. 
Most of these rays get soaked up `�nn<� in the 
atmosphere. This is why they do not affect us. In 
fact we cannot do without #� �:L�%� the sun. 

(3)The Eiffel Tower 

 The Eiffel Tower is the most famous 

landmark   S��n�<ا� �?dأ  in Paris. It was built in 1889. It 

was the world's highest structure ء�n:� until 1931. It is 

300 meters high. The Tower was named after �<n�

 Sn��� Gustave Eiffel, the engineer who designed  it. It 

cost more than a million dollars to build. People 

from all over the world visit the Eiffel Tower every 

year. 

 The Tower has three levels, which are 

connected by lifts ���nn+<� �nn+��. Visitors can climb 

the steps S�Dn%ا� to the top of Tower or use the lifts. 

The Tower has been climbed by mountaineers 
��n%��
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safety. 
             Egypt nowadays is facing a great 
challenge. It wants to cross this critical 
transitional stage ��O  إ�������O�� to reach the 
shore of safety. In order to attain this sublime 
goal, � Egypt is in a hard need of more ھ�ف ���
efforts, more sacrifice and more self-denial.  إ���ر
 ��d andرات There is no time for slogans ا�.ات
cheers. Actions speak louder than words. All 
Egyptians must realize this fact to forget about 
their political attitudes and serve their beloved 
Egypt. Every one of us should do his duty fully 
to make up for the time lost. We must bear in 
mind that increasing production is the only way 
for stability and safety. With it, we can increase 
our income and pass the burdens of life. 
Moreover, we have to encourage tourism by all 
possible means. We know that tourism is the 
second earner of hard currency after petroleum 
products. That's why we ought to provide 
tourists with all facilities to attract them to visit 
Egypt. Good accommodation, good transport 
and friendly treatment are the magical keys for 
tourism to flourish and prosper. Each one of us 
should see himself as a tour guide to achieve 
tangible  س
<�� progress in the field of tourism. 
In fact it's our responsibility to restore Egypt's 
pioneering role in the Middle East area. 

The importance of trees 
 Trees are very important to our life. They 
take in carbon dioxide and give us oxygen. If we 
cut down too many trees, there would be more 
carbon dioxide. This is very harmful. Therefore, 
trees protect us from global warming. Trees 
provide us with many useful things such as 
rubber  and medicines. Some trees may ا�>�0ط 
provide a cure جD� for diseases like cancer.  
Planting trees is very useful. We have to plant 
more trees, especially in towns and cities. This 
helps to reduce the amount of pollution. Trees 
help to keep the balance of nature ��� j7�,<ا�
 
ازن ا����0�. If the balance of nature is upset 
 B�6ا, life on Earth will be impossible. We have to 
take great care of trees and punish �^��� those 
who cut them down.  

 Recycling A�:+إ��دة ا�� 
Many societies reuse materials that are 

thrown away. Materials ranging from precious 
metals  nn:�<R دن�nn�� to plastic spoons, can be 
reused. This recycling process extracts  `�E�n%� 

 From the top of the Tower you can see most .ا��n�3ل 

of Paris. The view �nj:<ا� from the top of the Tower is 

wonderful. 

(4) The Cairo Metro 

 The Cairo Metro is a wonderful work of 
engineering �n��:ھ Bn<�. It’s the only underground in 
Africa or the Middle East. It's fast, cheap and safe. 
You can go to any place in a very short time. About 
2 million passengers use the Metro daily. There are 
now plans for a Metro line in Alex.   

A decade has passed since the Cairo Metro 
started its service. It has proved 5n�Rأ to be the most 
efficient ءة�nJ' �n�'Hا public means of transport ��n�و
 nnn��� تDnnn!ا
� in the city. It links the city 
suburbs �Oا
nnn[ا� in the north and south with 
downtown n:��<ا� Yn�و. One of its great merits �n2ا�� is 
that it is environment friendly, n����� G��n! having no 
fumes دم�n� to pollute the atmosphere. Moreover, it is 
the only public means of transport where smoking is 
strictly forbidden  �nn��� �nn�:� ع
nn:<�. Those who smoke 
pay a fine  .of 10 pounds _�ا�

(5) The importance of trees 
 Trees are very important to our life. Animals 
and people breathe in GnnQ:�%� oxygen and breathe 
out ج�nnE� carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide ��nn%'أ ���nnR

ن nا���� is a poisonous م�n� gas. Plants and trees take 
in carbon dioxide and give out oxygen. If we cut 
down too many trees, there would be more carbon 
dioxide. This is very harmful. 
 Trees provide us with many useful things 
such as rubber ط�n0<ا� and medicines. Some trees may 
provide a cure جDnnn� for diseases like cancer.  
Planting trees is very useful. This helps to reduce 
the amount of pollution. Trees help to keep the 
balance of nature nn���0ازن ا�
nn� �nn�� nnj7�,<ا�. If the 
balance of nature is upset  Bn�6ا, life on Earth will be 
impossible. We have to take great care of trees and 
punish  those who cut them down. 

(6) My plans for the future 
(What career are you going to choose and why?) 

 We all have our dreams which we hope will 
come true Gn�,��. I have many plans for the future. I 
want to go to university and become a doctor. I'd 
like to practise medicine for a few years. After that, 
I'd like to do research. 
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the original material ��n!Hدة ا�n<ا� and uses it in 
new products. In general, using recycled 
materials �?��:n+� اد ا�>��د
 to make new products ا�>
costs less and requires �nn�0�� less energy than 
using new materials. The most commonly 
recycled waste product is printed  nnn�
ا�>�0
materials.  

       Glass is a material which is economical to 
recycle. The recycled glass is melted  �?nn+� and 
formed into new products. Certain types of 
nuclear waste nو�
 can be recycled. Rare ا�:�n��Jت ا�:
materials, such as gold and silver, are recycled 
because getting new supplies is expensive. It 
reduces pollution because recycling a product 
creates less pollution than producing a new one. 
Most experts اء�n�Eا� state ن
n:��� that the economic 
consequences   ا�:�pP�nnnn ا ^�+�nnnnد� of recycling are 
positive in the long term ا�>�ى ا����� ���  .إ����3

 The Nile 
The Nile is a source of life to Egypt. It is 

considered a chief sourceWn%�Pر ر�n+� of wealth, 
welfare and prosperity to Egypt. We enjoy 
drinking its fresh pure water. We irrigate our 
lands from it. Vast areas of land are reclaimed 
with the help of the Nile. Egypt is the gift of the 
NileBn�:ا� nھ�. We should not throw waste into our 
dear Nile. We should keep it clean and 
pure.Without the Nile, Egypt would be a desert 
barrenn�O�^ land. The Nile is the lifebloodه�n�,دم ا� 
of Egypt. Without the Nile, life would be 
impossible in Egypt.After the white revolution of 
25 January and when Government recognized 
that former regimeG��n%م ا��nj:ا� was not giving due 
care to the countries which share�:'ر�nQ� us in the 
Nile, so they started to plan for setting up new 
projects and dams on the Nile which can lead to 
a decrease in our share �:�nn+Oof water, prime 
ministerزراء
nnnا� &�nnnPر Dr. Sharaf accompanied 
�,�nn+�by popular organizations have  made 
many visits to those countries to strengthen  ى
n��
our relations with them and convince them to 
keep the same quantity of water which we 
should get as per previous agreements. 

Egypt as I think and dream of     �?� S�Oأ �<' �+� 
 Egypt , my beloved home country , is the 

Cradle of Civilization   رة�n[,ا� �n?� . So , I have 
always been thinking of it as the land of peace 
and love . I have always been dreaming of Egypt 
as the most modern and advanced country . A 
country in which people respect and tolerant to 

I hope to investigate =nn,�� the causes of 

diseases  like cancer or brain disease. I'd like to 

learn more and more about those diseases which 

make people suffer ���n�� a lot. Therefore 8�.n�, I must 

study hard. I'd like to set up experiments and make 

things that can really help mankind. ��nQا�� I want to 

help people become happy. I hope my plans for the 

future will pay off. Z3:� 

(7) The advantages and disadvantages of modern 
technology 

 Our life today is quite different from life fifty 
years ago.  Life in the past was very simple and 
easy. In the past people used animals to go from 
place to place. People died from many diseases 
which they could not cure. Today, thanks to Bn[J� 
modern science and technology, there are many 
inventions which have made man’s life easier and 
more comfortable. Modern means of transport help 
us to travel long distances in a very short time. The 
progress م�n�� in medicine has enabled us to find a 
cure for most diseases. We also have pure n��� water 
and electric supply.  

However modern technology has several 
disadvantages. The most noticeable nnnnnnظ
,�� 
disadvantage is pollution. Pollution is very harmful 
to man's life and can cause many diseases. Man now 
depends too much on machines. There are a lot of 
people who can't find jobs because we use machines 
to do most of our work.  Many people nowadays 
suffer from stress ��
n� / YLn� and worry. Some people 
may have a nervous breakdown� .ا�?��ر �+�

(8) Living in space 
 Next summer I am going to travel to space 
with three friends. We are going to have some 
training at first. The training will be long and 
difficult. You must be fit  ��<nn%� GnnP  in order to 
survive in space. We are going to take some things 
with us like canned ���� food and bottles of water. 
 In space there are a lot of problems. There is 
no gravity nا��3ذ�� in space. It is hard to live without 
gravity. We will stay in the space shuttle all the 
time. We will miss our families. We will try to keep 
ourselves busy by reading books or listening to 
music. Living in space will be an exciting experience 
in spite of its disadvantages. 
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each other . A country in which law is applied 
and respected . A country in which 
discrimination has no place among citizens , 
regardless their religious or political beliefs . A 
country in which everyone has his work and 
lives in a safe home . I have been dreaming of 
Egypt like this as it has all the factors to be a 
pioneering country in all fields , with its great 
location and culture . Finally , I think my dream 
is up to achieve after the struggle of its youth to 
have their freedom and opportunity to live a 
decent life .   ��Oة '��>

"Technology "" Means of communications"" 
Mobile" “A discovery or invention of the last 50 

years" 
          Modern technology plays an important 
part in our life. All modern equipment such as 
television, computers, mobiles , and all other 
devices are based on the highest technology. We 
can't imagine life without means of transport 
.They enable us to travel long distances easily, 
comfortably and in a short time .In addition, 
modern means of communications enable us to 
keep in touch with the latest events at any part 
of the world in no time by means of satellite or 
the internet .At the same time , the mobile is in 
hand . It is really a breakthrough in 
communication .We can't imagine life at homes 
without electric sets. It will be dark and dull 
without TV. The refrigerator helps housewives 
to preserve food to use later .Washing machines 
help housewives to do washing easily and 
quickly. In the field of medicine it is easy for 
surgeons to perform operations thanks to 
modern equipment . In fact .Thanks to 
technology, our life is enjoyable and 
comfortable. 
" Terrorism""Violence" “Spreading crimes and 
bullies 30� ا���3>   �Crime doesn't pay “ ��J " ” ا��
          It is clear that crimes have increased in 
alarming rate nowadays. No day passes without 
hearing about a crime on TV or in the 
newspapers. In fact there are many reasons for 
spreading crimes in our society. These may be 
because of unemployment problem, ignorance, 
illiteracy, poverty, over population and the lack 
of religious awareness. These crimes cause fear, 
horror and insecurity among citizens. Crimes 
are always committed without any persuasive 
reasons. Criminals must know the fact that any 

(9) Lifelong learning ي ا�,��ة�� S� ا���
 Lifelong learning goes on for life ة�nn�,ي ا��n�, 
from the time you graduate ج�nnnE�� until you 
retire  �nn�����. This is necessary as employers ب�,nn!أ
 Bn<ا�� do not offer permanent n<Pدا jobs. We must 
learn the skills required n�
� for different ا�>?�nرات ا�>0
jobs. Companies pay a lot to provide training for 
their employees #����nا��. Lifelong learning helps us to 
acquire the knowledge n7��<ا� �n%��� and skills needed 
in the labour market. 
 Distance learning��� #� S� is a method  ا���nط��� 
of study that helps us to continue our learning. We 
need to continue learning to keep up with �n'ا
� the 
latest developments رات
n0ث ا���nOأ in different fields. 
Human knowledge is increasing all the time. If we 
do not update ر
n0� our knowledge, we will not be 
able to live in today's world. In fact, lifelong 
learning is important to everyone. 

(10) How we can help to protect and improve the 
environment 

 Environmental pollution  �n�
ث ا���n� is a very ا��
serious problem nowadays. This pollution causes 
great damage ة�n��' ار�n�أ to the environment and all 
living things. There are a lot of things we can do to 
preserve �n�� N7�n,� the environment. Factories should 
be moved to land outside cities. A great number of 
trees should be planted along the sides of the roads. 
Trees take in carbon dioxide and release oxygen, so 
they help to clean the air.  

The government should pass laws to reduce 
the number of cars on the roads. We have to spread 
awareness  ��
nا� �nQ:� among ordinary people of the 
importance of preserving the environment. We 
must teach young children how to keep the 
environment clean. If we succeed in preserving 
(conserving) the environment, our children and 
grandchildren can enjoy the world we live in.  
Preserving the environment has become a very 
important issue  ھ���s%� in the modern world. 

 (11) Recycling A�:+إ��دة ا�� 

Many societies reuse materials that are 
thrown away. Materials ranging from precious 
metals  n:�<R دن�n�� to plastic spoons, can be reused. 
This recycling process extracts  `�E�n%� the original 
material ��n!Hدة ا�n<ا� and uses it in new products. In 
general, using recycled materials �?��:n+� د�n�<اد ا�
 to ا�>
make new products costs less and requires �n�0�� less 
energy than using new materials. The most 
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crime doesn't pay and the criminal must be 
revealed how long he escapes. He also must 
know that he must obtain his penalty. The 
family, the school, the mosque, the church and 
the government must cooperate together to find 
a solution to this serious problem which 
threatens our life. 

My plans for the future 
(What career are you going to choose and why?) 

 We all have our dreams which we hope 
will come true Gn�,��. I have many plans for the 
future. I want to go to university and become a 
doctor. I'd like to practise medicine for a few 
years. After that, I'd like to do research. 

I hope to investigate =nn,�� the causes of 
diseases  like cancer or brain disease. I'd 
like to learn more and more about those diseases 
which make people suffer ���nnnnn�� a lot. 
Therefore 8�.n�, I must study hard. I'd like to set 
up experiments and make things that can really 
help mankind. ��nnQا�� I want to help people 
become happy. I hope my plans for the future 
will pay off. Z3:� 

Women's rights: 
   Women's rights is one of the important 
subjects. There are promoters ون�nn�@�. Women 
should be educated and well-learnt. They have 
to share رك�nnQ� in public life. There must be a 
different attitude towards their being 
housewives. Women should be a moving 
energy n'�,�� n^ط�. They should lead a better life. 
It will be beautiful to make use of women in 
public life. We should try to improve their 
economic and social levels. Along with this, 
equality between men and women is desired.     
The role of youth in making their country better 
        We all agree that youth are the backbone of 
any country. As they play the main role in 
anything . They have the power and 
determination to do any thing for the sake of 
their country. If we want to make any progress , 
we must depend on them to do that. They can 
share in developing and saving their countries in 
time of war and in time of peace. In Egypt , their 
role became clear during the 25th revolution and 
they played the main role. They also have the 

 The promising duty of rebuilding their country.

commonly recycled waste product is printed  �
ا�>�0
materials.  

Glass is a material which is economical to 
recycle. The recycled glass is melted  �?nnn+� and 
formed into new products. Certain types of nuclear 
waste nو�
 ,can be recycled. Rare materials ا�:�n��Jت ا�:
such as gold and silver, are recycled because getting 
new supplies is expensive. It reduces pollution 
because recycling a product creates less pollution 
than producing a new one. Most experts اء�n�Eا� state 

نn:��� that the economic consequences   ا�:�pP�n ا ^�+�nد�
of recycling are positive in the long term  ى�n<ا� �n��
  .ا�����
(12) A Famous Egyptian scientist – Ahmed Zewail) 

 Ahmed Zewail is a worldwide famous 
Egyptian scientist. He was educated at Alexandria 
University. After his graduation, he went to the 
United Sates of America to continue his education. 
There he worked very hard and outdid �nn�
ق �nnJ� 
everyone else.  

In 1998, he won the Franklin Institute�nn?�� 
Award after he had discovered the smallest unit of 
time. This award is usually given to famous 
scientists and inventors. Dr. Zewail also uses very 
fast lasers to find out more about the chemicals. His 
work helps scientists to produce new and better 
drugs for curing diseases. In, fact Ahmed Zewail is 
a very good example that all Egyptian young men 
should follow. 

 (13) Value of reading ا���اءة   Reading for all / أھ>�

 Reading is very important. It is the food of 
the mind. Through reading, we benefit from #� ��J�%�
 the experience ة�n�6 of other people. Reading has a 
good effect on our behaviour ك
�n�. It helps us to 
acquire good qualities ت�Jnnn!. It enables us to 
understand the world that we live in. It helps us to 
solve our problems in life.  

Through reading, we get a lot of information 
about the progress in science and technology. By 
reading, we never feel lonely  ��nnQ� ة�nnO
��� . In fact, 
books are the best friends. Reading helps us to 
develop our characters ت��nnn+Ed and widen our 
horizons ق�n7آ. Mrs. Mubarak has started the project 
‘Reading for All’. This project aims at spreading�nQ� 
the habit of reading among young children. It also 
aims at developing the abilitiesرات�nnn^ of young 
children to become good citizens #�:اط
nn� in the 
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, rising youth must work hard and sincerely 
(honestly ) to reach with our country to the land 
of safety from this current crisis. Thus we can 
see our loving country one of the best nations in 
the world  

Life in the future 
Our life in the future will change 

completely. Computers and internet will occupy 
our life. So, instead of wasting time going here 
and there, we will use the internet to get our 
needs, Students of the future will get the 
information they need through their computers 
which will be available and will be within the 
reach of their hands. Housewives can shop 
through the internet and the housework will be 
done by certain kinds of robots. Most houses 
will be air conditioned and people won't suffer 
from the heat of the sun. Our factories will be 
computerized. There will be better means of 
communications and transport.  

 (Computers) 
 The computer is the most important 
invention in the twentieth century. Children 
enjoy using computers. They help communicate 
with people in other countries very quickly. 
Computers store a lot of information. You can 
work from home if you have a computer. 
Computers are now used in all fields. We can 
now use computers to learn a new language. 
Doctors use computers to help them diagnose 
diseases and treat patients. Banks cannot do 
without computers.  Teachers use computers in 
schools so that students can learn better and 
faster. But computers have some disadvantages. 
Computers are different. Some of them are 
difficult to use. A lot of computer games are 
violent . Some children spend too much time 
indoors playing computer games.  

The importance of trees 
       Trees are very important to our life. They 
take in carbon dioxide and give us oxygen. If we 
cut down too many trees, there would be more 
carbon dioxide. This is very harmful. Therefore, 
trees protect us from global warming. Trees 
provide us with many useful things such as 
rubber  and medicines. Some trees may ا�>�nn0ط 
provide a cure  for diseases like cancer.  Planting 
trees is very useful. We have to plant more trees, 
especially in towns and cities. This helps to 
reduce the amount of pollution. Trees help to 

future. Many public libraries have been set up in 
towns and villages. This will enrich our cultural life 
and create Gnn�E� generations ل�nnأ�� of scientists and 
thinkers #���J�. 

(14) Life in the future 

 Life in the future will be different from life 
now. Many changes will take place in every field. 
New inventions and new discoveries will appear. 
Man will send more spaceships ء�n[Jا� #Jn� to other 
planets and may find life possible there. Vast areas 
�nnnn��d Gط�nnnn:� of the world’s desert will be 
reclaimed Z�nnn+�%�. The production of food will 
increase. A cure for dangerous diseases such as 
cancer and AIDS may be discovered.  

 New sources of energy will be found. 
Computers will be widely used in all fields, 
especially in education. Means of transport will be 
faster and more comfortable. In fact, life will be 
very complicated ة�nnn��� and man will depend 
completely on machines. No one can be sure if life in 
the future will be better or worse. 

(15) Life in big cities 

 Life in big cities is very hard. People there 
suffer from many problems such as over-
population, housing problems and crowded means 
of transport. It takes a very long time to go from 
one place to another. There is very little cooperation 
 results ا��nO2م ا��n�� among people. overcrowding ���nQون
in Wدي إ�@� many accidents.   

   Pollution caused by car fumes is a major 
cause of many diseases. The air is unclean and 
impure �n�� �n�_. There are no gardens or green areas 
where people can spend nice time. The noise from 
cars and machines also make life in big cities 
unbearable Bn<�,�  . Great efforts are needed to solve 
the problems in big cities. People should think of 
going to new cities built in the desert or the country. 

(16) Unemployment     ا����0  

 Unemployment means that there aren’t 
enough jobs for people. The most important cause 
of unemployment is over-population. Thousands of 
young people graduateن
nn��E�� every year from 
schools and universities. They remain for long years 
without jobs. This is because most of them are 
waiting for governmental jobs.   
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keep the balance of nature. If the balance of 
nature is upset, life on Earth will be impossible. 
We have to take great care of trees and punish 
those who cut them down.  

Recycling A�:+إ��دة ا��  
          Many countries reuse materials that are 
thrown away. This recycling process extracts 
 `�E�%� the original material ��!Hا�>�دة ا and uses 
it in new products. In general, using recycled 
materials �?��:+� اد ا�>��د
 to make new products ا�>
costs less and needs ��0�� less energy than using 
new materials. The most widely recycled waste 
product is printed   �
ا�>�0 materials. Glass is a 
material which is economical to recycle. The 
recycled glass is melted  �?+� and formed into 
new products. Some kinds of nuclear waste 
 ,can be recycled. Rare materials ا�:���Jت ا�:
و�
such as gold and silver, are recycled because 
getting new supplies is expensive. Recycling 
reduces pollution because recycling a product 
creates less . 

Advertisements ت��D� ا 

              It's a fact that business without 
advertisements never flourishes�n2دھ�. Goods can 
be advertised in different ways; on TV in 
newspaper and in magazines, by posters ت��n+�� 
put up in streets, cinemas, shops and means of 
transport. In Egypt, advertisements have 
become an important part of television .Not only 
do they attract kids ل�nJب ا ط.n3�, but the elders as 
well. Most of them are about fast food, crisps, 
chocolate ad the like. Some advertisements are 
about films and plays .Of course they ruin  �n%J�-
���nnnn�the pleasure nnnn��� of watching TV 
programmes because they are displayed اع.n� the 
midst  Yn�و of them. I myself don't like the way 
they are displayed on TV in Egypt .hey don't 
reflect  &n��� the Egyptian culture at all .Almost 
all of TV advertisements show merely Yn�7 dance 
and nonsense. 

Reading as a hobby 

Reading is a useful hobby. It is a good 
means to spend our time and to increase our 
general knowledge, we read daily newspapers 
and magazines, by reading newspapers we are 
aware of all the news of our county as well as the 
news of the world. Magazines deal with cultural 
subjects, reportages and short stories, the book 
is the fiend of man. We read prose and poetry in 

   Another cause of unemployment is the 
increasing use of modern technology in all fields. 
Man depends a lot on machines. This leads to a lack 
of job opportunities Bnn<ص ا���nn7 `nn��. To solve this 
problem, we should encourage A3nQ� young people to 
go the desert and reclaim it. They should look for 
jobs in the new cities. Banks can lend them 
loans وض�^ to start their own projects. و��ت�Q� 

 
(17) Tourism     O��%ا�  

 Tourism is the second main source of 
national income after petroleum products.  ت�n3�:<ا�
nا����و�� It brings in a lot of hard currency which we 
need to importرد
�n%� goods. Tourists from all over 
the world visit Egypt all the year roundم�nار ا���n� �n��. 
Egypt has many famous sights and tourist 
attractionsح��n%ب ا�.nn� Gط�n:�. Tourists also enjoy the 
fine weather in Egypt.  

Tourists can visit places of interest such as 
the Pyramids, the temples, the museums and other 
historic places. The government does its best to 
encourage the tourist industry. New tourist villages 
are built. Splendid nn<E7 hotels are erected. Theـ
government provides cheap and comfortable means 
of transport. Egyptians do their best to welcome 
tourists and treat them well. When tourism 
flourishes �nnn2دھ�, our national income ��
nnnا�� B6�nnnا� 
improves.  

(18) The value of sports  أھ>� ا�����

 There are many kinds of sports. The most 
common sports are football, basketball, volleyball, 
tennis, skiing, swimming and cycling. Sports have 
great value in our life. They are very important for 
keeping us healthy. People who are used to 
practising n�ر�<� sports usually enjoy good health. 
They are always active and do their jobs well.  

Sports are a good way of spending our spare 

time. Sports help us gain good qualities such as 

patience, cooperation and how to face difficult 

problems and situations ;n^ا
�. Sports teach us good 

manners and develop our character. Some sports 

help us to defend ourselves such as karate and judo. 
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literary books while scientific books deal with to 
date inventions and historical stories. Man can 
never feel lonely so long as he has book or a 
magazine as friend. 

Libraries 

Libraries are placed where we can read 
or borrow books we can spend a useful time 
reading in the library , we can find many books 
of various kinds and standards which satisfy all 
classes , all tastes and all cultures the library is 
the best place where a person can be acquainted 
with the latest researching of brave men , the 
emotions and feelings of men of arts , in fact , it 
is a spring of knowledge which is never 
finished .it is the place where a person finds 
comfort and relief after the troubles and cares of 
life . In the library a person can find himself 
among books which are the best friends of man, 
through books in libraries we spend our spare 
time and increase our general knowledge. 

Saving up 

Life is full of ups and down. a wise 
person should think of the day when he becomes 
unable to earn his living , he should bear in 
mind that a rainy day will come and so he has to 
be ready for it. Saving is of great benefit. we 
must not spend our incomes unwisely , we have 
to save part of our income so as to face the 
unknown future saving enables a person to 
secure a better life and good living condition for 
his children and his family , a child may fall ill 
and a father finds himself in a difficult position 
if he has not saved money to provide for such a 
situation , if we save money we serve ourselves 
as well as our agriculture projects thus all of us 
live in a society whose standard of welfare is 
secured for all citizens . 

How we make use of our deserts 

          We make use of the natural wealth which 
lies hidden in the bottom of the desert. In the 
eastern desert, engineers, geologists, experts and 
laborers prospect for oil and exploit fields. In 
the deserts near Aswan iron ore is found in large 
quantities. It is used in the iron and steel 
industry. The reclamation of the deserts is one of 
the chief projects carried out in the A.R.E the 
desert is changed into cultivable land. Thus we 
can increase the area of the green land. People 
who live in overpopulated districts settle down 
in the new reclaimed land. In order to make use 
of the oases we have to encourage rural 

In fact, sports are very essential  .for us أ����

(19)  Over-population  � ا��2ا�� ا�%���

Over-population is a very serious problem. 
Egypt has been suffering from this problem for a 
long time now. The increase in population has led to 
many other problems such as shortage of food,  `n��
ازد�nnOم و�overcrowded means of transport,  BP�nnا��n�0م
 �n7 andص ا��>lack `n�� of job opportunitiesBn ا�>
ا!Dnت
the problem of housingن��n�ا�. There aren’t enough 
houses, jobs or food for all people. If we continue to 
increase in this way, we may face 
starvation��
��3/ا�>
ت ��.  

Great efforts are made to solve this problem.  
The government does its best to convinceAـn:�� the 
people of the importance of birth control Bn%:ا� �n��,� 
and family planning S�nnj اH��nnة �: . Vast areas Gط�nn:�
�n��d of the desert land have been reclaimed. New 
cities and communities have been built. Mass media 
are doing their best to persuade Ann:�� people to 
participate effectively nn���7 رة
nn+� ا
 �nnQ� in solvingر'
this problem. 

(20)Pollution 

 Pollution is a difficult problem in modern 
life. There are different kinds of pollution. Air 
Pollution is caused by car fumesرات��n%دم ا��n� which 
contain very harmful substances. رة�nn� اد
nn� These 
substances have a bad effect on health and can 
cause many diseases. The sea is polluted by the 
chemical waste nn�P��<ت ا����nn��J:ا� thrown into it by 
factories and ships. The soil is also polluted by the 
chemicals we use such as insecticides ا�>���ات.  

All these kinds of pollution affect not only 
man’s life but animal life and plant life as well. The 
world is making great efforts to fight رب�nnn,� 
pollution. Ordinary people have to cooperate with 
An� ا
 �n��� the government and scientists to get ridو�
of #nn� `�E�nn� pollution. If pollution continues to 
increase, life on earth will be in great danger. Even 
ordinary people can help to eliminate #n� `�E�n� / Bn�2� 
pollution. 

 (21)  Terrorism 
 Terrorism has become an international 
problem. The word "terrorism" comes from the 
word "terror" which means a violent action  ;n�:� Bn�7 
which causes great fear.  The terrorist attacks ت�n<3ھ
 nإرھ��� in many parts of the world caused thousands 
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industries and facilitate means of transport. 
Desert plants are of great importance they are 
used in making medicine. There are many 
historical places in our deserts. They attract 
tourists to visit our country. 

Egypt works for peace, yet we should have a 
strong army 

 
When Egypt waged war against Israel 

on the 6of October 1973 it was a war for peace 
not for aggression. After winning the battle we 
raised the slogan of peace and began rebuilding 
our country. Egypt works for peace, yet we 
should have a strong army to protect the peace 
we are working for today Egypt has a very 
strong army to protect the peace we are working 
for today Egypt has a very strong and highly 
trained army. It is manned and officered by 
young and patriotic men. It uses the most 
sophisticated weapons used in the electronic 
war. It has mirage 2000 and the first early 
warning plane, thus our modern army has the 
ability to function on any front and can deter 
any aggression. 

Camps  
             Camping is an activity which young 
people like to do. They practise self-dependence, 
cooperation and, team work. In camping, they 
spend a day or a week in the open. Boy scouts 
usually go camping in one of the outskirts of the 
town. They sleep in tents, cook their own meals 
and make their own beds. Each member has his 
own job and they all work for the good of the 
whole. Camps may have their own goals. Some 
camps aim at cleaning streets and planting trees. 
Health camps tour villages to help the sick and 
to foster good health habits. Education camps 
aim at acquiring knowledge and practice in a 
certain subject. 

Global Warming 

Most people now accept the fact that the 
world's climate is changing. The carbon dioxide 
in the atmosphere is increasing mainly because 
we burn fuels such as oil and gas. The fact that 
we continue to destroy the rainforests (which 
take in carbon dioxide and produce oxygen) 
makes the matter worse. It is now known that 
the ice at the Arctic and the Antarctic is melting. 
If this continues, sea levels will rise and some 

of deaths. Terrorism is against religion and 
civilization. Terrorism makes people feel unsafe. 

Governments must co-operate if they want to 
fight international terrorism  � President .ا�رھ�nب ا��nو�
Mubarak has always believed that terrorism will 
continue unless the Palestinian problem is solved. 
He called for an international conference on 
terrorism. Terrorists must be severely 
punished nnQ� ن
�^�nn�� ة� . Ordinary people must take 
part in the fight against terrorism. 

 
Space exploration 

         Many people believe that space exploration is a 
waste of money. They think that the money we 
spend on space exploration should be spent on 
education and health or it should be used to solve 
problems like global warming and climate change. 
Other people believe we should spend the money on 
growing more food and on better transport. But 
space exploration is very important. Everyone 
benefits from space technology in their everyday 
lives. For example, satellite technology is used for 
mobile phones and television. Moreover, people 
have always explored their world, so the next step is 
to explore space. In addition, space exploration is 
exciting. We may need to live in space in the future, 
so we should explore space to find out if there is any 
kind of life on other planets. In short, space 
exploration is really worth the money we spend on 
it. 

What families can do to save energy 
 All of us can do many things to save energy. 
We should all use energy more wisely. Families can 
recycle paper, plastic, glass and aluminium cans. 
They can turn the air conditioner down. They can 
use energy-saving bulbs. Family members can use 
their cars less. Walking and cycling are great forms 
of exercise. They can use energy-efficient home 
appliances. They should turn off computers and 
televisions when they are not using them. They 
should not leave lights on when there is no one in 
the house. They can use fans instead of air 
conditioners as they use less electricity.  They 
should buy things that can be used over and over 
instead of buying disposable items that are used 
once and then thrown away. In fact, saving energy 
is very important nowadays. 

How reading literature improves our education 
 Reading literature plays a very important 
role in improving our education. It helps us to 
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parts of the world will be flooded, making many 
people homeless. So what can be done? 
Countries must stop destroying the rainforests 
and produce less carbon dioxide. We, as 
individuals, must all reduce the carbon dioxide 
we produce. This can be done by people using 
cars only when they have to or by turning down 
air conditioning in the summer. 

A job you'd like to do when you finish your 

education 

              It is known that any person should have 
a certain goal in life. If the person has a goal, he 
should exert great efforts to achieve this goal. 
My goal for the future is to become a doctor. I 
would like to do this job to serve my country, 
help poor people in my village and earn a lot of 
money. The job of the doctor has some qualities. 
A successful doctor should be honest, helpful, 
brave, patient, faithful and many other good 
qualities. If I want to become a doctor, I should 
study hard to join the faculty of medicine. 

The mobile phone 

          In fact the mobile phone is one of the most 
important inventions .However, it has some 
advantages and some disadvantages .First of all, 
we can start with its advantages. It enables 
people to contact each other easily at any time in 
any place .It is small enough to carry. It is useful 
for some people who work in remote areas such 
as engineers and businessmen. It is important 
for us in case of danger or troubles. On the other 
hand, it has some disadvantages. Some doctors 
think that it causes some serious diseases. It also 
makes people lazy because it prevents them 
from visiting each other .To sum up, we can say 
it is advisable for people to use it only when 
necessary to avoid its serious side effects.  

The importance of sports and games  
             No one can ignoreBn�3ھ�� that games and 
sports are very important in our life .Sports and 
games are encouraged everywhere in Egypt 
because they make our bodies strong, prevent us 
from getting too fat and keep us healthy. Games 

enrich our vocabulary and learn the language 
better. It enriches our own experiences. It helps us 
to benefit from other people's experiences. It 
enables us to get in touch with the cultures of other 
nations and know about their customs and ways of 
life. It also helps us to understand other people and 
solve our problems. It helps us to gain more 
knowledge about life and the world in which we live. 
It helps us to do the right things in different 
situations. Schools should do their best to help 
students to enjoy reading literature. In fact, we 
learn a lot from reading literature. 

How to protect our historical monuments 
 Our historical monuments are priceless 
treasures and we should do our best to protect 
them. They are very important for tourism which 
brings in a lot of hard currency. They are also 
important because they are part of our history. 
People should recognise the importance of our 
historical monuments. Therefore, we have to make 
great efforts to protect them. We should take great 
care when we set up new projects near historical 
monuments. We should also protect them from 
natural disasters such as earthquakes and torrential 
rains. We should discourage tourists from polluting 
historical places. We have to repair and maintain 
our historical monuments regularly. There must be 
strict laws to punish people who steal or destroy our 
historical monuments. 

Why Egypt will need more scientists in the future 
 Egypt will certainly need more scientists in 
the future. Scientists make discoveries and advances 
which help us to keep with the changes in our 
world. Scientists will help to improve everyday life 
by finding ways to grow more food for the growing 
population. They will also work hard to find cures 
for illnesses. We need all kinds of scientists to solve 
all sorts of problems. We need environmental 
scientists to find ways to protect our environment. 
We need food scientists to test food and its 
nutritional value. Nuclear scientists will do their 
best to make nuclear power cleaner and safer. 
Chemists can find new ways to use chemicals in 
everyday life. Medical scientists will help people to 
overcome diseases and live a healthier life. Space 
scientists will help us to use knowledge of space to 
make our life on earth better. In sort, scientists are 
very important to our future. 

Using modern technology to increase food 
production in Egypt 
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and sports make people lead a healthy and 
active life. They can join clubs to Practise their 
favourite sports, enjoy their time and feel great 
happiness. Sports and games teach our youth 
disciplineم�nnnnj:ا�, co-operation, the sense of 
belongingء�n<�� �� ر
�nQا� and protect them against 
deviationاف�nnn,� ا and taking drugs.  It is 
important for us to get proper exercise in our 
life. There are many forms of exercises like 
running, walking, swimming….etc .All these 
exercise will help us feel our best. It is advisable 
to do the exercises which are suitable for us .The 
form of exercise I like to do is running. This 
exercise is very useful for my muscles .It makes 
my body strong and renews my activity. It is 
easy to practise and doesn't cost us any money. 
We should be keen on doing for improving our 
health.                                                        

Spare time 

      Time lost never comes back so our time 
should be spent wisely. Other than reading, we 
can do interesting thing to enjoy it. We can go to 
the cinema which is a source of amusement and 
culture. The theatre, too, furnishes us with 
valuable instruction. Playing games is another 
way for enjoying our spare time. Games and 
sports strengthen our bodies and build our 
character. In our spare time we can pursue our 
favourite hobbies. Taking photographs, painting 
or growing flowers are all good and useful 
hobbies. To sum up, a successful person is the 
one who can always make the best of his spare 
time. 

Pollution 

       No one can deny that pollution is a serious 
problem in modern life. There are many kinds 
of pollution such as air pollution, water 
pollution, soil pollution and noise pollution. Air 
pollution is caused by harmful gases from old 
cars, buses and lorries. Air pollution makes 
people sick. It causes cancer and harms plants 
and animals. Water pollution is caused by 
wastes thrown into seas by factories and ships. It 
kills fish and water plants. Soil pollution is 

 As the Egypt's population continues to grow 
and climate change makes it more difficult to 
produce food in the traditional way, scientists are 
developing new ways of growing plants efficiently. 
One of these ways is growing plants without soil. We 
can also grow new high yield crops by using genetic 
modification technology. We can also use modern 
technology to grow crops in desert areas. 
Technology can help us to find ways to preserve 
food for longer periods of time. Modern machines 
can be used to irrigate fields. Modern technology 
can help us to find ways to fight insects and pests 
without harming crops. Therefore, 
moderntechnology can play a vital role in increasing 
food production in Egypt. 

The financial crisis  اHز� ا�>���
 Most world countries are now suffering from 
a financial crisis. This problem has serious effects 
on the economy. The prices of most goods and 
products have gone up. Moreover 8nذ� �n� the , و�Dnوة �
prices of houses and land have increased. Poor 
countries are more affected than others. Egypt is 
doing its best to overcome �n�� �n�L�� this problem. 
The government is planning to maintain �n�� N7�n,� 
the rate of economic growth. دي�n+�^ ا 
n<:ل ا��n�� It is 
trying to encourage investment ر�<��n� ا in different 
fields. Banks are offering loans وض�n^ to young men 
to help them set up their own projects. We all have 
to work together to solve this problem. We must 
reduce consumption كD?�nnn� ا Bnnn��� and increase 
production. We should increase our exports درات�n+ا� 
and reduce our imports اردات
nnnا�. We should 
encourage our local products.  

Swine Flu (H1N1) ز���:E2ا ا��
�Jا� 
 Swine flu (H1N1) is a serious disease. It is 
spreading all over the world. Thousands of people 
have died of swine flu. This disease can be treated. 
We can avoid this disease by following the rules of 
hygiene. For example, we should cover our noses 
and mouths when we cough or sneeze. We should 
wash our hands well before and after eating. We 
must eat food that contains vitamin C. We should 
avoid other people who appear to be sick. We 
should stay away from crowded areas. The 
government does its best to protect all citizens from 
this serious disease. A lot of people recover from 
this disease without any need for drugs.  

Global warming / The problem of climate change 
 Global warming is a problem that affects 
every country in the world. It is the most serious 
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caused by the chemicals used in the soil such as 
insecticides. To solve this problem, we can 
reduce pollution in our streets by planting trees 
in front of our houses. Cars and buses should 
run on efficient petrol or natural gas. Rubbish 
shouldn’t be thrown into the river.  

The problem of over - population 

       It has become clear that over population in 
Egypt is a serious problem. It results in   Wnدى إ�@n�
other more serious problems. Our youth can't 
find a flat to marry in or a suitable job to start 
their life. There is also a possible shortage  `n�� of 
food. Our cities became very crowded, they lack 
the needed infrastructuren��,ا��  for living. So ا��:�
it has become a must that we should invade the 
desert 2وnnL�. The government does its best to 
encourage people to have small families through 
public awareness programmes n�ا��� n��
 ��nا�p ا��
on t.v. and papers. It send campaigns  تDn<O to 
remote and small villages to offer people 
information about birth control  B%:ا� ���,�. 

Computers 

     The computer has a lot of advantages 2اتn�<�. 
It can store a lot of information; it can do a lot of 
calculations ت���n%O in no time. It can pay wages, 
reserve seats on planes, design buildings, 
compose music and do many jobs. Doctors also 
use the computer widely in their job. But it has 
also some disadvantages ,ب
n��it can waste our 
time if it is used foolishly or if it is used just for 
fun. It has also a bad effect on our health 
specially the sight ر�nn+ا��. It also teaches the 
children violence  ;nn:ا�� through playing the 
computer games. So it is a double-edged 
weapon.#��O ح ذوD� 

Technology in our life 

      Technology is everywhere nowadays. We all 
enjoy technology but in different ways. Now, we 
can travel from one place to another very easily, 
comfortably and fast. Modern means of 
transport are now supplied with all means of 
comfort nOا��ا BP�n�و Bn'. Space travel is now more 
possible than it used to be in the past. One day 
people may be able to enjoy space journeys. 
      Technology has also played a role in medical 
care n��0ا� nا�����. Now the computer can be used 
to check people's health accurately. It is also 

problem that human beings have to face in the 
twenty-first century. Global warming means that 
the earth's temperature is rising. It has a very 
serious impact on the climate. All countries must 
work together to find suitable ways to solve this 
problem. We should stop cutting forests. If the 
forests are destroyed, this will change the world’s 
climate. Temperatures will go up, sea levels will rise 
and there will be changes in rain and snowfall. 
When you plant a tree, you are helping the 
environment to solve this serious problem. Trees are 
vital to our life. We should also reduce the amount 
of carbon dioxide in the air. Many conferences have 
been held to discuss this problem and try to find an 
effective solution to it. 

(Computers) 
 The computer is the most important 
invention in the twentieth century. Children enjoy 
using computers. They help communicate with 
people in other countries very quickly. Computers 
store a lot ofinformation. You can work from home 
if you have a computer. Computers are now used in 
all fields. We can now use computers to learn a new 
language. Doctors use computers to help them 
diagnose diseases and treat patients. Banks cannot 
do without computers.  Teachers use computers in 
schools so that students can learn better and faster. 
But computers have some disadvantages. 
Computers are different. Some of them are difficult 
to use. A lot of computer games are violent . Some 
children spend too much time indoors playing 
computer games. Using computers for too long can 
harm our eyes. 

The importance of trees 
       Trees are very important to our life. They take 
in carbon dioxide and give us oxygen. If we cut 
down too many trees, there would be more carbon 
dioxide. This is very harmful. Therefore, trees 
protect us from global warming. Trees provide us 
with many useful things such as rubber ط�n0<ا� and 
medicines. Some trees may provide a cure  for 
diseases like cancer.  Planting trees is very useful. 
We have to plant more trees, especially in towns and 
cities. This helps to reduce the amount of pollution. 
Trees help to keep the balance of nature. If the 
balance of nature is upset, life on Earth will be 
impossible. We have to take great care of trees and 
punish those who cut them down.  

The disadvantages of modern technology 
 It is an undeniable fact that modern 
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used for teaching. Students can benefit from the 
internet in their researches as well. No doubt 
technology has changed our life to the better. 

The television 

        The television is the cheapest means of 

entertainment and culture  �nnn�7���� ��nnn�و `nnn6أر

nn7وا����. It shows us the current events  اث�nnOHا

nا��3ر� that take place in every part of the world 

at the same time. It is also a means of 

communication. We can learn the language of 

any nation through its films or serials -تDn%�%� 

.We can't forget the educational programmes 

which attract the students of different stages. 

         On the other hand it has some 

disadvantages. It has negatively affected  �nRأ �n�7

����n� the habit of reading. Most of us don't read 

much as we are attracted to the television more. 

Some people waste their time in front of the TV. 

So we have to use this important invention 

wisely. 
Tourism 

         Tourism is considered one of the most 
important earners of foreign currency and 
national income,  B6�nnوا� ��nn+ا� nn��nn# أھ�nn+� Snnدر ا��>
W�
nnا�� .Tourists spend a lot of hard currency 
during their stay in Egypt. Tourists like to visit 
Egypt to enjoy the sun shine, and the wonderful 
historic places. They like to visit the Citadel, the 
Pyramids, Luxor and Aswan. 
      They like to see our modern renaissance 
n���,ا� �:�n[?� as well. We should do our best to 
encourage tourists to visit us again and again. 
We should establish cheap hotels and tourist 
villages along our shores. 
  

The role of the youth in development 

       The youth should first work hard to achieve 
success. When they graduate from their 
universities they have duties towards their 
society S?:nوط 
n,� �nوا� S?��n�. They can share in the 
social work by working in the co-operative field. 
They can share in abolishing illiteracy n��Hا 
n,� 

technology has greatly improved man's life 
everywhere. It has made man's life easier and more 
comfortable. However, modern technology has 
several disadvantages. One of them is pollution. 
Pollution is very harmful to man's life and can 
cause many diseases. The great development in 
industry has led to an increase in the amount of 
carbon dioxide which is released into the 
atmosphere. This has led to climate change and 
global warming. Radiation from TV and computer 
screens may harm our eyes. Using mobile phones 
for too long may be very harmful. Man now 
depends too much on machines. There are a lot of 
people who can't find jobs because we use machines 
to do most of our work use machines to do most of 
our work.  

Recycling A�:+إ��دة ا��  
          Many countries reuse materials that are 
thrown away. This recycling process extracts 
 `�E�n%� the original material ��n!Hدة ا�n<ا� and uses it 
in new products. In general, using recycled 
materials �?��:nn+� د�nn�<اد ا�
nn<ا� to make new products 
costs less and needs �n�0�� less energy than using new 
materials. The most widely recycled waste product 
is printed   nn�
ا�>�0 materials. Glass is a material 
which is economical to recycle. The recycled glass is 
melted  �?nn+� and formed into new products. Some 
kinds of nuclear waste :ا�nو�
�n��Jت ا�:  can be recycled. 
Rare materials, such as gold and silver, are recycled 
because getting new supplies is expensive. Recycling 
reduces pollution because recycling a product 
creates less pollution than producing a new one.  

-The problem of over - population 
           It has become clear that over population in 
Egypt is a serious problem. It results in other more 
serious problems. Our youth can't find a flat to 
marry in or a suitable job to start their life. There is 
also a possible shortage  `nn�� of food. Our cities 
became very crowded, they lack the needed 
infrastructure for living. So it has become a must 
that we should invade the desert. The government 
does its best to encourage people to have small 
families through public awareness programmes on 
t.v. and papers. It send campaigns  to remote and 
small villages to offer people information about 
birth control  

Energy is very important for our life 
         Energy has a lot of sources, no doubt the 
sources of energy divided into renewable and non-
renewable. Each of them is very important for us. 
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in their villages.  
       They can take part in reclaiming the desert 
to increase food production. They can join the 
army to defend their country in case there is a 
war. They can also help a lot in solving any 
problem concerning their society. They should 
work hard for the welfare  nر�7ھ� of their beloved 
country Egypt. 
 

English and its importance  
 

      English is an integral part  #n� Bn����� 2ءn� of 
your personality, your character and yourself. 
Knowledge of good English enables you to 
communicate with foreign friends and countries. 
It enables you to find a better job because it 
helps you express  #n� �n���yourself and deal with 
tourists freely. 
     We cannot cope with the technological 
renaissance nnn��
�
 ا���:nn[?:ا� without learning 
how to use the computer and internet so 
learning English is a must. When you are armed 
with English, you can understand what is going 
on around you and you can deal with the 
knowledge explosion easily Wn7��<ر ا��n3J� ا without 
any fear. 

Revolution Of The Youth 
       On the 25th of January, 2011 thousands of 
Egyptian young men and women marched 
peacefully to Tahreer Square in Cairo and in 
many other Cities in Egypt such as Alexandria, 
Suez and Ismailia. They all demanded 
Mubarak's overthrow and the resignation of his 
government. They wanted a civilian state where 
peace, love, equality and standard of living and 
new job opportunities for the millions of 
unemployed youth. Finally they succeeded in 
achieving some of their demands, but after a big 
number of them had sacrificed their lives to 
create a new Egypt, where people have the right 
to say their opinions freely without fear, with a 
new government that acts to achieve 
comprehensive development and social reform. 
They have put an end to Mubarak's era which 
included unfair treatment to the Egyptian 
people, social injustice, a lot of detaineeswithout 
judgment, forging the elections and corruption. 
The demonstrated young people also demanded 
constitutional amendments and authority 
transition, so that peace safety and security 

Non-renewable fuels which come from fossil fuels 
are essential in our daily life because our life depend 
on them such as petrol and gas which use at homes 
and factories, but these sources will run out one day 
but Allah gives us a lot of sources of energy which 
last forever such as sun, wind and  water .energy is 
a gift from Allah so  we should save  our energy  

Every country has its own traditions 
 Every country had its own traditions, 
customs, feasts and happy occasions.  We must keep 
them because they make us different from other 
peoples of the world. In Egypt, we have religious, 
national and personal traditions. We have religious 
feasts which people keep apart from the religious 
meaning of the feast, children are most happy 
because it means new clothes, much pocket money 
and free time. National feasts commemorate those 
who sacrificed their lives, comfort and time for the 
safety of the country. In fact, national occasions 
elevate people to the rank of saints. If we just look 
at the monument of the Unknown Soldier, we will 
realize how many people have died as martyrs for 
their country.  

Music 
   Music is the food of spirit. It expresses our inner 
feelings well. It helps us to forget our daily cares 
and pains. It takes us away from the land of reality 
into the world of imagination. Music sometimes 
inspires poets and writes to produce masterpieces of 
art. Music is also used in curing some psychological 
diseases. There are different kinds of music like Jazz 
and Folk Music. Each kind of music appeals to a 
certain class of people. Youth usually like Jazz 
music best. The old usually prefer classical music. 
Music differs from one country to another. Music 
expresses and reflects each country's culture, 
customs and traditions. In brief, music is of utmost 
importance to all people whether young or old.  

E-books and traditional books 
     Reading is one of the most popular hobbies for most 
people. People used to read traditional books, they 
used to hold it, feel it and carry them. They find a big 
pleasure in doing so. Now people turned to benefit 
from modern technology. They can find any book 
they want on the internet. They can download them 
and read them later. Some people believe that electronic 
books will replace traditional books. In my point of 
view, I don't think so for many reasons. The first 
reason is that not many people can afford buying a 
computer. Secondly, the pleasure that people find in 
holding and feeling the traditional books will never 
go. People used to turn pages by using their hands 
and they can underline the phrases or sentences they 
like. Besides they can carry traditional books 
anywhere and read them at any time. To sum up I 
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would prevail all over Egypt. The World will 
never forget this great uprising of the great 
Egyptian youth. 

The importance of water 
      Fancy holding my pen to write about this 
important topic! Wow! I will tackle it from 
different angles focusing on the main points. To 
begin with, I'd like to say that everyone living in 
this universe- a man or a woman; young or old; 
rich or poor; educated or uneducated- knows quite 
well how important water is for all living things. 
Every living thing needs water for its survival. 
Without water, plants, animals, and human beings 
perish. Plant, human and animal metabolism 
processes rely on water as a solvent and as a 
transporter of nutrients and oxygen throughout the 
body. Water is used for drinking, washing, cleaning 
and just about any activity we care to do. Without 
water, living is virtually impossible. When there 
is shortage of water such as when there is a drought, 
plants, animals and human beings perish. The 
affected land becomes dry. Nothing grows. It is 
important for us to know how precious water is. We 
ought not to waste it or pollute it by any means. 
Finally, I'd like to point out that what I've just 
written about this interesting topic is just like 
adding a drop of water to the ocean 

The importance of sports and games 
             No one can ignore that games and sports 
are very important in our life .Sports and games 
are encouraged everywhere in Egypt because they 
make our bodies strong, prevent us from getting 
too fat and keep us healthy. Games and sports 
make people lead a healthy and active life. They 
can join clubs to Practise their favourite sports, 
enjoy their time and feel great happiness. Sports 
and games teach our youth discipline, co-
operation, the sense of belonging and protect 
them against deviation and taking drugs.  It is 
important for us to get proper exercise in our 
life. There are many forms of exercises like 
running, walking, swimming….etc .All these 
exercise will help us feel our best. It is advisable to 
do the exercises which are suitable for us .The form 
of exercise I like to do is running. This exercise 
is very useful for my muscles .It makes my body 
strong and renews my activity. It is easy to 
practise and doesn't cost us any money. We 
should be keen on doing for improving our 
health.  

The importance of electricity 
        Thanks to modem inventions and 

discoveries our life became easy and smooth. 
What is electricity? It's the mysterious power 
which is produced by various means e.g. by 

batteries or generators which provide us with 

don't think e-books will never replace traditional books.  
Trees and their importance 

     Trees are of great importance to us as they take 
in carbon monoxide and give us oxygen. They help 
the earth to breathe and protect us from global 
warming. Trees have been the main source of food 
and shelter to man. They make the world a pleasant 
place to live in feeling ease and comfort. They 
provide us with shade in summer when the sun is 
very hot. Their wood is used to make furniture and 
a lot of medicines are extracted from trees.  For all the 
previous benefits of trees, we should do our best to 
protect trees. We should not cut down trees 
( deforestation ) . Trees should be planted 
everywhere and along streets. Planting trees help 
our environment and our life can't go without trees.  

Lifelong Learning 
               Lifelong learning goes on for life, from the 
time you graduate until you retire .This is necessary 
as employers do not offer permanent jobs. We must 
learn the skills required for different jobs. 
Companies pay a lot to provide training for their 
employee .Lifelong learning helps us to acquire the 
knowledge and skills needed in the labour market. 
Distance learning is a method of study that helps us 
to continue our learning. We need to continue 
learning to keep up with the latest developments in 
different fields. Human knowledge is increasing all 
the time. If we do not update our knowledge, we will 
not be able to live in today's world. In fact, lifelong 
learning is important to everyone. 

Recycling 
     Recycling means reusing things again and again. 
It is a means of reproducing things in a cheap way. 
Bottles and paper are good examples of recycling. 
Developed countries such as china and Thailand 
make the best use of this cheap industry. In this way 
they can save big amounts of money and can employ 
a lot of people. On one hand, dumps of garbage 
from bottles and paper can pollute the environment. 
Consequently, if they are collected and reused 
again, we can keep the environment clean. On the 
other hand , governments can save money spent on 
buying new bottles and paper if they could recycle 
them again. 

Online distance learning 
     Online distance learning is an instructional 
system which connects learners with educational 
resources. Students work on their own at home, or 
at school and communicate with faculty and other 
students via e-mail, video conferencing and other 
forms of computer-based communication. There are 
both advantages and disadvantages to online distance 
learning. Online distance learning is available all the 
time and everywhere. However, there are 
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heat, light and sound. It drives machines and 
different kinds of devices. The progress, man 

achieves, depends basically on it. Electricity helps 
man increase production because it drives our 

factories. It gives us peace because it illuminates our 
streets, houses, and schools. We can generate 

electricity from waterfalls, wind and the atomic 
power as well as the sun. It's a clean and cheap 

source of energy. Awareness should be spread to 
cut down its consumption we have to be thankful 

to God who gives us the blessing of thinking 
which led man to the use of electricity because 

its advantages are endless. 
The qualities of a good leader 

       Leaders are examples people follow in their 
footsteps and hang around to organize their 
lives. There are some qualities leaders should 
have whether they are inborn in them or they 
acquire. Hence, good leaders should be calm and 
patient. So they can talk to people easily and 
make the right decisions. They need to be 
intelligent and understanding, too. They ought 
to be tolerant and get on with each others in 
particular those who oppose them. Also, they 
have to be sensible if there are any 
disagreements and do their best to settle the 
disputes. Finally, good leaders work for the 
benefit of the whole world. 

How life will be in the future 
 
 Life in the future will be different from 
life now. Many changes will take place in every 
field. New inventions and new discoveries will 
appear. Man will send more spaceships to other 
planets and may find life possible there. Vast 
areas of the world’s desert will be reclaimed .
The production of food will increase. A cure for 
dangerous diseases such as cancer and AIDS 
may be discovered. New sources of energy will 
be found. Computers will be widely used in all 
fields, especially in education. Means of 
transport will be faster and more comfortable. 
In fact, life will be very complicated and man 
will depend completely on machines. No one can 
be sure if life in the future will be better or 
worse. 
My idealist ( my ideal person) 
      The person I admire most 
      Fancy holding my pen to write about this 
important topic! Wow! I will tackle it from 
different angles focusing on the main points. To 
begin with, I'd like to say that everyone in life has 
an idealist that he admires most and wants to 
follow on his footsteps. I myself have an idealist 
whom I love, respect and admire. He is my 
teacher of English. I admire him because of his 

drawbacks for some learners. The online learner 
only has the written text; this may confuse the 
learner and cause misunderstanding. While distance 
learning allows openness, it is also cumbersome 
because it is done by e-mail messages and writing, 
therefore it may take more time than face- to-face 
learning. Online distance learning is important for 
students who may be unable to attend classes for 
various reasons like illnesses or busy schedules. 
They just want to do their studies at home. 

The importance of scientific research 
No one can deny the role which the scientific 

research plays in our life. The improvement of 
agriculture, industry and medicine achieved in the 
last centuries was the result of scientific research. 
Scientific researchers have an important role in 
solving our problems. There’s no doubt that scientific 
research plays an essential part in developing our 
society. The governments, wealthy businessmen and 
big companies encourage scholars and researchers. They 
provide them with the necessary funds, the equipment, the 
laboratories to carry out their researches. It is no 
doubt that scientific research is the cause of 
progress and prosperity.    

Different types of tourism 
 
 
 
Tourism is an important source of national 

income in Egypt. There are different types of tourism 
which attract tourists to our country. The most common 
type is travelling for pleasure and relaxation. 
Tourists from cold countries in Europe, America and 
Asia come to Egypt in winter to enjoy our warm weather. 
Medical tourism also has its resources in Egypt such as 
the natural hot water springs in El Eein El sokhna, 
Sinia and the Oases, which cure rheumatism .Some 
tourists come for adventure and exploration and go 
hunting wild animals and birds in Sinai, the West Desert, 
El Fayoum and the Oases. Many International and Arab 
conferences are held in Egypt where five star hotels, 
conference halls and centres accommodate for the 
attendants. 

Travelling abroad 
Travelling abroad has many advantages. By 

travelling to other countries, we see and learn a lot 
about many things, which we would have known nothing 
about, if we had stayed at home. Many students and 
scholars travel abroad to learn in the famous 
European and American Universities Besides many 
sick people travel for treatment in medical resorts and 
specialized hospitals abroad. Thousands of young men 
travel abroad on business to make money. Travelling 
abroad helps the youth to depend on themselves and 
gain self-reliance. On the other hand travelling 
abroad has disadvantages. Homesickness is one of 
them. Another disadvantage is the possibility of 
gaining some bad habits which don’t cope with our 
Egyptian traditions and customs. 

Hard work leads to success 
No one can deny that hard work is the 

golden key to success. Work is the only way to 
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wonderful personality as he has a mixture of all 
kinds of personalities. He is serious, funny, 
helpful, modest, stylish, smart, clever, 
knowledgeable, wise and witty. He loves his work 
very much. I always enjoy his lessons. He always 
treats his children as if they were his brothers, 
sisters or even his friends. Indeed, he is a very 
hard-working man. He always gives us a push 
forward. Finally, I'd like to say that whatever I 
write I can't describe that wonderful man, Really, I 
adore him.  

School activities  
School activities are indispensable for 

students. They express their desire well. They 
teach them good manners such as co-operation 
and patience. School activities also renew their 
energies and build up their bodies. There are 
different kinds of school activities such as 
cultural. Social and sports activities. Each 
student chooses the activity which suits his character. 
Schools also organize these activities to help 
students benefit from them. The Ministry of 
Education pays mush attention to school 
activities as they help well in forming the 
student's character.   

     Youth and social work 
There is no doubt that youth are 

considered the backbone of any nations. On 
their shoulders lie the responsibility of the welfare and 
the prosperity of it. No progress will be achieved 
without them. Social work is one of the youth 
responsibilities and it is a means through which 
Egyptian youth can help society. Youth can take part 
in cleaning the streets, planting trees and 
helping the elderly. Social work is a feature of the 
developed countries. Thus, youth can help in 
turning their country from a developing country 
into a developed country. Youth can help in 
helping the traffic. They can also make camps 
and teach other youth about social work and its 
importance. To sum up social work and youth are 
part and parcel. 

     Scouting " Camping" 
Scouting is an activity which is very 

useful and helpful to young people. On 
participating in scouting camps, young people 
learn many things. A Scout boy or girl has to get 
up early and to be in the morning assembly on 
time. Then he should cooperate with his friends 
in doing what the leader asked them to do. 
Consequently, scout boys and girls learn many 
things from scouting. They can learn 
punctuality, obedience, cooperation, self-
dependence and team work. Schools and clubs 
should encourage youth to go on scouting camps 
to make them good citizens. To sum up, scouting is of great 

achieve our hopes in life, so we must do our best to 
get what we want .Those who work honestly reach 
success easily .Any society whose individuals work 
hard and honestly achieve great progress. On the 
other side lazy people can't achieve success and fail 
in life. They don't work hard but wait for success to 
come to them. Last but not least we must work hard 
and encourage other people to exert great effort to 
be successful in life. 

 
    Drawbacks of learning through the internet at home 

 Though learning through the internet 
has it comfortable attitude, it really has its 
drawbacks. It shouldn't be the main means of learning 
and acquiring different types of information. It 
keeps a student away from the class teacher with 
whom he discusses the lesson till he is quite 
convinced, and also from his classmates with whom 
he participates in the discussion and gets benefit from 
it. Besides, students would be able to practise school 
activities in the different areas. Moreover going to 
school, and spending a school day there, gives a 
student the opportunity to express himself in real 
life situations and find solutions to problems which 
he might face.  

The importance of summer camps 
Camping means living away from home 

depending on yourself to satisfy your needs. Camps 
teach us co-operation, self-reliance and love of help 
to those who need it. Summer camps which suit 
students most as they are free during the summer. 
In schools and at universities there are societies 
which organize such camps. There are daily camps, 
weekly camps and even whole summer camps are 
useful not only to the person but also to the society 
at large. If we pay attention to camps, we can keep 
our youth busy make them grow healthy and keep 
them away from bad habits. 

Protection is better than cure 
In fact , good health is a valuable thing , a 

healthy person is always capable of performing 
well . when you are healthy you are able to go to 
your work on time . practising exercises is necessary 
for you to  build a strong body . One should avoid 
the bad habits that cause diseases and destroy 
health . For example a smoker should give up 
smoking that causes heart and lung diseases . It is 
better for a person to prevent himself from disease 
to seek for cure . We should follow that proverb 
saying “Protection is better than cure." 

Addiction 
    There is no doubt that addiction is a very 

serious problem in our society. It threatens our 
youth and destroys their lives. Addiction leads some bad 
people to commit crimes. They kill people and rob 
banks to get money. They spread fear among citizens 
and cause great danger to our society.  Therefore, 
the state works hard to put an end to this serious 
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importance to youth. 
         Shopping online \ on the internet 

Doubtless, online shopping has become so 
popular today. It has become a convenient way 
for companies to market their products and 
customers, too. As for companies; they have a 
bigger market; they can sell anywhere in the 
world. They don't need to spend money on shops 
and places to sell their products cheaply; they 
only need to have a website. As for customers, 
things are cheaper for them to buy and they 
have more choice because they can shop in many 
different places, looking for the cheapest prices. 
They don't have to go to the shops, so it is quick 
and comfortable. However, there are a lot of fraud acts 
on the internet which the customers should be careful of. 

The best qualities of a good friend 
In fact man can't live alone. He needs to 

live with other, but we should be very careful 
when we choose our friends .The true friend 
helpful indeed because "A friend in need is a 
friend indeed" The true friend is always ready 
to help his friends and those who are in 
need .The true friend should also be truthful and 
honest .He should keep secret and never tell 
lies .He shouldn't be selfish. Finally we can say 
that a true friend is as precious as gold. 
The job you would like to do when you leave school 

When I finish school I’d like to join the 
Faculty of Engineering as I’d like to be an 
architect. I admire modern buildings and our 
country is in need of constructing thousands of 
buildings to provide comfortable housing for the 
youthful families in the new cities. By designing new 
original houses provided with the modern 
commodities. I’ll be able to share in solving the 
problem of the increasing population. I’ll design 
and build suitable comfortable homes to accommodate 
for the youth. 

The Egyptian solidarity ( National Unity ) 
      Egypt is a peaceful country. It is a 

land for all religions. Muslims and Christians 
have been living in this country eating from one 
plate and drinking from one source. They are 
brothers and sisters. They always share each 
others in joys and cares. In Egypt, they don't 
have Muslims or Christians but they have one 
name "I'm Egyptian ". They live on one land and 
worship one god. But as Egypt is a targeted country, 
its enemies tried to create a rift among its 
people. No Egyptian would dare to bomb a 
mosque or a church or kill innocent people because 
Islam and Christianity are religion of tolerance, 
peace and love. All the Egyptians Muslims and 
Christians are united in loving their beloved 

problem.  It struggles against drug-sellers and puts 
them into prison to protect the society from their 
evils. Besides, it makes awareness programmes to 
save our youth from this epidemic.  
 Money is a double-edged weapon/ a mixed blessing 

    Really, we can't do without money in our 
daily lives. Without money we can’t lead a happy life. 
It helps us satisfy our daily needs, money should be 
spent on useful aspects, like building hospitals, 
schools and factories. It can be used to help the poor 
lead a better life. On the other hand, money is a bad 
master if it's badly used. People may do anything 
wrong to get money. They may steal things or kill 
each other for the sake of money. Some people 
believe that money is the root of all evil. It is 
sometimes spent on bad things like taking drugs and 
smoking. Some people collect money in any way no 
matter how it comes. In brief, money shouldn't be an end in itself 
but a means to an end. 

Terrorism 
   . Terrorism no doubt is the enemy of the 

whole world today. No part of the world hasn't 
witnessed a bomb attack or killing of a prominent 
figure of society. As it is said, " Terrorism has no 
home or eyes."  In order to eradicate terrorism, a 
lot of things should be done. First, Justice  and 
democracy should spread, every citizen should feel that 
he gets his rights and has the ability to express his 
ideas without fear or persecution. Writers, churches 
and mosques have a great part in this battle, they have 
to find approaches to change terrorists' attitudes and 
spread the right thought. Equality among people, 
Muslims and Christians, Whites and Blacks,  should 
be the base make one feel citizenship. A law should 
be issued to ban distorting religions and other 
people's thoughts. Finally comes the role of police to 
shoulder their responsibilities.  

Global warming 
Most people now accept the fact that the 

world's climate is changing. The carbon dioxide in 
the atmosphere is increasing mainly because we 
burn fuels such as oil and gas. The fact that we 
continue to destroy the rainforests (which take in 
carbon dioxide and produce oxygen) makes the 
matter worse. It is now known that the ice at the 
Arctic and the Antarctic is melting. If this 
continues, sea levels will rise and some parts of the 
world will be flooded, making many people 
homeless. So what can be done? Countries must 
stop destroying the rainforests and produce less 
carbon dioxide. We, as individuals, must all reduce 
the carbon dioxide we produce. This can be done by 
people using cars only when they have to or by 
turning down air conditioning in the summer. 

Political Reform in Egypt 
       No doubt that president Mubarak is the pioneer 
of the recent political renaissance in Egypt.He 
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country Egypt whatever the envious did.  
The role of charitable organizations 
Doubtless, charities have become more 

important than ever. Today, some societies 
suffer from poverty, diseases and food shortages 
that need the help of the white hands of donors 
and charitable organizations. Socially, millions 
of people are starving to death daily throughout 
the world because of famines or droughts. Medically, 
these organizations play a big role in helping 
moneyless people to be treated for free in advanced 
medical centres. Politically, it's a means to stand 
beside a neighbouring country in times of 
natural catastrophes. In a word, who would be 
for those people if there weren't aid agencies and 
charitable organizations? 
     Encouraging our locally produced goods 

A lot of people prefer goods that are 
made in foreign countries. They believe that 
foreign goods are of good quality. They can pay 
much money on exported goods while their local 
goods are of the same quality and they can buy 
them with low prices. Youth prefer the 
European goods because they believe in their 
quality. They should believe and support their 
local goods and know how many benefits can 
return on their country. If we encourage our 
locally produced goods, a lot of problems will be 
solved. A lot of people would find jobs and our 
national income will increase. On the other 
hand, our factories should restore the confidence 
of their customers by producing goods of high 
qualities that are able to compete the foreign 
goods. We should be proud of buying anything 
labeled " Made in Egypt. " 

My favourite hobby  
     A hobby is a subject that one studies 

for amusement. Many people spend a good deal 
of their time on their hobbies. Some people are 
very much interested in collecting stamps. They 
classify their collections of stamps according to 
date or countries. They also keep them in nice 
albums. Others are very devoted to catching 
fish. They spend long hours on the banks of 
rivers or lakes to satisfy this desire. Some have a 
fancy swimming whereas others take a fancy to 
practicing sports or doing exercises. They spend 
most of their leisure in the sporting clubs. But as 
regards me, I am very fond of reading that 
unlocks to me the vast field of knowledge. 

started the political reform since the very beginning 
of his ruling era. He gave orders to release the 
political prisoners shortly after he had received the 
power. Then, he called all the Egyptians to take part 
in the political life freely through any political 
party. In his era the freedom of press law was 
issued. He called all journalists to publish facts and 
truth with respect to the rights of others. 
      Finally he called the people's assembly to issue a 
new law enabling others to nominate themselves to 
hold the post not after him but from him if they 
were elected by the Egyptian people. Now we all feel 
the changes that will end with free practice to 
democracy in Egypt.  

Modern technology and revolutions 
Doubtless, modern technology has improved 

and affected our daily life greatly. It has brought 
about many changes to transport, health, education 
and communication which make life easier and 
more comfortable. I think the internet is one of the 
greatest inventions of the twentieth century. The 
internet can help in many fields. However, no one 
ever imagined that the internet can be used in 
revolutions.  The glorious revolution of 25th January 
that the Egyptian youth have done is considered the 
first technological revolution. On the famous social 
website called "Face book" the Egyptian youth 
gathered together and decided to protest against the 
dictatorship of Mubarak and his regime. They chose 
25th January to be the date of their revolution and 
they chose Tahreer square to be the place of their 
revolution. All their plans and steps were drawn 
and discussed on the internet. To sum up without 
the internet, the Egyptian revolution will never 
succeed. 

  

 

1-How a youth serves his country 
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     The progress of any nation depends on its youth. They work for the good of their country. A 

youth can take part in the industrial and agricultural projects. They can also help stamp out 

illiteracy. They sacrifice their lives for their country in time of wars. In fact, the youth must 

avoid bad habits. They should avoid smoking and practise sports to ' become fit. They should 

not waste their time sitting at cafes all the time. They should read and log onto the internet to 

get useful information. The youth are tomorrow's leaders, so the government is greatly 

interested in them. 

2-Healthy life. 

        Would you like to live a longer life? To live longer, you must keep your body healthy, and I 

have some suggestions for you. First you must eat healthy foods that will provide necessary 

protein, vitamins, and carbohydrates. You should not eat food that contains fats and 

cholesterol because they clog your arteries and cause heart attacks. Proper diet can help to 

keep your body healthy.  The second important requirement is regular exercise. You should 

exercise every day. You might jog or lift weights to keep your body healthy and active. The 

third and most important point is, not to take illegal drugs.  Drugs can ruin your life and the 

lives of your family. You should not smoke, and you should not take heroin. By keeping your 

body healthy now while you are young, you could live longer, and you might enjoy life more.       

3-Water . 

       No body can deny the fact that water is the main source of life. Without water, life on 

earth would have come to an end. Man, animals and plants would have died. In fact, water is 

the main factor in the development of countries both in agriculture, industry and all aspects of 

life. Man can get water from rain, rivers, wells, seas and lakes. To increase the supply of water, 

reservoirs and dams have been built to store water for the time of need. As the consumption 

of water is increasing so rapidly, the world may face a shortage in the quantity of water in the 

near future. 

         To solve this serious problem, the world should economize the consumption of water 

especially in agriculture, industry and also in domestic use. In my view, another solution is to 

have the water recycled to avoid wasting it. More dams and reservoirs should be built. We can 

obtain water also by desalinating �����  water from seas. Although this is an expensive method, 

but we can rely on it if necessary. 

4-Energy . 
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        There are different forms of energy. Most of the energy used today in homes and industry 

comes from fossil fuels. Coal, oil and natural gas are all fossil fuels. They are called non-

renewable because it takes millions of years to make or renew them. So, we must reduce the 

amount of non-renewable fuels that we use.  

        We need to find other forms of energy that will never run out . These forms of energy are 

called renewable. Examples of these are energy from the sun and the wind.  Water is another 

renewable source of energy. It is called hydroelectric power. Nuclear energy is also a clean 

renewable source of energy. However, it is dangerous. It is important that we all save energy. 

5-modern technology. 

Our life today is quite different from life fifty years ago.  Life in the past was very simple and 

easy. In the past people used animals to go from place to place. People died from many 

diseases which they could not cure. Today, thanks to modern science and technology, there 

are many inventions which have made man’s life easier and more comfortable. Modern means 

of transport help us to travel long distances in a very short time. The progress in medicine has 

enabled us to find a cure for most diseases. We also have pure water and electric supply.  

However modern technology has several disadvantages. The most noticeable  disadvantage is 

pollution. Pollution is very harmful to man's life and can cause many diseases. Man now 

depends too much on machines. There are a lot of people who can't find jobs because we use 

machines to do most of our work.  Many people nowadays suffer from stress and worry. Some 

people may have a nervous breakdown. 

6-How the internet has changed our way of living 

     There is no doubt that the computer and especially the internet plays an important role in 

our daily life. No one can deny that internet has a great effect on our way of life. There are a 

lot of advantages of the internet such it is the fastest growing communication system in our 

world. It stores all kinds of information on different subjects. Using e-mail is very important 

because it saves time through internet we can exchange information among us. Through 

internet we can see and talk to who we want in any time and at any place. From the previous 

lines, we can see the importance of using the internet.     

7- The qualities of a good leader . 

       Leaders are examples people follow in their footsteps and hang around to organize their 

lives. There are some qualities leaders should have whether they are inborn in them or they 
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acquire. Hence, good leaders should be calm and patient. So they can talk to people easily and 

make the right decisions. They need to be intelligent and understanding, too. They ought to be 

tolerant and get on with each others in particular those who oppose them. Also, they have to 

be sensible if there are any disagreements and do their best to settle the disputes. Finally, 

good leaders work for the benefit of the whole world. 

8-The advantages and disadvantages of scientific research. 

             Doubtless, scientific research is the way to progress; there is much to be said in favour 

of it. Scientific research has always been beneficial to mankind. We can improve health, food 

production, education, travel and nearly every aspects of our life. Scientific researchers can 

also develop vaccines against fatal diseases.                                                  

           On the other hand, it sometimes turns into a harmful thing to our planet. Advanced 

weapons may cause a lot of damage. They may take the lives of many innocent people. 

Science experiments which go wrong can affect people. Whatever the benefits of scientific 

research, scientists must take caution not to panic people. 

Important Paragraphs 

Advertisements ا�����ت 

              It's a fact that business without advertisements never flourishesزدھ�ر�. Goods can be advertised 
in different ways; on TV in newspaper and in magazines, by posters ت����� put up in streets, cinemas, 
shops and means of transport. In Egypt, advertisements have become an important part of television .Not 
only do they attract kids  ,but the elders as well. Most of them are about fast food, crisps , ���ذب ا�ط���ل
chocolate ad the like. Some advertisements are about films and plays .Of course they ruin  د�ر-����د�� the 
pleasure ����� of watching TV programmes because they are displayed و��ط  the midst  ��ذاع of them. I 
myself don't like the way they are displayed on TV in Egypt .hey don't reflect  س���� the Egyptian culture at 
all .Almost all of TV advertisements show merely ط  dance and nonsense. 
 

Reading as a hobby 

Reading is a useful hobby. It is a good means to spend our time and to increase our general 
knowledge, we read daily newspapers and magazines, by reading newspapers we are aware of all the 
news of our county as well as the news of the world. Magazines deal with cultural subjects, reportages 
and short stories, the book is the fiend of man. We read prose and poetry in literary books while scientific 
books deal with to date inventions and historical stories. Man can never feel lonely so long as he has book 
or a magazine as friend. 

 
Libraries 

Libraries are placed where we can read or borrow books we can spend a useful time reading in 
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the library , we can find many books of various kinds and standards which satisfy all classes , all tastes 
and all cultures the library is the best place where a person can be acquainted with the latest researching 
of brave men , the emotions and feelings of men of arts , in fact , it is a spring of knowledge which is never 
finished .it is the place where a person finds comfort and relief after the troubles and cares of life . In the 
library a person can find himself among books which are the best friends of man, through books in 
libraries we spend our spare time and increase our general knowledge. 

 

Saving up 

Life is full of ups and down. a wise person should think of the day when he becomes unable to 
earn his living , he should bear in mind that a rainy day will come and so he has to be ready for it. Saving 
is of great benefit. we must not spend our incomes unwisely , we have to save part of our income so as to 
face the unknown future saving enables a person to secure a better life and good living condition for his 
children and his family , a child may fall ill and a father finds himself in a difficult position if he has not 
saved money to provide for such a situation , if we save money we serve ourselves as well as our 
agriculture projects thus all of us live in a society whose standard of welfare is secured for all citizens . 

 
How we make use of our deserts 

          We make use of the natural wealth which lies hidden in the bottom of the desert. In the eastern 
desert, engineers, geologists, experts and laborers prospect for oil and exploit fields. In the deserts near 
Aswan iron ore is found in large quantities. It is used in the iron and steel industry. The reclamation of the 
deserts is one of the chief projects carried out in the A.R.E the desert is changed into cultivable land. Thus 
we can increase the area of the green land. People who live in overpopulated districts settle down in the 
new reclaimed land. In order to make use of the oases we have to encourage rural industries and facilitate 
means of transport. Desert plants are of great importance they are used in making medicine. There are 
many historical places in our deserts. They attract tourists to visit our country. 

 
Egypt works for peace, yet we should have a strong 

army 
 

When Egypt waged war against Israel on the 6of October 1973 it was a war for peace not for 
aggression. After winning the battle we raised the slogan of peace and began rebuilding our country. 
Egypt works for peace, yet we should have a strong army to protect the peace we are working for today 
Egypt has a very strong army to protect the peace we are working for today Egypt has a very strong and 
highly trained army. It is manned and officered by young and patriotic men. It uses the most sophisticated 
weapons used in the electronic war. It has mirage 2000 and the first early warning plane, thus our modern 
army has the ability to function on any front and can deter any aggression. 

 
Camps  

 
             Camping is an activity which young people like to do. They practise self-dependence, cooperation 
and, team work. In camping, they spend a day or a week in the open. Boy scouts usually go camping in 
one of the outskirts of the town. They sleep in tents, cook their own meals and make their own beds. Each 
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member has his own job and they all work for the good of the whole. Camps may have their own goals. 
Some camps aim at cleaning streets and planting trees. Health camps tour villages to help the sick and to 
foster good health habits. Education camps aim at acquiring knowledge and practice in a certain subject. 

 
Global Warming 

Most people now accept the fact that the world's climate is changing. The carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere is increasing mainly because we burn fuels such as oil and gas. The fact that we continue to 
destroy the rainforests (which take in carbon dioxide and produce oxygen) makes the matter worse. It is 
now known that the ice at the Arctic and the Antarctic is melting. If this continues, sea levels will rise and 
some parts of the world will be flooded, making many people homeless. So what can be done? Countries 
must stop destroying the rainforests and produce less carbon dioxide. We, as individuals, must all reduce 
the carbon dioxide we produce. This can be done by people using cars only when they have to or by 
turning down air conditioning in the summer. 

 
A job you'd like to do when you finish your educati on 

              It is known that any person should have a certain goal in life. If the person has a goal, he should 

exert great efforts to achieve this goal. My goal for the future is to become a doctor. I would like to do this 

job to serve my country, help poor people in my village and earn a lot of money. The job of the doctor has 

some qualities. A successful doctor should be honest, helpful, brave, patient, faithful and many other good 

qualities. If I want to become a doctor, I should study hard to join the faculty of medicine. 

 
The mobile phone 

          In fact the mobile phone is one of the most important inventions .However, it has some advantages 

and some disadvantages .First of all, we can start with its advantages. It enables people to contact each 

other easily at any time in any place .It is small enough to carry. It is useful for some people who work in 

remote areas such as engineers and businessmen. It is important for us in case of danger or troubles. On 

the other hand, it has some disadvantages. Some doctors think that it causes some serious diseases. It 

also makes people lazy because it prevents them from visiting each other .To sum up, we can say it is 

advisable for people to use it only when necessary to avoid its serious side effects.  

 
The importance of sports and games  

 
             No one can ignoreھ�ل���� that games and sports are very important in our life .Sports and games 
are encouraged everywhere in Egypt because they make our bodies strong, prevent us from getting too 
fat and keep us healthy. Games and sports make people lead a healthy and active life. They can join 
clubs to Practise their favourite sports, enjoy their time and feel great happiness. Sports and games teach 
our youth disciplineا$#ظ��م, co-operation, the sense of belongingا$'��ور &��#����ء and protect them against 
deviationا�#�راف and taking drugs.  It is important for us to get proper exercise in our life. There are many 
forms of exercises like running, walking, swimming….etc .All these exercise will help us feel our best. It is 
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advisable to do the exercises which are suitable for us .The form of exercise I like to do is running. This 
exercise is very useful for my muscles .It makes my body strong and renews my activity. It is easy to 
practise and doesn't cost us any money. We should be keen on doing for improving our health.  
   
                                                                                       

Spare time 

      Time lost never comes back so our time should be spent wisely. Other than reading, we can do 

interesting thing to enjoy it. We can go to the cinema which is a source of amusement and culture. The 

theatre, too, furnishes us with valuable instruction. Playing games is another way for enjoying our spare 

time. Games and sports strengthen our bodies and build our character. In our spare time we can pursue 

our favourite hobbies. Taking photographs, painting or growing flowers are all good and useful hobbies. 

To sum up, a successful person is the one who can always make the best of his spare time. 

 
Pollution 

        No one can deny that pollution is a serious problem in modern life. There are many kinds of pollution 

such as air pollution, water pollution, soil pollution and noise pollution. Air pollution is caused by harmful 

gases from old cars, buses and lorries. Air pollution makes people sick. It causes cancer and harms plants 

and animals. Water pollution is caused by wastes thrown into seas by factories and ships. It kills fish and 

water plants. Soil pollution is caused by the chemicals used in the soil such as insecticides. To solve this 

problem, we can reduce pollution in our streets by planting trees in front of our houses. Cars and buses 

should run on efficient petrol or natural gas. Rubbish shouldn’t be thrown into the river.  

                                            
The problem of over - population 

       It has become clear that over population in Egypt is a serious problem. It results in ��ؤدى إ$�(   other 
more serious problems. Our youth can't find a flat to marry in or a suitable job to start their life. There is 
also a possible shortage ��ص # of food. Our cities became very crowded, they lack the needed 
infrastructure������$ا$&#��� ا for living. So it has become a must that we should invade the desert زو�.#. The 
government does its best to encourage people to have small families through public awareness 
programmes ����$را�0 ا$�و/�� ا& on t.v. and papers. It send campaigns  1ت�� to remote and small villages 
to offer people information about birth control د�د ا$#�ل��. 
 

Computers 

     The computer has a lot of advantages زات����. It can store a lot of information; it can do a lot of 
calculations ت�&���� in no time. It can pay wages, reserve seats on planes, design buildings, compose 
music and do many jobs. Doctors also use the computer widely in their job. But it has also some 
disadvantages ,وب��/it can waste our time if it is used foolishly or if it is used just for fun. It has also a bad 
effect on our health specially the sight ا3&���ر. It also teaches the children violence  ا$�#�ف through playing 
the computer games. So it is a double-edged weapon.1ح ذو �د�ن� 
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Technology in our life 

      Technology is everywhere nowadays. We all enjoy technology but in different ways. Now, we can 
travel from one place to another very easily, comfortably and fast. Modern means of transport are now 
supplied with all means of comfort ل و��6ل ا$را���. Space travel is now more possible than it used to be in 
the past. One day people may be able to enjoy space journeys. 
      Technology has also played a role in medical care  ����/ا$ط&���ا$ر . Now the computer can be used to 
check people's health accurately. It is also used for teaching. Students can benefit from the internet in 
their researches as well. No doubt technology has changed our life to the better. 
 

The television 

        The television is the cheapest means of entertainment and culture  أر�7ص و������� �$��ر ��� وا9$ . It 

shows us the current events ا;�داث ا$��ر�� that take place in every part of the world at the same time. It is 

also a means of communication. We can learn the language of any nation through its films or serials -

 .We can't forget the educational programmes which attract the students of different stages. ����1ت
         On the other hand it has some disadvantages. It has negatively affected ��&��� د أ�9ر�  the habit of 

reading. Most of us don't read much as we are attracted to the television more. Some people waste their 

time in front of the TV. So we have to use this important invention wisely. 

 
Tourism 

         Tourism is considered one of the most important earners of foreign currency and national income, 
ل ا$�و�(��ن أھ�م ����در ا$����� ا$���&� وا$�د7  .Tourists spend a lot of hard currency during their stay in Egypt. 

Tourists like to visit Egypt to enjoy the sun shine, and the wonderful historic places. They like to visit the 
Citadel, the Pyramids, Luxor and Aswan. 
      They like to see our modern renaissance ��9ا$�د� �#��<=# as well. We should do our best to encourage 
tourists to visit us again and again. We should establish cheap hotels and tourist villages along our 
shores. 
  

The role of the youth in development 

       The youth should first work hard to achieve success. When they graduate from their universities they 
have duties towards their society د�=م وا�ب #�و وط#=م$. They can share in the social work by working in the 
co-operative field. They can share in abolishing illiteracy �&�;و ا�� in their villages.  
       They can take part in reclaiming the desert to increase food production. They can join the army to 
defend their country in case there is a war. They can also help a lot in solving any problem concerning 
their society. They should work hard for the welfare  ر �ھ�� of their beloved country Egypt. 
 

English and its importance  
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      English is an integral part  ل ��ن����زء ���� of your personality, your character and yourself. Knowledge 
of good English enables you to communicate with foreign friends and countries. It enables you to find a 
better job because it helps you express  ر /ن&��yourself and deal with tourists freely. 
     We cannot cope with the technological renaissance #و$و�����ا$#=>�� ا$� without learning how to use the 
computer and internet so learning English is a must. When you are armed with English, you can 
understand what is going on around you and you can deal with the knowledge explosion easily  ا�#����ر
 .without any fear ا$��ر (
 
 

1)  The responsibilities of the youth towards their mother country ؤو$��ت ا$'&�ب ���ه وط#=م�� 

It is taken for granted that the youths are the corner-stone ا$زاو�� ��ر   upon which the 

country's progress depends. As they enjoy a lot of rights, they have responsibilities to 

shoulder.ل���� They have to be true citizens who obey and respect laws, rules and 

regulations.أ#ظ�� Since they are in the flower of youth, full of strength and energy, they can 

work in their spare time to help develop their motherland in all fields of life. They should strive 

 .to achieve that ���ھد

One of these duties is to go to villages during the summer holidays to teach the farmers the 

three R's (reading, writing and arithmetic). ا$���ب Thus, 9م و�ن  they can play a role in eliminating 

illiteracy. ا;��� ��و  When duty calls, they should be ready to sacrifice their lives for the sake of 

their motherland. In the field of traffic, they can act as policemen during their summer 

vacation so as to help the flow of traffic. ا#���ب ��ا$�رور �ر  In short, young people should spare 

no effort    � داُ  �د7ر أن ��ب=�  to serve their mother country. 

 

(2)  Alternative sources of energy $�ط�@� &د��� ���در   

The fact that the world is running out of oil disturbs 0/ز� the minds of energy scientists. The 

world's oil reserve ا$��$�A ا$&�رول �7زون   will come to an end in the near future. Consequently, 

scientists are looking for alternative sources of energy so as to face this problem. They are 

thinking of the atom, the sun, the wind, the water and even rubbish. The five mentioned 

sources are thought to supply energy in the future.  

Nuclear fission ا#'ط�ر i.e. the splitting of the atom as in the atomic bomb, may be used in the 

future to supply uranium which can be used for running ل�.'�  our factories. The sun is another 

useful source of energy because generators in space can be used to send energy to the Earth. 

The wind power can help man to generate cheap and clean energy. Water is used for getting 
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hydro-electric power. In addition to that, rubbish is burnt for energy. To sum up, scientists 

should do their best to create new sources of energy to face the challenge of the third 

millennium. 

(3)We cannot do without modern technology, especially the computer, in our daily life.             

 � ���ن أن #��.#A /ن ا$��#و$و��� ا$�د��9 و&7��� ا$��&�و�ر  A ����#� ا$�و���

   Thanks to human inventiveness, إ&داع computers now cover all aspects ظ�ھر� of our life. 

Computers help man to extend د�� the power of his mind. Without them, a lot of our 

technological miracles, زات��� would be impossible. They have greatly helped to make our life 

easier and more comfortable. Since computers are of great benefit,  ذو B�# ر�&�  they are used on 

a large scale. Bط�ق /�( وا�#    

Computers are used in hospitals to check patients' records 1ت�� and diagnose 7ص'� some 

diseases. Schools cannot do without them. They are used in factories and banks to improve 

and facilitate ل=�� work. TV, radio, hotels, telecommunications, ا�����ت trains, ships, planes 

etc ... depend on computers in their work. Really, the world of computer is endless. In spite of 

all these facts, computers are our servant 7�دم and not our masters م ��د����  yet. 

(4) Egypt's achievements إ#��زات ��ر 

Thanks to the wise policy of the recent government, ا$��$�� ا$��و��  Egypt has made important 

achievements in various fields. These achievements have made  our life easier and more   

comfortable. They enable us to face the challenges of globalization. ا$�و$�� ��د��ت  In the field of 

education, thousands of modern schools are being built equipped with &ــ ��=ز  computers and 

internet labsل���� all over Egypt to cope with the world changes. In the field of agriculture and 

land reclamation, great projects are being established like Toshka Project in Upper Egypt to 

increase the area of the cultivated lands. A<ا$زرا/�� ا;را  

In the field of industry, investors are encouraged to set up factories and buy the old ones 

through the privatization programme ا$��7�7 &ر#��0  to modernize and increase production. In 

the field of transport and telecommunications,ا�����ت new roads and bridges are being built 

to facilitateل=�� traffic and the new centrals are now available to deal with the rapid increase 

in population. ا$���ن  A ا$�ر��� ا$ز��دة  In the field of public-health. ا$���� ا$���   the health insurance 

umbrella is covering all classes of people. ن �ظ����F�$ا A��$ا Aل �.ط�ت �ا$'�ب ط&  All the fore- 

mentioned fields and others are the best witness, so we have to stand behind our government 

as one united power �و�دة @وة  and crush into dust those who want to keep us behind. When we 
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do so we will achieve the expectationsآ��ل of the new millennium for the recent and coming 

generations to enjoy welfare prosperity. ا$ر7�ء و ا$ر �ھ��  

 

(5) Ring roads and traffic 

 ا$طرق ا$دا6ر�� وا$�رور

Ring roads should be built around big cities to facilitate the traffic movement. In the one hand 

these ring roads will join the East with the West and the North with the south, thusA$��$�&و 

decreasing overcrowdedness inside the big cities. Trucks and long lorries need not enter the 

city, they can use the ring roads to shorten the distance ا$��� � ��ر  between the producer and 

the consumer. In the mean time they will save time and effort. Around these ring roads there 

will be new communitiesت������ and activities and thus creating business opportunities.   رص
  /�ل

On the other hand, there will be less road accidents and we won't suffer from pollution. Take 

Cairo for example, its streets and roads are so polluted because of the vehicles that run day 

and night. There should be daring solutions �ر��6 ��ول to decrease the amount of car fume  /وادم
ت ا$���را  and constructing these ring roads is one of them. People should co-operate and use 

these new ring roads to help facilitate the traffic movements. We have to thank our road 

planners who do their best to make us enjoy our life and we mustn't forget that we are in the 

new millennium. 

(6)          Life in the futureل&  ا$���ة  A ا$���

       Nobody knows exactly how life will be like in 2020. But we can only predict or just imagine 

the shape of life. Computer will dominate ن��=� )�/   everything in life. In other words, 

machines, cars, and almost all fields will be computerized. A#رو��إ$ Smart cars, for example, will 

come into use. The computer involved will be able to work out whatever disorders أ/ط�ل that 

may arise. Then it will connect internet to find the nearest garage which carries spare parts 

that will put the car right.                             

    Also, I think that people in 2020 will be queuing upطف��  to take their holidays in space. 

They will fly by rocket to a space cruiser �#��� ء�<  that may orbit the Earth at a height of 320 

kilometres. Scientists will have found cures �1�ت/ for the nasty side effects that astronauts 

have suffered from. Robots will do then most difficult jobs like cleaning cars and loading ل���� 
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heavy boxes. Students wont probably go to school because education will be through the 

internet and computers only. Life will be completely different in the future.    

7)  Pollution is the pest of the age   ا$��ر آ � ا$��وث  

    It's not acceptable ا$�&ول �Hر �ن  to be in the 3rd millennium and we still pollute our 

surroundings (environment ). Individuals, companies and factories should find ways to control 

the waste.ا$#����ت Clean streets and roads are the demandط�ب� of every citizen. So individuals 

mustn't throw anything in the streets. Hence, 9م و�ن   laws must be passed ��ن @وا#�ن  to punish 

those who are careless.  

    Companies  and factories should fix filtersI'ر� to help reduce air pollution. We have to keep 

the Nile water clean and unpolluted. It's an etiquette ا$����ل آداب  not to pollute the place where 

we live in. It's our environment and everybody should do their utmost �=ده @��رى �&ذل   to lead a 

healthy life. If there is a success, we can protect ourselves from fatal diseases  . ���� أ�راض

because pollution is the pest of the recent age. 

(8) Overcoming the problem of  unemployment�$�ا$&ط ���ا$�.�ب /�( �'    

    Unemployment is an enemy to progress and prosperity. The unemployed person is more 

likely to do wrong.  That's why it must be rooted out ل�F��� ذورھ� �ن�  because it leads to 

further poverty. ر �ن �ز�دا$�  Our government  spares no effort in finding ways to overcome this 

pressing problem. The government is always encouraging investors to invest their money in 

establishing new projects to provide business opportunities. Giant projects are being carried 

out all over Egypt to find jobs for the unemployed queue of youth. 

 

   Toshka project in the south of the valley will offer more land for young people to reclaim. Six 

October industrial city, New Damietta Port, reclaiming Sinai and the small projects will give a 

hand to increase different kinds of jobs for those who are unemployed. Banks have a role to 

play in solving this serious problem. They can lend young people small loansروض@ with slight 

interest ط�  �6دة��&  to help them set up small industries all over Egypt. When we solve this 

problem, we absolutely abolishز�ل� extremity /ظ�م 7طر   and terrorism among those poor young 

people. 

(9)       Eliminating illiteracy 
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    It's crystal clear that illiteracy is the stumbling block 9رة ��ر/  to progress and welfare. It 

hindersق��� all the steps of development. We cannot achieve progress unless we get rid of this 

serious problem. Consequently, Egypt's first lady is doing her very best to eliminate illiteracy 

among young boys and girls. Long term plans have been drawn to realize this aim.            و  �م 
B<  ق ;�دا طو��� 7طط�ا$=دف ھذا $��        

   The one class schools ا$وا�د ا$��ل �دارس   can help eliminate their illiteracy. Mosques and 

churches can organize special classes for them with specialized teachers. We mustn't neglect 

the role of elementary schools ��6ارس�د ا&�دا  in our villages. TV can play a vital role during its 

programms and arrange campaigns1ت��  to encourage them to take part in these classes. 

Thanks to all efforts in this respect,ا$���ل  these young boys and girls will grow up not as 

machines but as imaginative human beings. ا$�7�ل وا��� &'ر�� ��6#�ت    

(10)     How to keep your health ���$ا$��� ظ� /�( ا 

    Health is a crown over the heads of healthy people that only patients see. We can't enjoy 

life unless we are healthy. We should follow certain rules to lead a healthy life. It's necessary 

to eat the right kind of food, exercise regularly and sleep well. Our foods ought to be  rich in 

vitamins, proteins, salts and water. We should eat three  meals a day and avoid having foods 

with chemical additives, ��6 إ>� �ت�����  artificial colourings, flavouring or preservatives. أو أ$وان 
�� ظ� �واد أو �#�/�� ط�م ���&�ت   Having organic foods is much healthier than inorganic ones. 

   Eating the right kind of food is not enough to keep yourself healthy. It's important to take 

exercises regularly. Exercises renew energy and make the person fit for life. Moreover, 

exercises burn the extra fats, so the one can avoid overweight. ا$وزن ز��دة   In addition, you 

should sleep enough time a night. An adult 0<�#$ا needs to sleep at least six hours a night. 

When you sleep, you give your body a chance to rest and relax. To sum up, right food , regular 

exercise ,sufficient sleep and personal cleanliness are the magic solutions for good health.    

(11)     Modern means of transport               و��6ل ا$�وا�1ت 

  There is no room for doubt that transport has been greatly developed in the last few years. 

The world has become a small village. ln the past people found difficulties in moving from 

place to another. This used to take much time and effort. Nowadays passengers can cover long 

distances in no time. Thanks to modern means of transport, travel has become easier, 

comfortable and enjoyable. 
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  Now cities are getting more and more crowded, so people look for modern means of 

transport to help them go here and there fast. Modern underground metro, planes and trains 

can help them save time and effort. Businessmen can reach their destinations �=� ا$و�ول  

without losing much time. Goods can be transported quickly to markets to help reduce the 

wastage. �7�رة Without these modern means of transport, we would face a lot of trouble. 

 

12)Traffic and parking problems         ل و@وف ا$���رات�ا$�رور و�'� 

   Traffic is the nightmare of big cities. There is always a lot of traffic in the city centre because 

there are different facilities such as shopping malls, ر�� أ�واق���  cinemas, theatres, airway lines, 

embassies رات��� etc.. To drive a car there is difficult and to park is much more difficult. 

Parking is really a big problem especially in rush hours. ا$ذروة ��/�ت  Yet, motorists can help 

make traffic flow smoothly. و$� �#��ب=�&   

    Motorists should park in the multi - storey garages ا$طوا&ق ���ددة �را��ت  to help facilitate the 

traffic movement. If they park in the wrong place, they will hinder ق��� this movement. Traffic 

policemen must be strict  رم�� with such law breakers. ون /ن ا$7�ر��ن#�ا$  In my opinion the best 

ways to reduce traffic in the city centre are to increase present fines ا$.را��ت and provide 

better public transport. Motorists are asked to obey and respect traffic signs and lights. More 

flyovers and undergrounds should be set up. Pedestriansة�'�  shouldn't hinder traffic by 

walking down streets. Finally, it's the responsibility of every person to do his duty to solve this 

complex problem. 

(13) The importance of learning Englishن ا$�.� ا3#���ز���  أھ��� إ�

Learning and mastering the foreign languages, especially English, has become a must رورة< 

nowadays. Good English enables you to lead a better life. Good command ن�د ����  of English is 

necessary for getting a good job. Employers always prefer English speaking applicants. دم ا$��
 English helps you to write to your pen friends. It enables you to communicate with $�وظ���

foreigners abroad. It also helps you express yourself and deal with tourist freely.  

   We cannot cope with the technological renaissance �<=#$#و$و��� ا�ا$�  without learning how to 

use the computer and the internet .Thus, 9م و�ن  learning English is a must. When you are 

armed with I��� ــ&  English, you can understand what is going on around you in the world. 

Moreover English helps you to deal with the knowledge explosion ا$��ر A ��را�#�  easily . In 

short, English has become an integral part ل �زء�����  of your character and your career.  
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(14) The importance of electricity in our life          =ر&�ء أھ����ا$ A  �#����  

   It has been taken for granted I&ا$���م �ن أ� �&  that electricity is indispensable � ن�ا���.#�ء �� 
�=#/ in our life. It has become so important that we can't imagine our life without it. Electricity 

is a mysterious power وة@ �<��H  which can drive ل.'� machines and different kinds of devices. 

 We can also �و$دات .It is produced by various means such as batteries and generators ا�7را/�ت

generate electricity using  waterfalls, wind, the atomic power as well as the sun. 

    In fact, the advantages of electricity are endless. � ���=# �=$  It helps man to increase 

production as it drives machines in our factories. We use it to illuminate ر�#� houses, streets 

and schools. It is used to run the household apparatuses ا$�#ز$�� ا;�=زة  like the fridge, the water 

heater, the fans and many other sets. Saving energy is necessary. That's why we should cut 

down our consumption. ا��=1�#� �ن #�د  

(15)     Desert Reclamation                ا$��راء ا���1ح  

Egypt is full of vast areas of yellow  barrenرداء�  deserts.  Due to the rapid increase in 

population and the lack of the green lands, reclaiming the desert has become a must.رورة<  

That's why giants projects are being carried out to turn these deserts  into green land .Toshka 

project and Shark El-Owinat are examples of these projects. These projects are expected to 

solve many of our problems such as overpopulation, unemployment and food shortage. 

Irrigation isn't a big problem as we can dig canals from wells to get water from underground to 

irrigate the reclaimed areas. 

Reclaiming the desert is a turning point ��ول #ط�   in the lives of the Egyptians. It is the only way 

to push Egypt forward so as to cope with the advanced countries. ا$��د�� ا$دول   New towns will 

appear, solving part of the housing problem. ���'� ن��ا�3 Youth will find job opportunities 

there. Food security ا;�ن A6ا$.ذا  will be achieved. We will stop importing certain crops like 

wheat. Our agricultural exports will be increased. The government is shoulderingل���� its 

burden�أ/&�ءھ and constructing infrastructure projects Bا$����� ا$&#�� �'�ر�  to attract many investors 

to these remote areas that will help us increase production and enjoy welfare and prosperity. 

(16)      People and fashions وا$�و>� ا$#�س   

   Fashion means the style of clothes, hair, behavior etc that is popular at a particular time. 

People all over the world are fond of buying the latest fashions ا$�و>�ت ا�دث  yearly. Fashion 

houses ا;ز��ء &�وت  always decide how we should appear and what we should wear. These 
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houses decide not only the clothes, but shoes, hair, hand bags and jewellery as well. In fact, 

the world of fashion is endless. 

   The big fashion houses in many countries of the world design fashionable styles and colours 

to satisfy all tastes. A<ر�$ B��� ا;ذواق  Women cannot ignore fashions and are always attracted 

to buy dresses, blouses, skirts, etc... . Men also try to  follow fashions when they buy suits, 

shirts, ties and trousers. What is clear is that fashion changes every year. Consequently, what 

is fashionable و>� ����ر��$  this year will be out of fashion �<د��� �و@  next year. 

(17)          The source of life   در ا$���ة��  

   Water is the source of life on earth. Human beings, animals and plants need water to 

survive.���� Human beings  use water in their daily activities. ا$�و��� ا;#'ط�  They use it  for 

drinking, cooking, cleaning and washing. Water is used by animals for drinking and washing. 

Unless plants get water, they fadeذ&ل�  and die. Hence, 9م و�ن   we can't do without it. A#.��� ن/   

   Since water is so necessary for survival, ء� ,�&  In other words���people should use it wisely. ا$&

we should cut down our consumptionا��=1ك  of water. We ought to keep water as long as we 

can. People who use water carelessly have to be fined.رم.�  We should co¬operate to re-cycle 

the sanitary or drainageا$�رف  water and reuse it in a useful way. Water is so vital that wars in 

the future will be for water not for land.  

(18)          Tourist Industry �����$ا �/�#� 

Egypt is a tourist country and tourism is a chief source of its national income. Egypt enjoys all 

attractions �ذب /وا�ل   that encourage tourists to visit Egypt. It has got the ancient Egyptian 

monuments which witness on the greatness of our ancestors. أ�داد#� /ظ��   Besides, It enjoys fine 

mild weather  س$ط�ف ط  all the year round. Its long sunny beaches attract tourists from all over 

the world to go there. Indeed, tourists visiting Egypt enjoy sightseeing as Egypt has got 

matchless tourist sites. B@ظ�ر � ������ �وا# �=$  

   Since tourist industry is a promisingوا/د  one, we should encourage tourists to visit Egypt. 

New hotels should be established to provide good accommodation.���@إ  Roads ought to be 

pavedد=��  to help the flow of traffic. ا$�رور ا#���ب  People should treat tourists kindly 

everywhere to encourage them to visit Egypt again and again. To sum up, all means of comfort 

have to be given to tourists to flourishش�#�  this important industry which is a main source of 

hard currency. 

(19)         Overpopulation             ن��ز��دة ا$� 
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  Overpopulation is a very dangerous problem . It hindersق��� the progress of any country. It 

devoursم=���  every increase in production . It is the cause of many serious problems such as 

shortage of food, housing and traffic jams . Over population also result inب&��  the problem of 

unemployment �$�ا$&ط among youths with its ill effects ا$���6 أ9�رھ�   on individualsا; راد  and on 

society. Thus, solving this problem has become a must so as to raise the standard of 

living. ا$���'� ���وى   

 We can solve this problem by invadingزوH  , reclaiming and reconstructing ر���� the desert . 

This will create new communitiesت������  with better job opportunities and more land to 

cultivate. زرع� We should respond to $ــ �����ب  birth control and family planning call . Mass 

media ا1/3م و��6ل   should lend a hand in solving this  problem by showing the ill effects of over 

population. People should change their attitudesوا@ف�  and know  well that a small family 

means a better and a comfortable life.    

 

(20)      Sports and games           ا$ر��>� وا;$��ب  

                          It is said that a sound mind is in a sound body. ا$���م ا$��م  A ا$���م ا$�ل   So sport is 

very important in man's life. It builds up sound bodies. It is useful for all people of different 

ages; the young and the old alike. �واء �د /�(   They should practise sports to enjoy good health 

and live a happy life. Sporting clubs have now spread in all towns and villages and they provide 

their members with different sports. Sporting contestsت�� �#�  strengthen relations among 

nations because they help young people to spend their time fruitfully ل��9ر &'� and creating the 

competitive spirit �#� ��� روح   as well as accepting any defeat. ھز��� 

    In addition to that, practicing sports teaches us good morals. ���دة أ17ق   Sport teaches us 

patience, co-operation and self-denial. ا$ذات إ#��ر   That's why sport is necessary for developing 

one's character. It is important for everyone to practise a certain game. The young tend إ$( ���ل   

to play football, basketball and volleyball. Also, riding, swimming, shooting and running are 

preferred by the young. On the other hand, the old like walking and some games that suit their 

age like chess. To sum up, practicing sports develops persons physically, mentally, 

emotionally�ط���/ and morally. 

 

(21)The role of woman in society          B����$ا A  دور ا$�رأة  
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   Really , we can't imagine our life without woman. She is half of the society and gives birth to 

the other half. In fact, man and woman are a double face coin. وا�دة $���� و�=�ن  She plays an 

important role in modern societies. She is the cornerstone of the family and the society. Now 

she shares fully in the life of society with man . She has proved her worthق� in every field  إ���

of life. She works in factories, hospitals and schools. She has become a ministress and even a 

prime ministress in some societies . She has held the post of a judge. She has a say in her 

country's policy .  

   Woman has proved that there is no difference between man and woman in handlingل����  

any kind of work. She can even handle certain tasks م�=� better than man can do . Besides, on 

her shoulder lies the responsibility of bringing up children. Woman has made great efforts 

towards equality with man. She has come a long way and she still has a long way to go on for 

equal opportunities. In short, she is standing at an equal footing with man in nearly all fields of 

life. 

(22)Our duty towards our parents  �#وا�&#� ���ه وا$د�  

    It is taken for granted ا$���م �ن �& that we owe much to our parents who looked af¬ter us 

when we were young. They did their best to provide us with food, clothing, shelterوىF�  and 

education. They sat up beside our beds when we were ill. They spared no pains و���  A �� /�ل   

to give us the best start in life. So it is our duty to love and respect them. Consequently, all 

that we offer to them is not sufficientف�� compared to what they have done for us. 

   We have to take their  advice and obey their orders since they have experienced in life  with 

its up and downs.ت�&��  It is also our duty to help them in every possible way. We can do the 

shopping and help them at home. When they grow old, it is our turn to repay their 

kindness.طف/  We should look after them in their old age and give them every possible 

comfort. Finally, we should put into consideration that we can never repay a part of what they 

deserve. 

(23)      Industry in Egypt  ر�� A  �/�#�$ا 

     Industry is the main stay ���/ا;����� ا$د  upon which the economy of the country depends. It 

is a chief source of our national income. It can help a great deal in setting up great national 

projects. Industry plays an important role in achieving progress, welfare, and prosperity to 

Egypt. Therefore, the government gives due care &�$M اھ���م   to the field of industry. Industrial 

and technological projects are our way to cope ر���� with the advanced countries.  
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    In the new cities, a big number of industrial areas were built. The factories in these areas 

can provide our youth with work opportunities. In other words, أ7رى &�&�رة   they help in solving 

the problem of unemployment. In this way, our people can enjoy a better standard of living. 

The products can be exported to increase our resources of hard currency.  Our government 

does its best to encourage industry in Egypt.  It encourages investors to invest money in Egypt. 

It provides them with all facilities 1ت�=�� to establish their own factories. It also offers loans 

  on exports have been taken away to help them ا$�ود Restrictions  �6دة .with a low interest@روض

export their products easily. I think the future of the Egyptian industry will be prosperous.    

(24)           Child's rights           وق ا$ط�ل�  

  Children are our dearest)�H;ا  hope in life. They are tomorrow's youth, workers, employees 

and leaders. They are priceless &�9ن �در �   national wealth. They form the main stay upon which 

the nation depends in the future. Hence, due care should be given to them so as to enjoy their 

childhood و$�ا$ط�   fully. In fact childhood is playhood. $�ب �ر���  It is the stage in which the child's 

character is formed. Parents, school and society have a role to play in this respect. A  ا$�دد ھذا  

   From the very beginning It is the responsibility of the parents to select a decentب��#� name 

for the child. Children should be given ampleف��  love and affection.�&�� Parents should clothe 

and feed them well. At  schools, children ought to be developed physically , emotionally and 

mentally.  Psychological specialists ا$#���ون ���6ونا;7   have to pay much attention to each child's 

character. They should help him/her to grow up as a good citizen. They should know the 

child's problems and try to solve them. Society must ban the work of children. Children should 

not be abused. �����1=م ���ء   They shouldn't work while they are young. To sum up, all have to 

raise a red card to the child's labour. ا$ط�ل /�ل    

(25) The pros and the cons of mobile phones  �=��/ �ا$����و#�ت ا$�وا$�، ��$=� و�  

    No one can deny the great advantages of the  mobile phone. It facilitates ل=�� the tasks of 

businessmen to get in contact with ل��� their partners ء��ر' in no time and anywhere. We can 

get in touch with any person when we face danger or any conflict. A person who is 

confrontedوا���  with any sudden attack or facing an unexpected dilemmaورط�  can be rescued 

by using his mobile on the spot. ن��ا$� Newspapers reporters can get in touch with the 

headquarters ا$ر����6 ا$����ب   in the location of the accident when no other means of 

communication can be benefitted. When a person is facing a trouble or a crucialرج�  problem, 

the mobile is of a great importance. 
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   However, the mobile may be a source of disturbance and annoyance in wor¬shipping 

houses, ا$�&�دة &�وت  libraries or means of transport. During debatesظرات�#�  or sympo¬siumsدوات#  

the use of the mobile is dreadly disturbing. �داُ  �ز/0  Youth may misuse ا��7دام ��Aء   such a great 

invention when it is used for trifling chats �� =� ���د9�ت  or teasingد��  others. It may con¬stitute 

another hideous burden �'�ل �&�ر /بء  on the economy of individuals. In short it is not the 

invention to be blamed but the users themselves.  

(26)           Lifelong learning ا$���م �دى ا$���ة 

   It is taken for granted that wise people should take into consideration B<� A  ا�/�&�ر   that one 

is never too old to learn. ا$��د إ$( ا$�=د �ن ا$����م   Everyone  should gain knowledge from womb to 

tomb. ا$���ت إ$( ا$����  One should up¬date one's skills and potentials#��ت��إ�  and gain different 

skills and experience so as to be em¬ployable. وظ�ف @�&ل��$  An ambitious  and enthusiastic س���� 

person should be eagerوف.'  enough to improve his standard and widen the scope of his 

knowledge. This can be carried out by acquiring much knowledge to get promotion.��@ر� 

   It is necessary for all people to cope with the technological progress and adapt ف���� to 

different circumstancesظروف  and conditions .One should be broad minded I���� لا$�  and wide 

experienced to achieve one's goals.  One ought to bear in mind that there are no barriers وا�ز� 

or borders for human knowledge. Learning is a sacred process د�� /�����   that has to go on for 

ever. All the holly books ا$�د�� ا$��ب  appreciatedدر� learning and urgedث��  humans to read. In 

short, lifelong learning is a slogan ر��' that all people have to follow.  

 

(27)     Peace leads to prosperity            whereas war leads to destruction 

 �ؤدي ا$�1م إ$( ا$ر7�ء، &�#�� ا$�رب إ$( ا$د��ر

    Really , peace leads to prosperity whereas war leads to destruction . Peace means safety. In 

time of peace, we live happily and carry out important projects. This will lead to the welfare of 

our country. Peace and stabilityرار But for peace, there wouldn't be any  �وأم.are twins  ا���

technological achievements إ#��زات all over the world . Thus, Egypt always adopts )#&�� the 

peaceful attitude ا$���A ا$�و@ف    in its relations with other countries . 

    War means nothing but fear and terror.ر/ب In time of war, people don't have freedom to 

live happily War threatens the security أ�ن of any country . During wars bloodshed ا$د��ء ��ك   is 

everywhere. It holds backر@ل��  development and destroys the infrastructure ا$����� ا$&#��   of any 
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country. To sum up , peace leads to the happiness of humanity but war leads to nothing but 

destruction and misery.�����   

(28)   The role of the internet  and satellites    ا$�#�/�� وا;@��ر ا3#�ر#ت دور  

    Can anybody or any society dispense with /ن ���.#(   the internet or satellites nowadays ? Of 

course not . They are of utmostوى�@  importance to all people.  Without them any society will 

be helplessly cripple . ز��/ How can a country keep pace with the up-to-dateأ�دث  discoveries 

or inventions without them ? it is a difficult equation.�$د���  The world has become a small 

village thanks to the internet and satellites. 

   The internet and satellites linkر&ط�  all the world together. This is what we call globalization. 

They save us ا$�و$�� /��#� �و روا   hard long years of research and hard work. They save our time 

and effort . Besides being quick means of culture and information, they are very accurate . 

 They are used in all fields of life such as the fields of media, industry, agriculture andد@�ق

medicine. To sum up, the benefits of satellites and the internet are countless � )���   in all 

fields of life.  

29)    Pollution is the outcome of  man's interference with nature 

 ا$��وث ھو #���� �د7ل ا3#��ن  A ا$ط&���

    It is taken for granted that man is to be blamed for the pollution he caused to air, water, 

environment and even soil. Man is used to dumping ء�  #����تthe chemical and nuclear waste إ$

in remote areas beneath the soil. This affected the soil greatly and led to the spread of many 

diseases and other fatal results. The badly maintained vehicles ا$���#� رد��6 ا$�ر�&�ت  used by 

humans release carbon dioxide and other pollutantsو9�ت��  in the atmosphere. This may lead to 

the spread of many dangerous diseases such as cancer. Throwing garbageت����#  and chemical 

waste in rivers and seas ruined the marine life . ا$&�ر�� ا$���ة  Noise pollution causes terri¬ble 

diseases including deafness د  B��$ا  and nervous breakdown. ا#=��ر A&�/  Man's interference 

with nature may lead to more epidemics.�6&أو   

    Hence , the individuals and communities , should cooperate and work together to put an 

end to such recklessل�=�  and irresponsible behaviour ��6ول �Hر   of humans. There should be 

strictرم��  laws and regulations ظ���ت#� to put an end to such disastrousد�ر� 

actions.Deforestation; Cutting down green forests should be banned everywhere. Solar and 

electric powered vehicles should be used on a large scale. وا�B #ط�ق /�(  We have been blessed 

by pure air and clean soil and we should keep them evergreen and unpolluted. Ministries of 
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Environ¬ment worldwide should make joint efforts �'�ر�� ��=ودات   to keep our globe clean and 

pure. 

(30) The importance of forests for environment conservation 

 أھ��� ا$.�&�ت  A ا$���ظ /�( ا$&��6

     Forests are trees and plants that cover large areas. They are important for environment 

conservation. Without forests, the balanceوازن�  of our globe breaks down.�7ل�  We get food 

either by eating plants, food manufactured from plants, or animals that have eaten plants. The 

leaves of trees and plants are like factories, producing everything they need by a process 

called "photosynthesis". ا$>وA6 ا$&#�ء   

     Photosynthesis is vital for  روري<our survival. All animals breathe in oxygen and breathe 

out carbon dioxide which is poisonous to animals if they breathe in too much. Fortunately, 

trees and plants take in carbon dioxide and take out oxygen. In fact, each year, the plants of 

the world extract �7ص��� about 150 billion tons of this poisonous gas from the air. It's easy to 

see that if the balance of nature is changed, for example by cutting down too many trees, we 

will actually be taking away our oxygen-making factories and could slowly poison ourselves. 

 

8- Write a paragraph about 100 words describing 

(What youth can do to change the future of their countries.) (6 MARKS) 

How a youth serves his country 

     The progress of any nation depends on its youth. They work for the good of their country. A 

youth can take part in the industrial and agricultural projects. They can also help stamp out 

illiteracy. They sacrifice their lives for their country in time of wars. In fact, the youth must 

avoid bad habits. They should avoid smoking and practise sports to ' become fit. They should 

not waste their time sitting at cafes all the time. They should read and log onto the internet to 

get useful information. The youth are tomorrow's leaders, so the government is greatly 

interested in them. 

8- Write a paragraph about 100 words describing 

Money is the root of every evil . 
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       Money is a means that can be used well or badly, so I'd rather say that the love of money 

is the root of all evil, not money itself. Because of money, people steal, kill and bribe. Also, 

people may envy each other and hate each other. Not a day passes without hearing about a 

bank robbery or a murder. The reason why such crimes are committed is usually the desire to 

make a fortune without exerting great efforts. 

           Moreover, the wars that sweep the world are motivated by financial reasons. Even the 

civil wars which take place between people within the same country are based on financial 

affairs.In brief, we can say that although having a fortune is a blessing from God, it can be a 

curse if we misuse it. 

 

8- Write paragraph on  

Keeping Your Body Healthy . 

        Would you like to live a longer life? To live longer, you must keep your body healthy, and I 

have some suggestions for you. First you must eat healthy foods that will provide necessary 

protein, vitamins, and carbohydrates. You should not eat food that contains fats and 

cholesterol because they clog your arteries and cause heart attacks. Proper diet can help to 

keep your body healthy.                                                                                                              The 

second important requirement is regular exercise. You should exercise every day. You might 

jog or lift weights to keep your body healthy and active. The third and most important point is, 

not to take illegal drugs.  Drugs can ruin your life and the lives of your family. You should not 

smoke, and you should not take heroin. By keeping your body healthy now while you are 

young, you could live longer, and you might enjoy life more.       

The computer 

 The computer is one of the modern wonders of the world. It is an obvious  part of 

technology that reaches into most people's lives because they are far more accurate and 

efficient than human beings. It can be put to varied uses. It can easily perform simple and 

complex calculations. It can be used in banks to control our cash and keep bank accounts. Also, 

in hospitals, it can be used to check our health. Also, The computer is ideal for doing our 

everyday needs: it can be used to reserve aeroplane tickets, in shopping, communicate with 

relatives and colleagues. In the end, we can't do without the computer. 

Pollution 
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 Nothing is ugly than seeing tones of rubbish piles and exhaust fumes sent up into the 

atmosphere. Pollution is an environmental problem which arises from man's unwise abuse of 

his natural surroundings and resources such as air and water:* It's a big problem that needs all 

efforts to put an end to . On one hand, man has foolishly damaged his environment when 

poisoned , the atmosphere and polluted the earth and water. Polluted air may damage man's 

lungs and cause death. Also, Adding poisonous gases such as Carbon dioxide to the 

atmosphere may cause increased temperatures consequently the ice at the Arctic and 

Antarctic is melted. So, environmental conferences are yearly held all over the world to discuss 

pollution problems, show its dangers and offer solutions. In the end, man has to reach a 

balanced relation i^ in his everyday dealings with the environment. 

Friends 

 Friends are either good or bad. Some of them are worthy of respects while others are 

hateful ones. Personally I like helpful friends who are ready to stand by me in time of troubles, 

and share my joy and sorrow. Moreover, man has no choice in making friends, yet he should 

be carefully cautious  when befriends anyone. He must test him in some situations before he 

reveals any of his secrets. Among friends I feel warmth brotherhood that is why I take my 

friend as a refuge (shelter) where I find relief and comfort a To sum up, a friend in need is a 

friend indeed. 

Mobile phones 

 Mobile phones are of great importance to many people in society from a businessman 

to an ordinary man. They can't do without. In time of emergency people need to make a 

phone call asking for the ambulance help. In travel, mobiles are necessary to tell other people 

how you are doing. But some people have bad habits when using mobiles. They sometimes 

disturb people indoors unnecessarily at midnight. While driving, they may cause death, so the 

government should pass strict laws against using them while driving. However, doctors warn 

people of its drawbacks exposing themselves to the side effects of electromagnetic a., waves 

causing cancer. So people should use mobile phones more wisely and quietly. 

Water 

 Nothing can live without water. The water we drink is a blessing of Allah; however we 

are not wise in using it. Everyone should feel sorry for every drop of water wasted in our 

house. We all know that water is necessary for drinking, cooking, washing and irrigation. We 

are going to reclaim new areas of desert land. Meanwhile, water is a renewable source of 
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energy which is cheap to generate electricity. So, all people should know how to care for every 

drop of water because the next century will witness a severe attack and an endless war for 

providing water supplies  

Tourism 

 Tourism is considered one of the most important earners of foreign currency. Tourists 

spend a lot of hard currency during their stay in Egypt. Tourists like to visit Egypt to enjoy the 

sun shine, and the wonderful historic places. They not only like to visit the citadel, the 

pyramids, Luxor and Aswan but they like to see our modern renaissance as well. The world 

countries are competing among each other to provide the best world tourist services. We 

should do our best to encourage tourists to visit us again and again. We should establish cheap 

hotels and tourist villages along our shores. Finally, we can say that tourism is a giant project 

helps flourish our economy. 

Health 

 Health is a priceless treasure that completes our happiness and a gift of Allah. We 

cannot really enjoy our life if we are unhealthy. For an unhealthy person, life is no more than 

pain and suffering. He is a helpless member who cannot take part in the process of 

development. However, healthy people are always good members in their societies and help 

to achieve its welfare  and progress. So, people should take care of their personal cleanliness 

as it is tremendously important in the prevention of many kinds of infections. In order to be 

healthy, we must be clean. We must never eat food that smells bad or swollen canned food. 

We should always wash hands before and after a meal. We must either boil tap water or cool 

it before we drink. In the end, as it has been said that "prevention is better than cure" so 

everybody should pay attention to his health. 

Reading 

 Reading is fun. It's the food of the mind. Reading is the most useful hobby. You can gain 

a lot of knowledge and information through reading. A book is the best friend one could have, 

with a book you can fly from one country to another in a short time. You can see and know 

about places you have never been to. If you want to know about sports or even magic, all you 

can do is to pick up a book and go through it. So, our schools are provided with libraries in 

order to encourage our students to read to help them know more and more not only about 

the subjects they study, but about life as well. In brief, we have to read and read to feel that 

we are human beings. 
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My plans for the future 

(What career are you going to choose and why?) 

 We all have our dreams which we hope will come trueق��� . I have many plans for the 

future. I want to go to university and become a doctor. I'd like to practise medicine for a few 

years. After that, I'd like to do research. 

I hope to investigateث�&�  the causes of diseases  like cancer or brain disease. I'd like to 

learn more and more about those diseases which make people sufferA#���  a lot. Thereforeذ$ك$ , 

I must study hard. I'd like to set up experiments and make things that can really help mankind. 

 �#�I want to help people become happy. I hope my plans for the future will pay off. I ا$&'ر��

Women's rights: 

   Women's rights is one of the important subjects. There are promotersؤ�دون� . Women should 

be educated and well-learnt. They have to shareرك�'�  in public life. There must be a different 

attitude towards their being housewives. Women should be a moving energy ���ر�� ط�@�  . They 

should lead a better life. It will be beautiful to make use of women in public life. We should try 

to improve their economic and social levels. Along with this, equality between men and 

women is desired.     

The role of youth in making their country better 

        We all agree that youth are the backbone of any country. As they play the main role in 

anything . They have the power and determination to do any thing for the sake of their 

country. If we want to make any progress , we must depend on them to do that. They can 

share in developing and saving their countries in time of war and in time of peace. In Egypt , 

their role became clear during the 25th revolution and they played the main role. They also 

have the duty of rebuilding their country. The promising , rising youth must work hard and 

sincerely (honestly ) to reach with our country to the land of safety from this current crisis. 

Thus we can see our loving country one of the best nations in the world  

Life in the future 

Our life in the future will change completely. Computers and internet will occupy our life. So, 

instead of wasting time going here and there, we will use the internet to get our needs, 

Students of the future will get the information they need through their computers which will 
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be available and will be within the reach of their hands. Housewives can shop through the 

internet and the housework will be done by certain kinds of robots. Most houses will be air 

conditioned and people won't suffer from the heat of the sun. Our factories will be 

computerized. There will be better means of communications and transport.  

(Computers) 

 The computer is the most important invention in the twentieth century. Children enjoy 

using computers. They help communicate with people in other countries very quickly. 

Computers store a lot of information. You can work from home if you have a computer. 

Computers are now used in all fields. We can now use computers to learn a new language. 

Doctors use computers to help them diagnose diseases and treat patients. Banks cannot do 

without computers.  Teachers use computers in schools so that students can learn better and 

faster. But computers have some disadvantages. Computers are different. Some of them are 

difficult to use. A lot of computer games are violent . Some children spend too much time 

indoors playing computer games.  

The importance of trees 

       Trees are very important to our life. They take in carbon dioxide and give us oxygen. If we 

cut down too many trees, there would be more carbon dioxide. This is very harmful. 

Therefore, trees protect us from global warming. Trees provide us with many useful things 

such as rubberا$�ط�ط  and medicines. Some trees may provide a cure  for diseases like cancer.  

Planting trees is very useful. We have to plant more trees, especially in towns and cities. This 

helps to reduce the amount of pollution. Trees help to keep the balance of nature. If the 

balance of nature is upset, life on Earth will be impossible. We have to take great care of trees 

and punish those who cut them down.  

Recycling إ/�دة B�#��$ا  

          Many countries reuse materials that are thrown away. This recycling process extracts 

ا;���� ا$��دة the original material  ����7ص  and uses it in new products. In general, using recycled 

materials ا$���د ا$�واد �=��#��  to make new products costs less and needs ط�ب�� less energy than 

using new materials. The most widely recycled waste product is printed  �/ا$�ط&و materials. 

Glass is a material which is economical to recycle. The recycled glass is melted ر=��and 

formed into new products. Some kinds of nuclear waste ا$#وو�� ا$#����ت  can be recycled. Rare 

materials, such as gold and silver, are recycled because getting new supplies is expensive. 
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Recycling reduces pollution because recycling a product creates less pollution than producing 

a new one. 

(1 The role of youth in making their country better 

We all agree that youth are the backbone  رى /�ود of any country. As they play the main role 

in anything. They have the power and determination to do any thing for the sake ofI$��$  their 

country. If we want to make any progress, we must depend on them to do that. They can 

share in developing and saving their countries in time of war and in time of peace. In Egypt, 

their role became clear during the 25th revolution and they played the main role. They also 

have the duty of rebuilding ء إ/�دة�#&    their country. 

(5) The Nile 

The Nile is a source of life to Egypt. It is considered a chief source ر��6( ��در  of wealth, welfare 

and prosperity to Egypt. We enjoy drinking its fresh pure water. We irrigate our lands from it. 

Vast areas of land are reclaimed with the help of the Nile. Egypt is the gift of the Nile ا$#�ل ھ&� . 

We should not throw waste into our dear Nile. We should keep it clean and pure. 

Without the Nile, Egypt would be a desert barren����@ land. The Nile is the lifeblood ا$���ه دم  of 

Egypt. Without the Nile, life would be impossible in Egypt. 

After the white revolution of 25 January and when Government recognized that former 

regime ا$��&ق ا$#ظ�م  was not giving due care to the countries which share�#�ر�'� us in the Nile, so 

they started to plan for setting up new projects and dams on the Nile which can lead to a 

decrease in our share �#���of water, prime minister ا$وزراء ر�6س  Dr. Sharaf accompanied 

�&����by popular organizations have  made many visits to those countries to strengthen وى� 

our relations with them and convince them to keep the same quantity of water which we 

should get as per previous agreements. 

(6) Tourism 

No one can deny that tourism is one of the most important thing in Egypt. Because it has great 

role in its economy. The importance of tourism lies in providing hard currency for Egypt. It also 

provides job opportunities for all people. From here the government should pay great 

attention to this field. We must do our best to attract more tourists to Egypt. It can build new 

hotels with all means of facilities. We as citizens have a role, we must treat tourists in a 

friendly way and make them love Egypt to come again. Finally we can sum up by saying that 

tourism for Egypt is like water and air, so we must do our best to benefit from it. 
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. Water Shortage ا$���ه #ص  

In the next few decades, a lot of countries are expected to face water shortage. This problem 

often results from over-population and the abuse of irrigation water. Egypt is among those 

countries that will suffer from lack of water. Some of the Nile Basin countries are building 

dams over the Nile to generate electricity that will probably reduce the third of Egypt's share 

of water. Yet, we've got several solutions to overcome this serious crisis. First, we must 

rationalize our water consumption. Second, modern ways of irrigation have to be used to 

preserve water. Third, we can depend on the underground water to satisfy our needs. 

Moreover, birth rate has to be cut down. In this way, water wasted aimlessly can be saved for 

the coming generation. 

The necessity of consumption rationalization of water and electricity 

          It is known that energy and water are the basis and the artery of life. All living things and 

machines can’t live or work without them, however energy and water are about to run out. 

Therefore we mustn’t ignore these problems otherwise we will lead hard lif .All of us must 

seek hard to rationalize using them .The Nile is the only source of water in Egypt. So we must 

keep it clean and use its water only when necessary. We mustn’t be wasteful at using its 

water. We mustn’t forget to rationalize using electricity. From my point of view, there are 

many simple ways to rationalize electricity for example we should switch off electric sets after 

using them. We must spread the awreness of the importance of rationalization among citizens 

to avoid this serious problem .We can use natural light by day . Dr. Ibrahim Ghneim, Minister 

of education asked for rationalization of consumption of water and electricity in schools and 

education departments . At last not at least we can say that consumption rationalization of 

water and electricity need great interest from us.  

"Looking for alternative sources of energy" " What families can do to save energy? “ 

          It is clear that our world will face one of the biggest problems in the near future it is the 

problem of energy .It is expected that our supplies of oil and natural gas will run out soon 

.Therefore we need to find new sources of energy. We believe that solar energy and the 

nuclear energy are the best substitutes or alternatives .The advantages of these energies are 

that they don't cause any pollution. The sun's energy is the best because it is renewable, clean 

and cheap.Thanks to our efforts, Egypt has begun to set up a nuclear power station here. We 

hope this project will be completed soon to be able to overcome the problem of energy which 

will face us in the near future. All of us can do many things to save energy Family members can 
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use their cars less. Walking and cycling are great forms of exercise. They can use energy-

efficient home appliances. They should turn off computers and televisions when they are not 

using them. They should not leave lights on when there is no one in the house. They can use 

fans instead of air conditioners as they use less electricity. In fact, saving energy is very 

important nowadays. 

“The importance of the river Nile” “ Keeping the Nile clean “ “ The Nile is the artey of life in 

Egypt” 

          The Nile is a source of life to Egypt. It is considered a chief source of wealth, welfare and 

prosperity to Egypt. We enjoy drinking its fresh pure water. We irrigate our lands from it. Vast 

areas of land are reclaimed with the help of the Nile. Egypt is the gift of the Nile. We should 

not throw waste into our dear Nile. We should keep it clean and pure. Without the Nile, Egypt 

would be a desert barren land. The Nile is the lifeblood of Egypt. Without the Nile, life would 

be impossible in Egypt.After the white revolution of 25 January and when Government 

recognized that former regime was not giving due care to the countries which share us in the 

Nile, so they started to plan for setting up new projects and dams on the Nile which can lead 

to a decrease in our share of water. 

 
 
 

I -The problem of over - population 
           It has become clear that over population in Egypt is a serious problem. It results in  إ� �ؤدى 
other more serious problems. Our youth can't find a flat to marry in or a suitable job to start their 

life. There is also a possible shortage ��ص  of food. Our cities became very crowded, they lack the 

needed infrastructure   .for living  ا������ ا�����

       So it has become a must that we should invade the desert زو��   . The government does its 

best to encourage people to have small families through public awareness programmes را��� 
ا����� ا��و���  on t.v. and papers. It send campaigns ت���  to remote and small villages to offer 

people information about birth control   ا���ل �د��د
 
 

2- Charity Societies 
     Charity Societies ت���ا� �ر�� ا���  are organizations for helping the poor everywhere. Rich people 

establish them. They do their best to �%ده #"�رى ��ذل  make homeless and poor children live in a 

reasonable standard ��ول ���وى�  .They offer them care in different aspects  They . ����ت – ����&

offer the poor medical care free of change   ً����� . If they are homeless, they offer them houses and 

food. 
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       Businessmen have got a duty towards ب�و وا��  these societies. They should give them 

support. 

They can pay a part of their taxes  for these societies. All of us should take part in the  *را(ب

activities of 

these societies. We can donate ـ ���رع�  clothes, money, food or even we can donate efforts to 

please these poor children. 

 
 

3- Computers 
     The computer has a lot of advantages زات���. It can store a lot of information; it can do a lot of 

calculations ت����� in no time. it can pay wages, reserve seats on planes, design buildings, 

compose music and do many jobs. Doctors also use the computer widely in their job. 

       But it has also some disadvantages  وب�� ,it can waste our time if it is used foolishly or if it is 

used just for fun. it has also a bad effect on our health specially the sight ا-�"�ر . it also teaches 

the children violence ف�� through playing the computer games. So it is a double-edged  ا�

weapon. �د�ن ذو ��ح  
 
 

 
4-Sources of Clean power in Egypt 

 
        Egypt is blessed with a lot of gifts  م�ا�%��ت �ن ��23ر �"ر �� - It is rich in sunshine, water and 

man power. The sunshine can be a source of energy. It is useful for the growth of animals and 

plants as well. It can help in producing solar power. Thus, Egypt can be a developed country using 

a clean source of energy. Water is also plentiful  و�4ر  in Egypt. It can be used in planting vast areas 

of desert land so that we can increase our food production. 

       However, if we don't employ man power in a proper way,  our �%در we may spoil  ��(�� �طر���

natural resources. Man is the master of all these resources. Plans should be made to benefit 

from  .man power to be able to face any problem in our country  �ن ����6د
5- Technology in our life 

          Technology is everywhere nowadays. We all enjoy technology but in different ways. Now, we 

can travel from one place to another very easily, comfortably and fast. Modern means of transport 

are now supplied with all means of comfort ل 3ل)��ا�را�� و . Space travel is now more possible than 

it used to be in the past. One day people may be able to enjoy space journeys. 

          Technology has also played a role in medical care ا�ط��� ا�ر����   . Now the computer can be 

used to check people's health accurately. It is also used for teaching. Students can benefit from 

the internet in their researches as well. No doubt technology has changed our life to the better. 

 

 
6- Schools in the Future 
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               I think our school will be completely different in the future. The ministry of education وزارة 
 cares about creating a good citizen and a healthy young man as well. More attention will be ا��4��2

given to sports. The computer will be used more widely. Every student will benefit from the 

internet in all aspect of his life. Moreover the students will be encouraged to take part in doing 

scientific research. This will encourage students to visit libraries more often. 

           Distance learning will be also the feature  8�9� of the future. Students can study everything 

while they are far away from the school. They can take tapes or CD's to enable them to study their 

subjects at home. We can imagine a more different shape of school than what we see nowadays. 

 
7- Sports 

           "The sound mind is in the sound body". ل��ا���9م ا���م 4 ا���9م ا�  This is a true saying, if 

someone 

   practises sports he will be fit. That's why the ministry of education gives due attention ا�ھ���م 
 to ا�وا�ب

   sports in our schools. Students who get prizes or medals in any sports championship are 

encouraged a lot. Schools also set up sports competitions and offer prizes for the winners. 

            The government encourages sports. It sets up youth centres and clubs everywhere to 

enable everyone old or young to practise sports. Sports festivals are a call for peace and love 

among nations   م �����9 �داء��ا>�م ��ن وا�  . So every country gives due care for taking part in the 

international championships. ا�دو��� ا��طو�ت  
 

 
8 -The television 

        The television is the cheapest means of entertainment and culture �9 أر ص��وا��4��2 �9�ر�4< و . It 

shows us the current events ر�� ا>�داث��ا�  that take place in every part of the world at the same 

time. It is also a means of communication. We can learn the language of any nation through its 

films or serials -ت��9�� We can't forget the educational programmes which attract the students of 

different stages. 
         On the other hand it has some disadvantages. It has negatively affected ���9 أ2ر �4د�  the habit 

of reading. Most of us don't read much as we are attracted to the television more. Some people 

waste their time in front of the TV. So we have to use this important invention wisely. 

 
9- Tourism 

         Tourism is considered one of the most important earners of foreign currency and national 
income, �9 �"�در أھم �ن��ا��و� وا�د ل ا�"��� ا�  .Tourists spend a lot of hard currency during their 
stay in Egypt. 
 Tourists like to visit Egypt to enjoy the sun shine, and the wonderful historic places. They like to 
visit the Citadel, the Pyramids, Luxor and Aswan. 
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      They like to see our modern renaissance ���*%� �2ا��د�  as well. We should do our best to 
encourage 
tourists to visit us again and again. We should establish cheap hotels and tourist villages along 
our shores. 
 
 

10- The role of the youth in development 
       The youth should first work hard to achieve success. When they graduate from their 
universities they have duties towards their society ب �د�%م�وط�%م ��و وا . They can share in the 
social work by working in the co-operative field. They can share in abolishing illiteracy ا>��� ��و  in 
their villages.  
       They can take part in reclaiming the desert to increase food production. They can join the 
army to defend their country in case there is a war. They can also help a lot in solving any problem 
concerning their society. They should work hard for the welfare  ر�4ھ�� of their beloved country 
Egypt. 
 
 

11- Making the best use of spare time" 
      Time is gold. The time wasted is too hard to regain وض � ا�*�(@ ا�و#ت�� . So we have to make the 
best use of our time. If we have a spare time we can make a plan to spend it doing useful things. 
The wise person is one who spends his / her time carefully in a proper way. Some people prefer to 
read a useful book, or a story. In this way they increase their information and knowledge in 
different aspects. 
        Some others prefer to practise sports. So they renew their energy, activate their minds, and 
strengthen their bodies. ددون�ط%م ��B� طونBأ�دا�%م و��وون ��و�%م و�� . Young men prefer to spend 
most of their time playing computer games, which can be useful in developing their abilities and 
computer skills. 
 
 

12- Life in the past & today 
 
       In my view, life in the past was quieter and easier. Modern-means of transport tike cars, trains 
and planes were not there. Consequently, there were almost no air-pollutants. Vast areas of land 
were cultivated. People depended mainly on agriculture as their main earner.                                                                                                        
     In the past there was shortage of medical care. Cholera and other serious epidemics أ�راض 
 ��Bت were attacking many people for a time. At present, nearly all epidemics vanished  ��وط��
thanks to medical care. 
Nowadays, we hear every now and then of new discoveries such as the Femto second, and new 
inventions such as the computerized car. Also there are various means of entertainment. In short, 
life today has become more complicated. 

 
13-The Role of universities in Society 
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   The university is not founded only for teaching and learning. It has other purposes. One of 
which is 
providing the society with its needs. 
     University graduates are useful members in the society. They help in raising the standard of 
living. @4وى ر��� �B�� Universities take part in carrying out the development plans by doing   ا��
scientific research ���9 أ���ث�  in different aspects � ��69 ����ت 4  
       They can take part in reclaiming the desert to change it into green lands and increase the food 
production. They can share in making industrial progress by graduating technicians, and 
engineers for factories. They can do research to help to reduce air pollution. 
 

14- Improving our villages 
      Our villages can be improved by different ways. Fresh water for drinking and electricity must 
be supplied. Clean and healthy houses must be built; they must include separate places   أ��3ن 
�9"6��for animals.   
       Enough schools must be set up for all children to spread education رB�� �9م�ا�� . Paved roads 
. ��%دة طرق  and easy means of communications should be set up to enable people to travel from 
place to place easily. Shops and supermarkets must be found too, in order to provide the people 
with their needs. In this way we can make our villages a better place to live in. 
 
 

15 - The importance of Computers 
 
     Thanks to human inventiveness رى ا-�داع �6*لBا��  computers now cover all aspects of our life, 
    Computers help man to extend the power of his mind. Without them, a lot of our technological 
 miracles  زات��� would be impossible. 
    Computers are used in hospitals to check patients' records and diagnose ص ٍB� some diseases. 
Schools cannot do without them. They are used in factories and banks to improve and 
facilitate �%ل�  work. TV, radio, hotels, telecommunications, trains, ships, planes etc... depend on 
computers in their 
work. Computers are our servant and not our masters yet. Really, the world of computer is endless 
 

16" Egypt's achievements 
        Tanks to the wise policy of the recent government Egypt has achieved daring achievements 

B���� ا���زات  in various fields to make our life smooth and enjoyable and enable us to face the 
challenges of 
   globalization. و���� ا�
      In the field of education, thousands of new schools are being built equipped with computers 
and 
internet labs all over Egypt %زة�ل ����وا-��ر�ت ا����ب ��  to cope with the world changes. In the field 
of 
   agriculture and land reclamation, great projects are being established like Toshka Project in 
Upper Egypt to increase the area of  cultivated land. In the field of industry, investors are 
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encouraged to set up factories and buy the old ones through the privatization programmes را��� 
 to modernize and increase production ا� " "�
     In the field of transport and telecommunications, new roads and bridges are being built to 
facilitate traffic and the new centrals are now available  را�ت�����و4رة ا��د�دة ا� to deal with the rapid 
increase in population. 
 In the field of public health, the health insurance umbrella is covering all classes of people, 

 ا�����@ ط���ت 3ل ا����Fن �ظ�9 ��ط  
 

17- Life in the Future 
 
      As long as we live, we have to think. Our life in the future will change  completely. 
Computers and internet will occupy our life. So, instead of wasting time going here and there, we 
will use the internet to get our needs. Students of the future will get the information they need 
through their computers which will be available and within the reach of their hands – ا��د ����ول 4 -  
      Housewives can shop through the internet and the housework will be done by certain kind of 
robots. Most houses will be air conditioned and people won't suffer from the heat of the sun. Our 
factories will be computerized. There will be better means of communications and transport. 
Scientists will control the weather, so there will be no floods or drought �6ف�. But I think man will 
not change. 

                                               
 

 18"- Preventing pollution  
 
   It isn't acceptable to be in the third millennium  .and we still pollute our ecology  ا��2��2 ا>���6
Individuals, companies and factories should find ways to control their waste. Clean streets and 
roads are the bad need of every citizen so we shouldn't throw things away in the streets and there 
must be laws to punish those who break them.  
      Filters should be fixed in factories to help reduce air pollution. It's our environment and 
everybody should do their best to leave a happy life. Keeping the place clean would surely avoid 
us thousands of infectious diseases that may ruin our life and turn our happiness into mirage.  
 

 
 19"-Unemployment  

 
    Unemployment must be rooted out  ل"F���  because it leads to further poverty. The government 
is always encouraging investors to invest their money in establishing new projects and shoulder 
their responsibilities و��� ����ل)��  to provide business opportunities for youth. Giant projects such 
as Toshka project in the south of the valley, Six October industrial city, reclaiming Sniai, and 
others with small projects will give a hand to increase different kinds of jobs for those who need 
them.  
            Banks are also important, they can lend young people small loans with slight interest to 
help them   set up small industries all over Egypt. When we solve this pressing problem, �93Bا�� 
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 ا��طرف ���F"ل .we will eradicate extremity and terrorism among those poor young people ا����9
ا���Bب ��ن وا-رھ�ب  

                                             
 

 
20"- Zewail and the Femto Second  

 
        The secret of a good invention or discovery is simplicity ط��� The Egyptian scientist Dr. ا��
Ahmed  Zewail, the Nobel Prize laureate ز)�� for Chemistry in 1999, managed to discover the 
smallest unit of time; in other words, "the femto second". This great work will help scientists to 
see the chemical reactions and discover new and better drugs for curing many fatal diseases such 
as cancer.                            
'           On behalf of the Egyptian people, President Mubarak awarded Zewail the Necklace of The 
Nile in recognition  �4إ��را of his amazing achievement  ز��ظ�م ا-��ا�  that raised Egypt's name high in 
the sky. Hail to Egypt. 

21- English and its importance (Learning Foreign La nguages) 
 
  English is an integral part زء�ن ����3ل �  of your personality, your character and yourself. You 
can no more get rid of it than your shadow. Knowledge of good English enables you to 
communicate with foreign friends and countries. It enables you to find a better job because it 
helps you express �� .yourself and deal with tourists freely �ن ر�
     We cannot cope with the technological renaissance �*%ا�� ���ا���3و�و  without learning how to   
use the computer and internet so learning English is a must. When you are armed with 89�  �ـ �
English, you can understand what is going on around you and you can deal with the knowledge 
explosion easily ر��ا��6 ا���ر4  without any fear. 
 

 
22 ' Electricity and its importance  

 
     Thanks to modem inventions and discoveries our life became easy and smooth. What is 
electricity? It's the mysterious power which is produced by various means e.g. by batteries or 
generators which provide us with heat, light and sound. It drives machines and different kinds of 
devices. %زة �ن � ��69 أ�واع�ا>  
    The progress, man achieves, depends basically on it. Electricity helps man increase production 
because it drives our factories. It gives us peace because it illuminates ر��� our streets, houses, 
and schools. 
     We can generate electricity from waterfalls, wind and the atomic power as well as the sun. It's a 
clean and cheap source of energy. Awareness should be spread to cut down its consumption we 
have to be thankful to God who gives us the blessing of thinking which led man to the use of 
electricity because its advantages are endless. 
 

 
23 - Women's role in our society 
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    We all have rights and duties, ت ��وق���ووا  so we mustn't forget the work of women in the 
Egyptian society because they form 50% of Egypt's population. They can work as teachers, 
doctors, social workers and many others. Women mustn't forget that bringing up children ر���� 
9 #�در�ن is their first aim to create sound individuals, able to shoulder their responsibilities ا>ط�6ل� 

ا���(و��� ���ل .so we can't ignore her role in the progress of Egypt. Without all people's help women 
and men, we wouldn't achieve the expectations of the new millennium, 6�<د�دة ��ا�ا�  
 

 
24- Money is a good servant but a bad master 

 
      No one can deny that money is a mixed blessing. ���و���� �  in other words, it is a good servant 
but a bad master. On the one hand, money helps us to get all our needs but we should not earn it 
in a dishonest way. With the help of money problems can be solved. Money makes money and 
with money people can lead a comfortable life. 
     On the other hand money is the root of all evils. For the sake of getting money some people 
deceive, kill and commit crimes. Wars are waged ل�B� ا��روب  and thousands of people are killed 
because of money. 
 

25- The duties of young people towards their parent s. 
 
    It is taken for granted hat we owe much to our parents �23ر �د�ن��� ��)��G  who looked after us 
when we were young. They did their best to provide us with food, clothing, shelter and education. 
They sat up beside our beds when we were ill. They spared no pains و �م�F� دا%�  to give us the best 
start in life. So it is our duty to love and respect them. 
    We have to take their advice and obey their orders . أوا�رھم �ط�@  since they have experienced life 
with its ups and downs. It is also our duty to help them in every possible way. We can do the 
shopping and help them at home. When they grow old, it is our turn to repay their kindness. We 
should look after them and provide them with every possible comfort. It is truly said that a good 
turn deserves another. روف #��9و��روف ا������  
 

 
26" Prevention is better than cure 

I wish I had listened 
 
    A friend of mine lived in the country. He used to swim and wash himself in the small canal near 
our village. Many times, I saw him and advised him not to do so to protect himself from Bilharzias  
but he wasn't listening. He repeated what he was doing for many years until he was ill. A doctor 
examined him and found that Bilharzias had attacked his liver and other organs of his body. He 
became ill with worry, weak and pale. He took the required medicine, which cost him a lot of 
money. I met him later and when he saw me, smiled and said, you were right, prevention is better 
that cure. #ج �ن  �ر ���ا�و��ا�  
 

27- A story I hove read and admired 
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                     Quick Thinking             by: Stephen W. Pllak 
     Quick thinking is a tragic story. One day a diamond merchant wanted to hire an officer to guard 
him and his diamonds. An officer read the advertisement and thought that the job suited him. The 
merchant was going to America to sell his lovely diamonds (children). They took a ship and the 
officer advised the merchant to keep them in the ship's safe. The merchant obeyed, but after a few 
minutes, he took his children out of the safe to take a look at them. At this moment the ship gave a 
sudden and violent roll. The box which contained the diamonds shot towards and under the railing 
and fell into the sea. 
      The clever officer seized a table and two chairs and threw them after the box. They reached the 
sea and formed one group with the box of diamond .The merchant didn't see all this. He died of a 
heart attack as soon as he saw his well- loved children (diamonds) disappear into the sea. 
 

28" A study plan 
 
      The best way to use time is to plan it, so the skill of making a study plan is very important not 
only for students but also for every successful man. It saves time and energy %د ا�و#ت �و4ر�وا�  
because you know what to do and when to do the thing. You don't waste time doing a bit of work 
here and a bit there.  
    It enables you to see a comprehensive overall picture �9 �9��3 "ورة��Bو  of your time and how to 
manage it. A study plan should be flexible and elastic to cope with any sudden circumstances.  It 
should include time for rest and play to keep your mind fresh and your body sound. Finally, I'd like 
to say that you can't enjoy your life unless you plan it. 

29-Public Libraries 
Reading For All 

       Never can the importance of reading be denied especially in the age of information 
technology. 

 The first lady of Egypt realized that fact  ا���9و��ت ��3و�و��� �"ر 4 و �"� ا��راءة �أھ�� إ��3ر ���3ن
long before, that's why she launched the call, Reading for All, @ ا��راءة���9�  many years ago. In 
order to achieve 
   this goal, she called for a library for each house. The government built a lot of public libraries in 
both    rich and poor areas giving a particular attention ص اھ���م�  to children and their needs. 
      The second stage was the moving libraries  ا������9 ا��3���ت to serve the children in remote and 
poor 
Districts. وا���6رة ا����دة ا>���ء   especially in the summer holiday and weekends. Thanks to Mrs. 
Suzan 
Mubarak, free reading is now available for every man, every woman, and every child all over Egypt 
 

 
30-Made in Egypt 

Protecting local products  
    One should be proud of his country and its local products. ت��ا�����9 ا����  .Our local products 
are usually cheaper than the imported ones and sometimes better. In addition, buying our local 
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products creates job opportunities for our youth  ب ��ل 4رص � 9ق��B9� and brings hard currency   
ا�"��� ا����9 ��9ب which need to import our needs. 

     There is no doubt that our products have the Egyptian taste �%� @ا��"رى ا�ط��  which appeals to 
us and 
Cope with our nature and way of living روق� ��� B���و� @� ������B��� وطر��� ط���  . Not only this but 
also 
they best cope with our hot and humid weather, with our habits of eating and doing the daily work. 
Finally, buying our local products increases our national income and raise our standard of living.  
 
 

31" Pros and cons of Advertisements 
 
      Every time you watch an interesting movie or a video film, ads pop out on the screen to cut the 
flow of events and get you out of your mood.  ا>�داث ا����ب ���ط@ ا-����ت �ظ%ر 9�4م ��Bھد �رة 3ل 4

�ور  �ن و� ر�كBا�  
Ads are also likely to strengthen the time of the movie that you get too bored to watch the end. 
Sometimes they are vulgar 4ظ  - �و#  to be watched by the whole family. 
      On the other hand, ads bring a lot of money which encourages TV companies to buy new films 
and pay money to broadcast football matches. This in turn motivates 6ز�� production companies 
to produce more films and programmes of all kinds to sell to private and space channels   ا���وات 

وا�6*�(�� ا� �"�  which buy them to attract more viewers. 
      As for us, ads help us to choose the goods we need easily without spending much time and 
effort 
  looking at shop windows here and there. 
 
 

32'- Political Reform in Egypt 
Democracy in Egypt 

 
      No doubt that president Mubarak is the pioneer of the recent political renaissance in Egypt. 

��� ا��%*� را(د ھو ���رك ا�ر(�س أن �Bك ����"ر 4 ا��د��2 ا� He started the political reform since the 
very 
beginning of his ruling era. He gave orders to release the political prisoners shortly after he had 
received the power. Then, he called all the Egyptians to take part in the political life freely through 
any political party. In his era the freedom of press law was issued. He called all journalists to 
publish facts and truth with respect to the rights of others. 
      Finally he called the people's assembly to issue a new law enabling others to nominate 
themselves to 
hold the post not after him but from him if they were elected by the Egyptian people. Now we all 
feel the changes that will end with free practice to democracy in Egypt.  

33'- Bird Flu 
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    Epidemics spread like fire, ����3ر ا>و�(� ���Bر  in a few months the Bird Flue swept all the 
boundaries دود� of the  old world, From China in the east to the Atlantic Ocean in the west. The 
disease caused a lot of horror not only to poultry merchants and breeders و�ر��%� ا�دوا�ن ���ر   but 
also the mere, poor customers who depend mainly on chickens as their source of Protein.  
    In Egypt the industry of poultry production has nearly come to an end. Farms have been closed. 
Poultry shops had to change their activity after the great loss they suffered. The government 
estimated the loss ا� ��(ر #ًدرت  to be nearly six milliard LE. The government tried to 
compensateوض�� those who have been much affected by this catastrophe�2ا��3ر to save the 
Egyptian economy from certain disaster. 
    Finally, we also have a duty to limit the effects ب �د�����2ر �ن ��9د واGا  of this disease through 
keeping hygiene and public sanitary, ا�B "�� و ا����� ا��ظ��4  checking up home poultry regularly, 
getting rid of the affected birds in a scientific way ����9 �طر��� ا��"��� ا�ط�ور �ن ا�� 9ص   and heading 
to the doctor's in case of tiny doubt. 
 

 
34'-Terrorism  

   Long before the first gulf war " the Iraqi invasion زوK to Kwait ", ا>و� ا� ��9 �رب  President 
Mubarak was the first leader to call for holding an international conference to fight terrorism.  �ؤ��ر

ا-رھ�ب ����ر�� دو�  Terrorism no doubt is the enemy of the whole world today. No part of the world 
hasn't witnessed a bomb attack or killing of a prominent figure of society  As it . ا�����@ 4 ��رز �*و
is said, " Terrorism has no home or eyes."  
     In order to eradicate terrorism, a lot of things should be done. First, Justice  دل�ا� and 
democracy should spread, every citizen should feel that he gets his rights and has the ability to 
express his ideas without fear or persecution. ا*ط%�د Writers, churches and mosques have a great 
part in this battle, they have to find approaches to change terrorists' attitudes and spread the right 
thought. ا�"��8 ا�36ر و�Bر ا-رھ����ن ا���ھ�ت �����ر �دا ل إ���د  
     Equality among people, Muslims and Christians, Whites and Blacks,  should be the base make 
one feel citizenship. �رB� واط������  A law should be issued to ban distorting religions  �Bو�< ��ظر #��ون
 and other people's thoughts. Finally comes the role of police to shoulder their ا>د��ن
responsibilities. �(و����%م ����ل�  

  
 

35-'English and The Internet 
  

        The importance of the Internet grows rapidly in all fields of human life, including not only 
research and education but also marketing and trade as well as entertainment and hobbies. This 
implies ن�*��that it becomes more and more important to know how to use Internet services and, 
as a part of this, to read and write English. 
       But although Internet services themselves are, generally speaking, easy to learn and use, you 
will find yourself isolated زول��on the Internet if you are not familiar with English. This means that 
knowledge or lack of knowledge of English �4ر������9 ��"%� أو ا�� is one of the most severe factors 
that cause interest إھ���م ���ب ا�� ا�%��� ا��وا�ل أ�د  . Learning to use a new Internet service or user 
interface  may take a few hours, a few days, or even weeks, but it takes years to learn  ا�� دام وا�%� 
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a language so that you can use it in a fluent and self-confident manner. Of course, when you know 
some English, you can learn more just by using it on the Internet. So, English and the internet 
became one face of a coin. وا�دة ����9 و�%�ن   
 
 
    

    
    

1111----Summer campsSummer campsSummer campsSummer camps    

 Summer campsالمعسـكرات are held  تقــام in Egypt every year. Young people from all over Egypt 

participate in these camps. These young people meet and spend their time together for different reasons. 

Sometimes, they do some projects that are related to  مـرتبط ب important issues  قضـايا such as fighting 

pollution, educating people or planting trees. They also discuss world problems and issues such as peace, 

co-existence  التعـايش and exchanging  تبـادل information and experience. These camps play a vital role 

nowadays. They help in promoting  تقويـة friendship, co-operation and democracy. They also create a 

spiritروح of toleranceالتسامح and understanding  التفـاهم that help people to live in love and peace. 

2222----What life will be like in the future What life will be like in the future What life will be like in the future What life will be like in the future     
 It is a fact that life in the future will be completely different from life today. we will see various 

scenarios. Population of the world will have doubledيتضـاعف unless something is done to control the 

population explosion. We will have colonizedيسـتعمر other planets and we will be living in space. Some of 

us will be living underground without the natural sunlight or rain. We will also be living in tiny one room 

apartments in huge skyscrapers  ناطحـات سـحاب. Cars will not be the means of transport any more as we will 

use helicopters in our daily transport. Students will receive their education at home through the internet. 
Patients with injuries will also be operated at home. 

3333----    A friend indeed is a friend in needA friend indeed is a friend in needA friend indeed is a friend in needA friend indeed is a friend in need    

     Man is sociable  اجتمـاعي by nature. No one can live apart fromبمعـزل عـن other people. He is in need of 

others as others are in need of him. It is necessary for everyone to have friends, but not any friends. It is 
very important for everyone to be wise and selective when he / she chooses a friend. The friends we 
choose must have good qualities; to be honest, faithful, kind, helpful, cooperative, intelligent, wise, 
practical, hard-working, polite and educated. The man is usually judged by his friends therefore we have 
to choose polite and sincere friends as we may need them or their help one day. True friendship is the 
only thing we are looking for. 

4444----Smoking and its bad effectsSmoking and its bad effectsSmoking and its bad effectsSmoking and its bad effects    
       Smoking has become one of the most serious problems all over the world. All countries call 

smokers to give up smoking for several reasons. First, smoking is the main cause of cancer السـرطان and 

other serious diseases. Second, people who smoke are really wasting their health and their money. So, 

the government has issued  أصدرت a law that doesn’t allow passengers in trains, cars and taxis to smoke. I 
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think smokers should be fined.  يغرمـواAll companies of cigarette production شـركات إنتـاج السـجائر must be 

closed down.  تغلـق All the governments should co-operate with each other to issue strict صـارم laws against 

smokers. Moreover, smokers should have a real desire to give up smoking. In addition to that, the 

government should make the best use of media to make campaigns  حمالت against smoking. 

5555----“Unemployment”“Unemployment”“Unemployment”“Unemployment”    

 Unemployment is one of the main problems that Egypt faces at the present time. This problem 
results from different reasons. First, over-population is the root of this problem. Second, there is no 

integration تكامـل between all sectors of work. This problem is of dangerous disadvantages. First, it really 

hinders progress in our country. Second, it can also lead to the spread of crime in our society. It can 

create a generation of terrorists  اإلرهابيين as long as they are idle. 

  So, the government should find a radical solution to this problem that is endangering our society 
and our university graduates in particular. The problem of unemployment can be easily solved. First, the 
idle graduates should be offered all facilities to set up small projects in Toshka and Sinai. Second, they 

can be motivated  يحفـزوا to participate in eliminating illiteracy because they have the ability to help illiterate 

people read and write. Thus, we will help our youth to be good citizens. 
6666----How the government can help the youth to setHow the government can help the youth to setHow the government can help the youth to setHow the government can help the youth to set    up small projectsup small projectsup small projectsup small projects    

 At the present time, we are badly in need to encourage our youth to set up small projects. There 

are several reasons for this. First, the population grows up at a high speed. Second, the state  الدولـة needs 

to find a radical  جـذري solution for unemployment. Third, we want to increase the production to satisfy our 

needs of food and export to foreign countries, too.  

 In fact, it is not only the duty  لـيس فقـط واجـب of the government but also businessmen to encourage 

the youth to set up small projects. As for  بالنسـبة the government, it can provide the youth with loansالقـروض 
and machinery to start their projects. It can also offer them all facilities. Businessmen can invest their 
money in these projects. As a result of that, we will find solutions for our problems. Every citizen will lead a 
better standard of living. We will overcome the problem of unemployment. 

7777----The duties of the youth towards their countryThe duties of the youth towards their countryThe duties of the youth towards their countryThe duties of the youth towards their country    

    Undoubtedlyممـا ال شـك فيـه the youth are the backbone of our country. They are of great role in 

making their country great. First of all, they can share in desert reclamation to change the desert into 
green land. Second, they can set up small projects in Toshka and Sinai instead of waiting for the 

governmental posts  الوظـائف الحكوميـة . Third, they are able to help illiterate people to learn reading and 

writing. So, the youth should be encouraged to be of an effective role in their societies  مجتمعـات.  It is the 

role of the government to encourage the youth. It can offer them all facilities to participate  يشـارك in the 

national projects. As a result of that, we will overcome  يتغلــب علــى most of our problems that are 

hindering  تعـوق progress in our country, such as, illiteracy, unemployment, over-population and so on. 

Besides, we will protect our youth from deviation  االنحراف and we will help them to be good citizens. 

8888----Modern TechnologyModern TechnologyModern TechnologyModern Technology    
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 Nowadays, we are leading a technological revolution in all branches of our life. Modern technology 

has really made our life easier  جعلـت الحيـاة اسـهل. Modern technology is being used everywhere. First, in the 

field of space, satellites are launched every now and then  مـن حـين آلخـر. Satellites help us know the current 

events all over the world in no time  في لمح البصـر. Second, in the field of telecommunications,  االتصـاالتmobile 

phones are being used by the young and the old all over the world. Third, in the field of medicine, X-rays 

are used in curing  عالج many fatal diseases. Fourth, computers are also being used in all branches of work. 

All these aspects  كـل هـذه المظـاهر of modern technology have a lot of advantages. They have saved man a 

lot of time and effort. They have made most people enjoy their work.  They have also helped man to 
achieve progress in various fields. People no longer worry about their leisure time because they can watch 
television. By means of technology, travel is no longer a problem as people can travel easily. 

9999----The role of computers in our schoolsThe role of computers in our schoolsThe role of computers in our schoolsThe role of computers in our schools    

  The Ministry of education looks forward to developing our education to keep pace withيســاير 
developed countriesالدول المتقدمة. So, all schools in Egypt have been supplied with computers. Computers 

in our schools are to be visual teaching aidsوسـائل تعليميـة مرئيـة not adding machines. All teachers can teach 

their school subjects on these computers. The ministry aims atتهـدف إلـى helping students to understand 

their subjects without being bored. Most students find their lessons interesting on the computer at school. 

Besides, computers at schools are loaded with  محملــة ب self-evaluation tests. We all hope that our 

education system will find its way to be meaningful.  ذات معنى / هادف      

10101010----“Reading for All”“Reading for All”“Reading for All”“Reading for All”    

 Undoubtedly, reading is the diet of mind. Reading is of great benefit. It helps us know more and 
more about our history. It also provides us with a lot of information about other countries. It makes us 

familiar withملـم ب the current events  األحـداث الجاريـة all over the world. So, the government is giving reading 

a great care. “Reading for All” is our mottoشـعارنا. A lot of libraries have been established in villages and 

towns. Children and youth are encouraged to go to libraries to spend their spare time reading books. 

Thus, we can inculcateنغـرس the habit of reading in them. We can also build up good citizens who are able 

to serve their country.  
11111111----    Sport is useful andSport is useful andSport is useful andSport is useful and    importantimportantimportantimportant    

   Countries and governments give sport a due care اهتمـام بـالغ.    Sport plays a vital role in everyone’s 

life. It helps us build up our bodies. It also urges us تحثنـا    to love competition. Sport creates some sort of 

good relationships عالقــات طيبـة    between countries. Sport teaches athletes co-operation, self-reliance, self-

defence and good values  قـيم طيبـة .So everyone, either young or old, should practise a certain sport. 

Athletesالرياضـيين can enjoy all sports in youth centers مراكـز الشـباب   that are everywhere in Egypt. Parents 

should advise their children to do Karate, Judo, and so on. They can encourage them to play tennis, 

football, volley, squash, basketball and other games. They may be international professionals   محتـرفين
 .in the futureدوليين  

12121212----DDDDesert reclamationesert reclamationesert reclamationesert reclamation    
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           It has become a must  ضـرورة for us to give our deserts due care. In Egypt, most desert lands are 

fertile. So, the government has started up great projects in Sinai and Toshka. Thousands of feddans are 
being reclaimed now. A new delta in the south of Egypt is being set up to reclaim the vast areas of the 

western desert. Besides, great huge factories have been built up in these areas to industrializeيصـنع the 

natural resources. The government has really offered all facilities to encourage people to immigrateيهاجر to 

the desert to reclaim it. I think all Egyptians will enjoy and lead a happy life. We will overcome all our 

economical and social problems. Egypt will be able to export wheat القمـح, vegetables, fruits, and other 

grains لغال  to other countries. 

13131313----“Tourist attractions in Egypt”“Tourist attractions in Egypt”“Tourist attractions in Egypt”“Tourist attractions in Egypt”    

         Egypt is really rich in so many attractive places of interest. Tourists come from all over the world to 
enjoy visiting these places of interest. They enjoy practising their hobbies, such as, diving, sailing, water 
skiing and fishing, in Alexandria, Hurghada and Sharm Elsheikh. Moreover, tourists come visiting Luxor, 
Aswan, Giza, Khan Elkhalili and other places. They like these places because they admire visiting the 
monuments there. Tourists adore the fine weather of Egypt. So, both the government and ministry of 

tourism should give these tourist attractions منـاطق الجـذب السـياحي  a due care because tourism is one of the 

main sources of the national income. 
14141414----War and its bad effectsWar and its bad effectsWar and its bad effectsWar and its bad effects    

    It is a matter of fact that war is the worst thing in life.  Nothing is more horrible or destructive to mankind 

and their civilizations.  There are many causes which lead to wars between countries.  Injustice الظلـم and 

oppression العدوان are from these causes.  Strong countries want to take every thing from weak countries.  

Some countries try to occupy the land of other countries and so war breaks out between them.  Some 

strong countries try to create conflicts نزاعـات between other countries so as to keep these countries weak 

and underdeveloped and to sell weapons to these fighting countries.  The effects of wars are so horrible 
that we can hardly describe them.  Thousands of innocent people are killed.  Their children become 

homeless orphans أيتام and suffer from famines مجاعـات and extremely bad living conditions.  War results in 

destruction and extreme damage. It hinders progress and causes people to live in poverty for a long time.  
Money, which should be spent on useful projects, is spent to buy weapons and means of destructions.  On 
the other hand, peace leads to prosperity and progress.  It leads also to understanding among nations and 
to international co-operation.  Finally, we can say that, in war time, no one is a winner and every one is a 
loser. 

15151515----    Life inLife inLife inLife in    a big citya big citya big citya big city    

     No one can deny that life in a big city is very enjoyable and comfortable. First and foremost, you can 
get all your needs easily as there are many shops. Secondly, in a big city you can enjoy yourself and 
practise your hobbies. You can enjoy your spare time. Thirdly, in a big city means of transport are 
available at any time. It's easy to find a job or start business. On the other hand, life in a big city is full of 
noise which makes us very nervous. The streets are very crowded with cars and buses. It's difficult to 
relax and enjoy the fresh air. In addition, pollution is a big problem in big cities. Moreover, the traffic is very 
jammed. People are not co-operative. In short, life in a big city has some advantages and some 
disadvantages.  
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11116666----Learning foreign languagesLearning foreign languagesLearning foreign languagesLearning foreign languages�����<9م ا���9ت ا�� 
 It has become necessary for everyone to learn foreign languages, especially English. There are 
many reasons for learning them. First of all, English is the language of most countries. Second, English 

has become necessary to deal with  يتعامـل مـع the machine, such as, the computer. Third, learning English 

helps us to communicate with foreigners everywhere. Fourth, English is necessary to log onto يـدخل شـبكة   
 .the internet. There are a lot of computer centers that can help people learn foreign languagesالمعلومـات

Besides, the faculties of Arts all over Egypt usually organize courses of learning English 
17171717----Bringing up childrenBringing up childrenBringing up childrenBringing up childrenر��ــــــــــــ� ا>ط6ـــ�ل� 

 In fact, bringing up children is not a laughing matter. ــاً أمـر لـي س هينــ  It is the duty  إنـه مـن واجـب of the 

family to bring up young children. The parents should bring up their children according to وفقــاً لــ the society 

they are living in. The children should be familiar  على وعي ب with the customs عادات and traditions  تقـاليد of 

their society. They should be taught how to talk to the old. They should be taught the good habits of 

having food. They should also be taught how to choose their fellows  بالنسـبة لــand friends. As for  رفــاقهم
parents, they should be careful about the behaviour  سـلوك of their children. They should award  them  يكـافئ

when they do something good, and they should punish  يعاقـب their children when they make mistakes. In 

general, young children should be brought up in good manners.   األخـالق الحميــــدة If the parents neglected 

their children, they would deviate  ينحرف and they would be bad models  نموذج سيء in their society.    

18181818----TelecommunicationsTelecommunicationsTelecommunicationsTelecommunications    

 Today, we are leading a revolution in the field of telecommunications. There are different types of 
communicatins, such as, the internet, mobile phones, fax machines and so on. In general, they are of 
great benefits in our life. They really have changed our world into a small village. They also save us time 
and effort. Nobody in our world can do without these aspects of telecommunications. This is due to many 
causes. First, the internet helps people to communicate with their relatives and friends abroad easily. 
Second, mobile phones enable merchants to buy their goods without travelling. Third, people have 
become able to send the important documents with fax machines.   

19191919----Overpopulation in EgyptOverpopulation in EgyptOverpopulation in EgyptOverpopulation in Egypt    

 Over-population is a serious problem that needs an urgent solution.  حل عاجل This problem has many 

dangers. First, it results in food shortage, housing, and unemployment problems. Second, the government 

can not meet all the population’s needs  حاجـات السـكان. Third, all families will never lead a better standard of 

living. Fourth, there will be crimes everywhere. Fifth, a family with many children will live from hand to 
mouth. In order to solve such a problem, agricultural and industrial production should be increased so as 
to meet the people's demands. We have to encourage people to leave overpopulated places and settle in 
the land which has been reclaimed in the desert. Birth control and family planning are the most important 
solutions for overpopulation. 

20202020----PollutionPollutionPollutionPollution    

     It is a matter of fact that pollution is a very serious problem in Egypt and in many big cities in the world. 
Pollution makes air, water and soil dangerously impure and unfit for use. Rivers get polluted by factories 
wastes. Pollution of seas, rivers and water kills fish and plants. The air gets polluted by smoke from 
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factories and car fumes. We suffer from exhaust gases from cars, buses and lorries. These gases can 
damage the lungs. This may have a bad effect on children. Traffic jams in rush hours fill our lungs with 
exhaust gases from the various kinds of vehicles. Pollution has its bad effects on people, plants and 
animals. The government encourages people to use bicycles instead of badly-maintained cars and buses. 
We all should co-operate to solve this big problem. 

21212121----Money is a doubleMoney is a doubleMoney is a doubleMoney is a double----    edged weaponedged weaponedged weaponedged weapon ح ذو �د�ن�� ا���ل 
 Money is of great benefits in everyone’s life. Nobody can do without it. With money, parents can 
bring up their children. They can educate them. With money, people can buy all their needs of life. On the 

other hand, money helps us to set up great projects. It also enables us to develop our utilities  مرافـق . In 

spite of this fact, money can be an enemy to us if we do not use it wisely. It can spoil our generationsأجيال . 
It can lead them to commit crimes. Besides, it can help them to take to drugs. So, everyone should make 
good use of it. They should not work for it only because it can not buy happiness or health for them. 

22222222----How can students achieve their goals?How can students achieve their goals?How can students achieve their goals?How can students achieve their goals?    

All students dream of reaching their goal in life. So, they should work to a plan to achieve it. They can 
reach it by two ways. At school, they should listen to their teachers. They should interact with their 
teachers. They should discuss their teachers. They should co-operate with their classmates. Besides, they 
should do all their homework. They should share in school activities. As a result of that, they will never 
muddle on. They will acquire self-confidence. On the other hand, they should study their lessons regularly 
at home. They should not put off till tomorrow what can be done today. In addition to that, they should not 
pile up their lessons. I think they will achieve a wonderful success by the end of the year if they do this. 

23232323----FriendshipFriendshipFriendshipFriendship    

   It is a matter of fact that frienship is one of the most important things in our life.  Man is sociable by 
nature.  No one can live alone away from others.  We need friends to share them our joys and sorrows.  
There is an English proverb which says, “A friend in need is a friend indeed.” This proverb means that a 
true friend stands by us and helps us when we need help, while a false friend is only interested in getting 
benefit from us.  In addition to that friends have a very serious effect on us.   A good friend usually helps 
us to do good things and offers us good advice.  On the other hand, a bad friend may encourage us to do 
bad things such as smoking or taking drugs.  So, we should be careful when we choose our friends. 

24242424----Our duties towards our parentsOur duties towards our parentsOur duties towards our parentsOur duties towards our parents    

No doubt that everybody owes  يــدين much to their parents. We owe them love, respect and 

obedience  الطاعـة. That is for several reasons. First, parents have brought us up in good manners  األخـالق
 their life for our happiness in life. In addition to that, they never يكـرس  educated us and devoted ,الحميـدة  

feel comfortable unless we are happy in our life. So, we should look after them well when they get old. 
Besides, we should visit them daily to satisfy their needs and help them with their life. Moreover, we 

should ask them to forgive us for our bad deeds  سـيئاتنا with them. I think that Allah forgive us for our 

sins  ذنوب if our parents are pleased with our deeds  أعمالناwith them.    

25252525----How to help children enjoy their childhood and be happier How to help children enjoy their childhood and be happier How to help children enjoy their childhood and be happier How to help children enjoy their childhood and be happier     

You may use the following:  
*The importance of childhood - prepare for the future - modern schools, new teaching techniques, 
playgrounds, libraries, facilities and modern technology 
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*different activities and games, new skills and good habits 
*kind treatment, consideration for children's needs 
*morals, strong personality, TV programmes 
 Children of today represent half of the present and the whole of the future. Therefore, much care 

should be given to childhood because it is the most important stage  مرحلـة of one's life. It is the stage that 

prepares the individuals for the future. To have a bright future, children should be sent to modern schools 
where new teaching techniques are applied, where there are playgrounds for practising games and 
libraries equipped with facilities and modern technology such as computers and the internet. Children at 
schools should be given the opportunity to try and practise different activities and games, through which 
they acquire good habits and new skills that they need for the future. Children should receive kind 
treatment whether at home or at school. Parents and teachers have to show consideration for children's 

needs. They should teach children how to stick  يتمسـك ب to morals, how to build a strong personality and 

how to make use of good TV programmes. 
26262626----    Your idea of a modern home. Your idea of a modern home. Your idea of a modern home. Your idea of a modern home.     

         A house should be more than a place of four walls and a roof. It should be a home or a place where 
the family can live happily. The arrangement of rooms should be studied with great care. The smoke of 
cooking fires should not make the air of the house impure. The room in which meals are eaten should be 

bright and clean. An ideal home should include all means of amusement and lustration .  تعلـيم  Among the 

pleasures of a modern home, the pleasure of having one’s own flower garden is not the least. A flower 
garden adds happiness to a home. and what is more precious than happiness.  

27272727----People like to visit places of historical interPeople like to visit places of historical interPeople like to visit places of historical interPeople like to visit places of historical interestestestest    

          The historical places of a country may be the ancient castles, holy temples, magnificent places, 

statues and so on. Such antiquities   آثـار قديمـة  of a country signify its past or modern history with its bright 

and dark sides. That is why tourists flock   يتهافـت to them. People desire greatly to visit places of historical 

interest. A noble statue of a great personage   شخصـية reminds people of his glorious achievements and 

narrates   يـروي   -يقـص  the story of a country’s in – dependence and its people’s struggle for liberty. In fact, 

historical places record faithfully the story of mankind and that is why people like to visit them.  
28282828----    EnergyEnergyEnergyEnergy    

        In fact nothing can live without energy on the surface of the earth .. That’s because energy allows 
living things to move about, grow and develop. Machines as well as people need energy to work. Hence, 
there are many different forms of energy. The most common one which comes from underground such as 
; coal, oil and natural gas. This kind of energy is called fossil fuels and it is non-renewable energy. That’s 
because it takes millions of years to make or renew it. On the other hand, there are many other forms of 
energy that is considered renewable. One of these is the wind which was used many centuries ago and 
are still today to generate electricity. Water and the sun are also renewable sources of energy. From water 
Egypt gets on a great amount of its electricity and it is called hydroelectric power. Using water, the sun 
and the wind doesn’t pollute the atmosphere around us. Nowadays there are many other forms of energy 
as atomic energy and nuclear energy. These two kinds are dangerous and aren’t safe because of their 
dangerous wastes and badly managed atomic power stations. There is also the geothermal energy that 
scientists have discovered recently. But as a matter o fact, most of our energy comes from the sun which 
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gives life to everything on the surface of the earth. As a matter of fact, energy is necessary in our life and 
no one can live without it. So, we should do our best to save it. 

29292929----Famous writersFamous writersFamous writersFamous writers    

       It is always said that Egypt is the gift of the Nile. Indeed, it is a fact that no one can deny. That’s 

because there are many geniuses   عبقريـات  appear and dominate along ages. There are many writers and 

scientists who got their fame   شـهرة   \سـمعه   throughout their efforts and masterworks. Obviously, we can’t 

prefer one to another because all of them are literature leaders. If we talk about each one separately, it will 
take us many books. One of them, in brief, is Ngeeb mahfuz who awarded the Noble prize in literature for 

his great contributions   مسـاهمات  to the world culture. In his works, Mahfuz was interested in the Egyptian 

society and customs. Another famous writer is Dr. Aisha Abd-El Rahman the greatest writer and poetess. 
She concentrated on religious writing. She was also a courageous promoter of women’s right. She 
defended the women’s rights in a time when the Egyptian society was male dominated.We should also 
mention Taha Hussien and his masterpiece “Al Ayaam” in which he wrote his autobiography. We shouldn’t 
forget Abbass El-Akkad, Anis Mansur and many other writers who enriched our literature and libraries with 
their interesting works. As a matter of fact, each one of them should be awarded a Noble prize as well as 
Nageeb Mahfuz because all of them were talented and great creators in the Egyptian and world literature. 

30“Advertisements have become an important part of television in Egypt”  
   It is clear that advertisements have been greatly developed in shape, style and content. They are tools 

to propagate ينشـر   commerce and achieve a competitive spirit among producers and manufacturers. They 

help those who seek employment and secure best elements to apply for vacant posts. Customers can be 

aware of the new products and commodities  through advertisements. People can satisfy their needs  ِسـلعِسـلعِسـلعِسـلع 

comfortably through reliable advertisements. 

   However, advertisements may be a destructive tool if they adopt the style of exaggeration  مبالغـةمبالغـةمبالغـةمبالغـة  that 

may lead to tempting customers to buy things not at the same standard they have been advertised. They 

may ruin the commercial trust when they distort ففيحـرفيحـرفيحـريحـر facts.  They may take the trend of dishonest and 

untrue competition when they don’t give true facts about the products. 
 
    
 
It has become clear that nature is a douple-edged weapon. It provides us with many blessings, such as 
the sunshine, fresh air, water, useful crops, delicious fruits and beautiful scenery. But it somrtimes shows 
its anger causing many horrible disasters such as earthquakes, volcanoes, thunder, lightining, tornadoes  
floods, torrentsأعاصير ,cyclones ,أعاصير َسْيول  , tide مـد بحـري and storms.These disasters have an awful effect 

on people. In the past Egypt, for example, was hit by a deluge  سـيل in Upper Egypt. Many people were 

killed. Fire broke out and many houses collapsed. The government did its best to save the injured people 
who lost their houses.. There is another example happened. Earthquake, tide and flood killed more than 

one hundered and fifty thousand people. Many countries sent aids to relieve  لتخفـف the burden  أعبـاء of 

crisis  األزمـة. It was too awful to be forgotten. Many people die every year of the too hot or the too cold 

weather. 
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 Women represent the other half of our society./ Women are really of an effective role in our society. 
/ Women play an important role in our life.  They are of a great role in our society. They are working in all 
branches / fields of work. They are working as doctors, teachers, engineers, nurses, professors and so on. 
Women have proved their success in all fields of work, particularly / especially in medicine. In addition to 
that , they are sharing men in the battle of production. So, our society can not do without women outdoors 
besides their role indoors. 
 Out of their role in our society, women have been given a lot of rights in our society. They have 
been given the right to go out for work, the right to select their partners in life, the right to be educated, the 
right to vote in elections and other rights. Women are no longer treated as dolls, but men and women are 
equally treated in our society.   

 
  
 William Shakespeare was one of the most famous playwrights in England. He was born in Stratford 
Upon Avon in 1564. He worked as an actor at his early life. He got married when he was 18 years of age. 
He had three children. His popularity is still in all theatres of the world. 
 His famous masterworks are still marvellous. They are acted on the stages of the world. 
Shakespeare wrote Hamlet, Macbeth, King Lear, Anthony and Cleopatra, Othello and other plays. He was 
a poet, too. He wrote many sonnets. Shakespeare died in 1616. 

    

 
You may make use of the following: 
*daily and weekly newspapers  - up-to-date news - Local and international   problems - articles dealing 
with politics, literature, sports, arts ..... 
*varied topics for men, women, children 
*advertisements of plays, films and jobs 
*means of passing time, culture and amusement 
 Everyone knows how important the newspapers are. The word news means new or fresh 
information, reports of recent events. The newspapers provide the readers with the latest information 
about different topics. There are daily and weekly newspapers and each has its own characteristics. 
Newspapers have developed greatly. They provide up-to-date local and international news that aim at 
keeping the reader in touch with the current events. They do not focus on one thing, but they do their best 
to meet all the reader's needs. They provide articles dealing with politics, literature, social life, religion, 
history, leadership, car maintenance, computer technology, sports, fine arts, agriculture, industry, new 
inventions and discoveries, future expectation and others. These varied topics meet the real needs of 
men, women, children, newly married men and women who still lack experience and students at different 
educational stages. The newspapers include advertisements of plays presented, films shown and jobs 
needed. Newspapers are really a good means for getting culture and amusement. 

35353535----Mobile phMobile phMobile phMobile phonesonesonesones    

 Mobile phones are one of the main aspects of modern technology. They are of great benefits in our 

life today. They are widely used by the young and the old. They are no longer forms of luxury  تـرف, but 

they are necessary. Mobile phones enable us to get in contact with people everywhere in no time. They 
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help us to do our shopping without travelling. Thus, they save us time, effort and money. In spite of that, 
mobile phones are of many disadvantages. Firstly, they cause many diseases such as cancer. Secondly, 
they waste our money. Everyone should use their mobiles wisely.  

36363636----The InternetThe InternetThe InternetThe Internet    

 It is clear that we are living at the age of the internet. The internet is one of the most effective 
means of telecommunications. It is of great benefits in our daily life. This is because of several reasons. 
Firstly, it helps us to communicate with our friends and relatives abroad. Secondly, it provides different 
information on different subjects. Thirdly, it makes us in touch with the latest current events all over the 
world. Fourthly, it enables us to do our shopping without travelling. Fifthly, we can play games on the 
internet with foreign friends. In addition to that, the internet helps us to make new friends everywhere. It 
has become easy for everyone to log onto the internet. The youth are crazy about it everywhere.  
 In spite of that, the internet is of many disadvantages. It can waste our time and our money. It can 

spoil  يفسـد our youngmen because it shows them some bad customs and traditions of the western 

countries. There are people who make love stories with women on the internet. Thus, it can destroy our 
families. So, we should be aware of the dangers of the internet.  
 

 أھم ا$�و>و/�ت $��م 2014

The importance of electricity and how to save it at home. 

          Electricity has become a main part of our life. People can't do without it. It is light, it is 

heat, and it is energy. Think of how many home appliances are run by electricity. We depend 

on electricity in almost all aspects of life. There are many ways by which we can save energy in 

our everyday lives. You use a lot of electricity every day. Use only what you need. Don’t turn 

on two lights if you only need one.  Remember to turn off the lights when you leave a room. 

Turn off the TV and video games, too. On a sunny day, read by a window. It’s a simple way to 

save energy. Keep the refrigerator door closed. If the air conditioner is on, keep doors and 

windows closed. If you can, just use a fan and wear light clothes instead of using the air 

conditioner. Use the microwave. رن  A&ر=�  Microwave ovens shorten cooking times, which 

saves energy. Always buy economical light bulbs that use less energy. The things you do every 

day make a difference. If everyone saves just a little energy, it adds up to a lot. When you save 

energy, you save money, too. You have more money to spend on other things. Saving energy 

also helps protect the environment. 

The necessity of reducing our consumption of water and electricity 

          It is known that energy and water are the basis and the artery of life. All living things and 

machines can’t live or work without them, however energy and water are about to run out. 

Therefore we mustn’t ignore these problems otherwise we will lead hard lif .All of us must 

seek hard to rationalize using them .The Nile is the only source of water in Egypt. So we must 
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keep it clean and use its water only when necessary. We mustn’t be wasteful at using its 

water. We mustn’t forget to rationalize using electricity. From my point of view, there are 

many simple ways to rationalize electricity for example we should switch off electric sets after 

using them. We must spread the awreness of the importance of rationalization among citizens 

to avoid this serious problem .We can use natural light by day . Dr. Ibrahim Ghneim, Minister 

of education asked for rationalization of consumption of water and electricity in schools and 

education departments . At last not at least we can say that consumption rationalization of 

water and electricity need great interest from us.  

Increasing Production and encouraging tourism are the only ways for Egypt to reach the shore 

of safety. 

             Egypt nowadays is facing a great challenge. It wants to cross this critical transitional 

stage ر���� ��$��ر�� إ#�  to reach the shore of safety. In order to attain this sublime goal, ھدف 
A��� Egypt is in a hard need of more efforts, more sacrifice and more self-denial. ر��ا$ذات إ#  

There is no time for slogans رات��' and cheers. Actions speak louder than words. All Egyptians 

must realize this fact to forget about their political attitudes and serve their beloved Egypt. 

Every one of us should do his duty fully to make up for the time lost. We must bear in mind 

that increasing production is the only way for stability and safety. With it, we can increase our 

income and pass the burdens of life. Moreover, we have to encourage tourism by all possible 

means. We know that tourism is the second earner of hard currency after petroleum products. 

That's why we ought to provide tourists with all facilities to attract them to visit Egypt. Good 

accommodation, good transport and friendly treatment are the magical keys for tourism to 

flourish and prosper. Each one of us should see himself as a tour guide to achieve tangible  

 ���progress in the field of tourism. In fact it's our responsibility to restore Egypt's pioneeringوس

role in the Middle East area. 

The importance of trees 

 Trees are very important to our life. They take in carbon dioxide and give us oxygen. If 

we cut down too many trees, there would be more carbon dioxide. This is very harmful. 

Therefore, trees protect us from global warming. Trees provide us with many useful things 

such as rubberا$�ط�ط  and medicines. Some trees may provide a cure1ج/  for diseases like 

cancer.  Planting trees is very useful. We have to plant more trees, especially in towns and 

cities. This helps to reduce the amount of pollution. Trees help to keep the balance of 

nature ا$ط&��� �وازن /�A ا$��� ظ�  . If the balance of nature is upset ا�7ل , life on Earth will be 

impossible. We have to take great care of trees and punishب@��#  those who cut them down.  
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Recycling B�#��$إ/�دة ا 

Many societies reuse materials that are thrown away. Materials ranging from precious metals 

��#�9 ���دن   to plastic spoons, can be reused. This recycling process extracts �7ص���  the original 

material ا;���� ا$��دة  and uses it in new products. In general, using recycled materials ا$���د ا$�واد 
�=��#�� to make new products costs less and requires ط�ب�� less energy than using new 

materials. The most commonly recycled waste product is printed �/ا$�ط&و materials.  

       Glass is a material which is economical to recycle. The recycled glass is melted ر=��and 

formed into new products. Certain types of nuclear waste ا$#وو�� ا$#����ت  can be recycled. Rare 

materials, such as gold and silver, are recycled because getting new supplies is expensive. It 

reduces pollution because recycling a product creates less pollution than producing a new one. 

Most experts ا$7&راء state ون#�&� that the economic consequences 06��#$ا�@���د�� ا  of recycling are 

positive in the long term ��&�إ�� A�/ ا$&��د ا$�دى . 

The Nile 

The Nile is a source of life to Egypt. It is considered a chief source ر��6( ��در  of wealth, welfare 

and prosperity to Egypt. We enjoy drinking its fresh pure water. We irrigate our lands from it. 

Vast areas of land are reclaimed with the help of the Nile. Egypt is the gift of the Nile ا$#�ل ھ&� . 

We should not throw waste into our dear Nile. We should keep it clean and pure.Without the 

Nile, Egypt would be a desert barren����@ land. The Nile is the lifeblood ا$���ه دم  of Egypt. Without 

the Nile, life would be impossible in Egypt.After the white revolution of 25 January and when 

Government recognized that former regime ا$��&ق ا$#ظ�م  was not giving due care to the countries 

which share�#�ر�'� us in the Nile, so they started to plan for setting up new projects and dams 

on the Nile which can lead to a decrease in our share ��#�� of water, prime minister ا$وزراء ر�6س  

Dr. Sharaf accompanied �&����by popular organizations have  made many visits to those 

countries to strengthen وى� our relations with them and convince them to keep the same 

quantity of water which we should get as per previous agreements. 

Egypt as I think and dream of     �=& أ��م ���ر �� 

 Egypt , my beloved home country , is the Cradle of Civilization ا$�>�رة �=د    . So , I have 

always been thinking of it as the land of peace and love . I have always been dreaming of Egypt 

as the most modern and advanced country . A country in which people respect and tolerant to 

each other . A country in which law is applied and respected . A country in which 

discrimination has no place among citizens , regardless their religious or political beliefs . A 

country in which everyone has his work and lives in a safe home . I have been dreaming of 
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Egypt like this as it has all the factors to be a pioneering country in all fields , with its great 

location and culture . Finally , I think my dream is up to achieve after the struggle of its youth 

to have their freedom and opportunity to live a decent life . ر��� ���ة�   

"Technology "" Means of communications"" Mobile" “A discovery or invention of the last 50 

years" 

          Modern technology plays an important part in our life. All modern equipment such as 

television, computers, mobiles , and all other devices are based on the highest technology. We 

can't imagine life without means of transport .They enable us to travel long distances easily, 

comfortably and in a short time .In addition, modern means of communications enable us to 

keep in touch with the latest events at any part of the world in no time by means of satellite or 

the internet .At the same time , the mobile is in hand . It is really a breakthrough in 

communication .We can't imagine life at homes without electric sets. It will be dark and dull 

without TV. The refrigerator helps housewives to preserve food to use later .Washing 

machines help housewives to do washing easily and quickly. In the field of medicine it is easy 

for surgeons to perform operations thanks to modern equipment . In fact .Thanks to 

technology, our life is enjoyable and comfortable. 

" Terrorism""Violence" “Spreading crimes and bullies ا$&�ط�� ” " Crime doesn't pay “ ا$�ر��� � ���د 

          It is clear that crimes have increased in alarming rate nowadays. No day passes without 

hearing about a crime on TV or in the newspapers. In fact there are many reasons for 

spreading crimes in our society. These may be because of unemployment problem, ignorance, 

illiteracy, poverty, over population and the lack of religious awareness. These crimes cause 

fear, horror and insecurity among citizens. Crimes are always committed without any 

persuasive reasons. Criminals must know the fact that any crime doesn't pay and the criminal 

must be revealed how long he escapes. He also must know that he must obtain his penalty. 

The family, the school, the mosque, the church and the government must cooperate together 

to find a solution to this serious problem which threatens our life. 

 

  
Important Paragraphs 

 
(1) Energy 
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There are different forms ل��أ' of energy. Most of the energy used today in homes and industry comes 
from fossil fuelsو@ود ��ري. Coal, oil and natural gas are all fossil fuels. They are called non-renewable  ر�H
-because it takes millions of years to make or renew them. So, we must reduce the amount of non ����ددة 
renewable fuels that we use.  

We need to find other forms of energy that will never run out A�=�#� / د��#�. These forms of energy are 
called renewable. Examples of these are energy from the sun and the wind.  Water is another renewable 
source of energy. It is called hydroelectric power. Nuclear energy is also a clean renewable source در��� 
of energy. However, it is dangerous. It is important that we all save energy. 

 

 (2) The Sun 
 

 The sun is very important to us. It gives us heat and light. Without the sun, there wouldn't be life on 
Earth. The energy we get from the sun can be used in different fields .ت�����The sun is a long way from 
the Earth. In ancient times, people knew the importance of the sun. Some of them even worshipped دوا /&�
the sun. 
 There are some dangers of the sun. If you look directly at the sun, it may damage your eyes. The 
sun gives out X-rays and ultraviolet rays ������#&$ا;'���  �وق ا. These rays are very harmful to life. Most of 
these rays get soaked up ص���� in the atmosphere. This is why they do not affect us. In fact we cannot do 
without ن/ A#.��� the sun. 

 

 (3) A famous place  (The Eiffel Towerرج أ�6ل�) 

 The Eiffel Tower is the most famous landmark أ'�=ر ا$����$م    in Paris. It was built in 1889. It was the 

world's highest structure ء��#& until 1931. It is 300 meters high. The Tower was named after م���& A��� 

Gustave Eiffel, the engineer who designed  it. It cost more than a million dollars to build. People from all 

over the world visit the Eiffel Tower every year. 

 The Tower has three levels, which are connected by lifts د/����& ������. Visitors can climb the 

steps ا$�1$م to the top of Tower or use the lifts. The Tower has been climbed by mountaineers و ا$�&�ل����

. From the top of the Tower you can see most of Paris. The view ا$�#ظ�ر from the top of the Tower is 

wonderful. 

 

(4) The Cairo Metro 

 The Cairo Metro is a wonderful work of engineering Aل ھ#د����/. It’s the only underground in Africa 
or the Middle East. It's fast, cheap and safe. You can go to any place in a very short time. About 2 million 
passengers use the Metro daily. There are now plans for a Metro line in Alex.   
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A decade has passed since the Cairo Metro started its service. It has proved أ9&�ت to be the most 
efficient ءة�������9ر �ا; public means of transport �����/ و������ �وا���1ت in the city. It links the city 
suburbs Aا$>وا� in the north and south with downtown �#و�ط ا$�د�. One of its great merits �زا�� is that it is 
environment friendly, ��6�&�$ د�ق�� having no fumes دم��/ to pollute the atmosphere. Moreover, it is the only 
public means of transport where smoking is strictly forbidden ����& ���#� وع�#��. Those who smoke pay a 
fine را��H of 10 pounds. 

 

(5) The importance of trees 
 

 Trees are very important to our life. Animals and people breathe in ق�'#��� oxygen and breathe 
out 7رج� carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide ر&ون�د ا$���أ A#�9 is a poisonous م�� gas. Plants and trees take in 
carbon dioxide and give out oxygen. If we cut down too many trees, there would be more carbon dioxide. 
This is very harmful. 
 Trees provide us with many useful things such as rubber ا$�ط��ط and medicines. Some trees may 
provide a cure 1ج�/ for diseases like cancer.  Planting trees is very useful. This helps to reduce the 
amount of pollution. Trees help to keep the balance of nature ����&وازن ا$ط�� A��/ ا$��� ظ��. If the balance of 
nature is upset  ا��7ل, life on Earth will be impossible. We have to take great care of trees and punish  
those who cut them down. 
 

(6) My plans for the future 
(What career are you going to choose and why?) 

 
 We all have our dreams which we hope will come true ق����. I have many plans for the future. I 
want to go to university and become a doctor. I'd like to practise medicine for a few years. After that, I'd 
like to do research. 

I hope to investigate ث�&� the causes of diseases  like cancer or brain disease. I'd like to 

learn more and more about those diseases which make people suffer A#���� a lot. Therefore ذ$ك�$, I must 

study hard. I'd like to set up experiments and make things that can really help mankind. ا$&'�ر�� I want to 

help people become happy. I hope my plans for the future will pay off. I�#� 

 
(7) The advantages and disadvantages of modern technology 

 
 Our life today is quite different from life fifty years ago.  Life in the past was very simple and easy. 
In the past people used animals to go from place to place. People died from many diseases which they 
could not cure. Today, thanks to ل�<�& modern science and technology, there are many inventions which 
have made man’s life easier and more comfortable. Modern means of transport help us to travel long 
distances in a very short time. The progress دم�� in medicine has enabled us to find a cure for most 
diseases. We also have pure ��# water and electric supply.  
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However modern technology has several disadvantages. The most noticeable وظ������� 
disadvantage is pollution. Pollution is very harmful to man's life and can cause many diseases. Man now 
depends too much on machines. There are a lot of people who can't find jobs because we use machines 
to do most of our work.  Many people nowadays suffer from stress ط / ��و�ر.�< and worry. Some people 
may have a nervous breakdownA&�/ ا#=��ر. 

 
(8) Living in space 

 
 Next summer I am going to travel to space with three friends. We are going to have some training 
at first. The training will be long and difficult. You must be fit ������ �6ق� in order to survive in space. We 
are going to take some things with us like canned ب��� food and bottles of water. 
 In space there are a lot of problems. There is no gravity ���&ا$��ذ in space. It is hard to live without 
gravity. We will stay in the space shuttle all the time. We will miss our families. We will try to keep 
ourselves busy by reading books or listening to music. Living in space will be an exciting experience in 
spite of its disadvantages. 
 

(9) Lifelong learning 9م �دي ا����ة� ا��
 

 Lifelong learning goes on for life دي ا$���ة�, from the time you graduate 7رج�� until you retire د�/���. 
This is necessary as employers أ����ب ا$���ل do not offer permanent ���6دا jobs. We must learn the skills 
required ���&ا$�=���رات ا$�ط�و for different jobs. Companies pay a lot to provide training for their 
employees ا$�����ن. Lifelong learning helps us to acquire the knowledge �� ب ا$��ر���� and skills needed in 
the labour market. 
 Distance learning ا$���م /ن &�د is a method � of study that helps us to continue our learning. We طر�
need to continue learning to keep up with ب��وا# the latest developments أ��دث ا$�ط�ورات in different fields. 
Human knowledge is increasing all the time. If we do not update ط�ور# our knowledge, we will not be able 
to live in today's world. In fact, lifelong learning is important to everyone. 
 

(10) How we can help to protect and improve the environment 
 

 Environmental pollution A�6�&$ا$���وث ا is a very serious problem nowadays. This pollution causes 
great damage &��رة�أ>�رار  to the environment and all living things. There are a lot of things we can do to 
preserve A��/ ظ ���� the environment. Factories should be moved to land outside cities. A great number of 
trees should be planted along the sides of the roads. Trees take in carbon dioxide and release oxygen, so 
they help to clean the air.  

The government should pass laws to reduce the number of cars on the roads. We have to spread 
awareness  A/ر ا$�و'#� among ordinary people of the importance of preserving the environment. We must 
teach young children how to keep the environment clean. If we succeed in preserving (conserving) the 
environment, our children and grandchildren can enjoy the world we live in.  Preserving the environment 
has become a very important issue ���ھ �$F�� in the modern world. 
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(11) Recycling @��"�إ��دة ا� 

Many societies reuse materials that are thrown away. Materials ranging from precious metals  دن���
 �#��9 to plastic spoons, can be reused. This recycling process extracts  �7ص��� the original material  ا$��دة
 to make new ا$��واد ا$����د ���#��=� and uses it in new products. In general, using recycled materials ا;�����
products costs less and requires ط��ب�� less energy than using new materials. The most commonly 
recycled waste product is printed  �/ا$�ط&وmaterials.  

Glass is a material which is economical to recycle. The recycled glass is melted ���=ر  and formed 
into new products. Certain types of nuclear waste ا$#�����ت ا$#وو��� can be recycled. Rare materials, such as 
gold and silver, are recycled because getting new supplies is expensive. It reduces pollution because 
recycling a product creates less pollution than producing a new one. Most experts ا$7&�راء state ون�#�&� that 
the economic consequences ا$#��06 ا�@���د��   of recycling are positive in the long term /ا$�دى ا$&��د A� .  

 

(12) A Famous Egyptian scientist – Ahmed Zewail) 

 Ahmed Zewail is a worldwide famous Egyptian scientist. He was educated at Alexandria University. 
After his graduation, he went to the United Sates of America to continue his education. There he worked 
very hard and outdid A�/ وق�� everyone else.  

In 1998, he won the Franklin Instituteد�=�� Award after he had discovered the smallest unit of time. 
This award is usually given to famous scientists and inventors. Dr. Zewail also uses very fast lasers to find 
out more about the chemicals. His work helps scientists to produce new and better drugs for curing 
diseases. In, fact Ahmed Zewail is a very good example that all Egyptian young men should follow. 

 
 (13) Value of reading أھ��� ا��راءة / Reading for all @���9� ا��راءة 

 
 Reading is very important. It is the food of the mind. Through reading, we benefit from د �ن����� the 
experience 7&�رة of other people. Reading has a good effect on our behaviour وك���. It helps us to acquire 
good qualities ت����. It enables us to understand the world that we live in. It helps us to solve our 
problems in life.  

Through reading, we get a lot of information about the progress in science and technology. By 
reading, we never feel lonely ر &�$و��دة�'�. In fact, books are the best friends. Reading helps us to develop 
our characters ���7�ت' and widen our horizons آ ��ق. Mrs. Mubarak has started the project ‘Reading for 
All’. This project aims at spreadingر�'# the habit of reading among young children. It also aims at 
developing the abilitiesدرات�@ of young children to become good citizens واط#�ن�� in the future. Many public 
libraries have been set up in towns and villages. This will enrich our cultural life and create ���7ق� 
generations أ���ل of scientists and thinkers ر�ن���. 
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(14) Life in the future 

 Life in the future will be different from life now. Many changes will take place in every field. New 
inventions and new discoveries will appear. Man will send more spaceships ن ا$�>��ء��� to other planets 
and may find life possible there. Vast areas �����' طق��#� of the world’s desert will be reclaimed I������. 
The production of food will increase. A cure for dangerous diseases such as cancer and AIDS may be 
discovered.  

 New sources of energy will be found. Computers will be widely used in all fields, especially in 
education. Means of transport will be faster and more comfortable. In fact, life will be very complicated 
دة�� and man will depend completely on machines. No one can be sure if life in the future will be better or 
worse. 

 
(15) Life in big cities 

 Life in big cities is very hard. People there suffer from many problems such as over-population, 
housing problems and crowded means of transport. It takes a very long time to go from one place to 
another. There is very little cooperation ون��� among people. overcrowding ا$ز��م ا$'د�د results in )�$ؤدي إ�� 
many accidents.   

   Pollution caused by car fumes is a major cause of many diseases. The air is unclean and 
impure A� ��H. There are no gardens or green areas where people can spend nice time. The noise fromر #
cars and machines also make life in big cities unbearable ل����� �. Great efforts are needed to solve the 
problems in big cities. People should think of going to new cities built in the desert or the country. 

 

(16) Unemployment ا��ط���      

 Unemployment means that there aren’t enough jobs for people. The most important cause of 
unemployment is over-population. Thousands of young people graduate7ر��ون�� every year from schools 
and universities. They remain for long years without jobs. This is because most of them are waiting for 
governmental jobs.   

   Another cause of unemployment is the increasing use of modern technology in all fields. Man 
depends a lot on machines. This leads to a lack of job opportunities ص  �رص ا$���ل�#. To solve this 
problem, we should encourage B��'# young people to go the desert and reclaim it. They should look for 
jobs in the new cities. Banks can lend them loans روض@ to start their own projects. رو/�ت'� 

 
(17) Tourism     �����ا�  

 Tourism is the second main source of national income after petroleum products. ���$ا$�#����ت ا$&�رو It 
brings in a lot of hard currency which we need to importورد���# goods. Tourists from all over the world visit 
Egypt all the year roundدار ا$���م�� A��/. Egypt has many famous sights and tourist attractions طق ��ذب��#�
  .Tourists also enjoy the fine weather in Egypt .ا$���ح
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Tourists can visit places of interest such as the Pyramids, the temples, the museums and other 
historic places. The government does its best to encourage the tourist industry. New tourist villages are 
built. Splendid��7ـ�  hotels are erected. The government provides cheap and comfortable means of 
transport. Egyptians do their best to welcome tourists and treat them well. When tourism flourishes ر �زدھ� , 
our national income Aو�  .improves ا$د7ل ا$

 

(18) The value of sports �*أھ��� ا�ر�� 

 There are many kinds of sports. The most common sports are football, basketball, volleyball, 
tennis, skiing, swimming and cycling. Sports have great value in our life. They are very important for 
keeping us healthy. People who are used to practising ر������ sports usually enjoy good health. They are 
always active and do their jobs well.  

Sports are a good way of spending our spare time. Sports help us gain good qualities such as 

patience, cooperation and how to face difficult problems and situations وا@�ف�. Sports teach us good 

manners and develop our character. Some sports help us to defend ourselves such as karate and judo. In 

fact, sports are very essential ����أ� for us. 

  

(19)  Over-population  &��3� ا��زا�د ا�

Over-population is a very serious problem. Egypt has been suffering from this problem for a long 
time now. The increase in population has led to many other problems such as shortage of food,  ص�#
ص lack ازد��م و��6ل ا$�وا�1ت ,overcrowded means of transportا$ط��م# of job opportunitiesرص ا$��ل  and 
the problem of housingن��ا��3. There aren’t enough houses, jobs or food for all people. If we continue to 
increase in this way, we may face starvation �وت �و/����/�/ا$ .  

Great efforts are made to solve this problem.  The government does its best to convinceBـ�#� the 
people of the importance of birth control د��د ا$#��ل�� and family planning ظ��م ا;��رة#�. Vast areas طق��#�
�����' of the desert land have been reclaimed. New cities and communities have been built. Mass media 
are doing their best to persuade B�#� people to participate effectively ��$��  وا &��ورة�ر��'� in solving this 
problem. 

 

(20)  Pollution ا��9وث 

 Pollution is a difficult problem in modern life. There are different kinds of pollution. Air Pollution is 
caused by car fumesدم ا$����رات��/ which contain very harmful substances. واد >��رة�� These substances 
have a bad effect on health and can cause many diseases. The sea is polluted by the chemical waste 
 thrown into it by factories and ships. The soil is also polluted by the chemicals we use such ا$#����ت ا$�������6
as insecticides ا$�&�دات.  
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All these kinds of pollution affect not only man’s life but animal life and plant life as well. The world 
is making great efforts to fight رب���# pollution. Ordinary people have to cooperate with B�� و#وا����� the 
government and scientists to get rid of ��ن ����7ص   pollution. If pollution continues to increase, life on earth 
will be in great danger. Even ordinary people can help to eliminate ز�ل / ���7ص �ن� pollution. 

 
 (21)  Terrorism 

 

 Terrorism has become an international problem. The word "terrorism" comes from the word "terror" 
which means a violent action ل /#��ف��  which causes great fear.  The terrorist attacks ���&�ھ����ت إرھ in 
many parts of the world caused thousands of deaths. Terrorism is against religion and civilization. 
Terrorism makes people feel unsafe. 

Governments must co-operate if they want to fight international terrorism A$ا3رھ��ب ا$�دو. President 
Mubarak has always believed that terrorism will continue unless the Palestinian problem is solved. He 
called for an international conference on terrorism. Terrorists must be severely punished ون &'�دة&@����. 
Ordinary people must take part in the fight against terrorism. 

 

  
The person I admire most 

                The person I admire most is my father. He is a role model father He is a successful doctor. He treats 
his patients kindly. He is serious and sincere at work. He is a friendly character who spares no effort to help 
those who need him and holds back nothing in due. He is loved by all people around him. I am greatly affected 
by him so I wish very much to follow in his footsteps. That's why I consider him the most important person in 
my life. 

Friends 
                Friends are either good or bad. Some of them are worthy of respects while others are hateful ones. 
Personally I like helpful friends who are ready to stand by me in time of troubles, and share my joy and sorrow. 
Moreover, man has no choice in making friends, yet he should be carefully cautious  when be friends anyone.  
        He must test him in some situations before he reveals any of his secrets. Among friends I feel warmth 
brotherhood that is why I take my friend as a refuge (shelter) where I find relief and comfort a To sum up, a 
friend in need is a friend indeed. 

 
Mobile phones 

Mobile phones are of great importance to many people in society from a businessman to an ordinary man. They 
can't do without. In time of emergency people need to make a phone call asking for the ambulance help. In 
travel, mobiles are necessary to tell other people how you are doing. But some people have bad habits when 
using mobiles. They sometimes disturb people indoors unnecessarily at midnight. While driving, they may 
cause death, so the government should pass strict laws against using them while driving. However, doctors warn  
people of its drawbacks exposing themselves to the side effects of electromagnetic a., waves causing cancer. So 
people should use mobile phones more wisely and quietly. 

Water 
           Nothing can live without water. The water we drink is a blessing of Allah; however we are not wise  in 
using it. Everyone should feel sorry for every drop of water  wasted in our house. We all know that water is 
necessary for drinking, cooking, washing and irrigation. We are going to reclaim new areas of desert land.                          
Meanwhile, water is a renewable source of energy which is cheap to generate electricity. So, all people should 
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know how to care for every drop of water because the next century will witness a severe attack and an endless 
war for providing water supplies  

Health 
              Health is a priceless treasure that completes our happiness and a gift of Allah. We cannot really enjoy 
our life if we are unhealthy. For an unhealthy person, life is no more than pain and suffering. He is a helpless 
member who cannot take part in the process of development. However, healthy people are always good 
members in their societies and help to achieve its welfare  and progress. 
             So, people should take care of their personal cleanliness as it is tremendously important in the 
prevention of many kinds of infections. In order to be healthy, we must be clean. We must never eat food that 
smells bad or swollen canned food. We should always wash hands before and after a meal. We must either boil 
tap water or cool it before we drink. In the end, as it has been said that "prevention is better than cure" so 
everybody should pay attention to his health. 

The problem of over - population 
           It has become clear that over population in Egypt is a serious problem. It results in ��دى إ��   other more 
serious problems. Our youth can't find a flat to marry in or a suitable job to start their life. There is also a 
possible shortage  	
� of food. Our cities became very crowded, they lack the needed infrastructure � for ا���� ا����
living.  
       So it has become a must that we should invade the desert   و��� . The government does its best to encourage 
people to have small families through public awareness programmes �ا���� ��ا�� ا����� on t.v. and papers. It send 
campaigns  ت� ! to remote and small villages to offer people information about birth control "#ا�� $%$�� 

Charity Societies 
     Charity Societies �%� are organizations for helping the poor everywhere. Rich people establish ا�' ��ت ا�&
them. They do their best to ل -,�رى *($ه/�% make homeless and poor children live in a reasonable standard ى��#�

�ل �� .They offer them care in different aspects �'�1ت  –���!0  . They offer the poor medical care free of change  
 ً���'�. If they are homeless  د�3�, they offer them houses and food. 
       Businessmen have got a duty towards ��� 4*وا these societies. They should give them support. They can 
pay a part of their taxes 45ا�6 for these societies. All of us should take part in the activities of these societies. 
We can donate ـ��ع ��% clothes, money, food or even we can donate efforts to please these poor children. 

Computers 
     The computer has a lot of advantages ات� �. It can store a lot of information; it can do a lot of calculations 
��ت�#! in no time. it can pay wages, reserve seats on planes, design buildings, compose music and do many jobs. 
Doctors also use the computer widely in their job. 
       But it has also some disadvantages  ب�� ,it can waste our time if it is used foolishly or if it is used just for 
fun. it has also a bad effect on our health specially the sight ر�,� ا���;  it also teaches the children violence . ا:
through playing the computer games. So it is a double-edged weapon.<%$! ح ذو�? 

Technology in our life 
          Technology is everywhere nowadays. We all enjoy technology but in different ways. Now, we can travel 
from one place to another very easily, comfortably and fast. Modern means of transport are now supplied with 
all means of comfort �!ا� Space travel is now more possible than it used to be in the past. One day .@" و?�5" ا�
people may be able to enjoy space journeys. 
          Technology has also played a role in medical care ��Aا� �%��� Now the computer can be used to check .  ا�
people's health accurately. It is also used for teaching. Students can benefit from the internet in their researches 
as well. No doubt technology has changed our life to the better. 

Schools in the Future 
               I think our school will be completely different in the future. The ministry of education �B�
Cوزارة ا� cares 
about creating a good citizen and a healthy young man as well. More attention will be given to sports. The 
computer will be used more widely. Every student will benefit from the internet in all aspect of his life. 
Moreover the students will be encouraged to take part in doing scientific research. This will encourage students 
to visit libraries more often. 
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           Distance learning will be also the feature  F G� of the future. Students can study everything while they are 
far away from the school. They can take tapes or CD's to enable them to study their subjects at home. We can 
imagine a more different shape of school than what we see nowadays. 

Sports 
           "The sound mind is in the sound body". 
Hا��G#ا� H#'ا� �B HG#ا� "  This is a true saying, if someone practises 
sports he will be fit. That's why the ministry of education gives due attention 4*ا1ھ� �م ا��ا to sports in our 
schools. Students who get prizes or medals in any sports championship are encouraged a lot. Schools also set up 
sports competitions and offer prizes for the winners. 
            The government encourages sports. It sets up youth centres and clubs everywhere to enable everyone old 
or young to practise sports. Sports festivals are a call for peace and love among nations    <��$اء �G ��� وا�#�م 
H�Lا . So every country gives due care for taking part in the international championships. � ا��1�Aت ا�$و�

The television 
        The television is the cheapest means of entertainment and culture �B�
Cوا� MB��G� �G It shows us the .أرN	 و?
current events �%اث ا�'�ر$!Lا that take place in every part of the world at the same time. It is also a means of 
communication. We can learn the language of any nation through its films or serials -ت�#G#� We can't forget 
the educational programmes which attract  ب/'�the students of different stages."!ا�� 
         On the other hand it has some disadvantages. It has negatively affected  $
B��G? �Qأ  the habit of reading. 
Most of us don't read much as we are attracted to the television more. Some people waste their time in front of 
the TV. So we have to use this important invention wisely � R��. 

Tourism 
         Tourism is considered one of the most important earners of foreign currency and national income,  Hأھ <�
���
 .Tourists spend a lot of hard currency during their stay in Egypt. �,�در ا�� G� ا�,��� وا�$N" ا�
 Tourists like to visit Egypt to enjoy the sun shine, and the wonderful historic places. They like to visit the 
Citadel, the Pyramids, Luxor and Aswan. 
      They like to see our modern renaissance �C%$ا�� ���S)� as well. We should do our best to encourage tourists to 
visit us again and again. We should establish cheap hotels and tourist villages along our shores. 

The role of the youth in development 
       The youth should first work hard to achieve success. When they graduate from their universities they have 
duties towards their society H)وط� ���وا*4  H)%$�. They can share in the social work by working in the co-
operative field. They can share �3رك� in abolishing illiteracy ���Lا ��� in their villages.  
       They can take part in reclaiming the desert to increase food production. They can join the army to defend 
their country in case there is a war. They can also help a lot in solving any problem concerning their society. 
They should work hard for the welfare  �ر�Bھ of their beloved country Egypt. 

Making the best use of spare time" 
      Time is gold. The time wasted is too hard to regain 1 %��ض W5�Sا� X-ا��. So we have to make the best use of 
our time. If we have a spare time we can make a plan to spend it doing useful things. The wise person is one 
who spends his / her time carefully in a proper way. Some people prefer to read a useful book, or a story. In this 
way they increase their information and knowledge in different aspects. 
        Some others prefer to practise sports. So they renew their energy, activate their minds, and strengthen their 
bodies. H)�ا$� Young men prefer to spend most of their time playing computer .%'$دون ��3ط(H و�A3�%ن �
��(H و%
�ون أ
games, which can be useful in developing their abilities and computer skills. 

Life in the past & today 
       In my view, life in the past was quieter and easier. Modern-means of transport tike cars, trains and planes 
were not there. Consequently, there were almost no air-pollutants. Vast areas of land were cultivated. People 
depended mainly on agriculture as their main earner.                                                                                                                                                                               
     In the past there was shortage of medical care. Cholera and other serious epidemics �اض ���ط�� were  أ�
attacking many people for a time. At present, nearly all epidemics vanished Xش�� thanks to medical care. 
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Nowadays, we hear every now and then of new discoveries such as the Femto second, and new inventions such 
as the computerized car. Also there are various means of entertainment. In short, life today has become more 
complicated. 

Life in the Future 
      As long as we live, we have to think. Our life in the future will change  completely. Computers and internet 
will occupy our life. So, instead of wasting time going here and there, we will use the internet to get our needs. 
Students of the future will get the information they need through their computers which will be available and 
within the reach of their hands –$  -�B ����ول ا�
      Housewives can shop through the internet and the housework will be done by certain kind of robots. Most 
houses will be air conditioned and people won't suffer from the heat of the sun. Our factories will be 
computerized. There will be better means of communications and transport. Scientists will control the weather, 
so there will be no floods or drought ف�\*. But I think man will not change. 

Preventing pollution  
   It isn't acceptable to be in the third millennium �C��Cا� �\�Lا and we still pollute our ecology. Individuals, 
companies and factories should find ways to control their waste. Clean streets and roads are the bad need of 
every citizen so we shouldn't throw things away in the streets and there must be laws to punish those who break 
them.  
      Filters should be fixed in factories to help reduce air pollution. It's our environment and everybody should 
do their best to leave a happy life. Keeping the place clean would surely avoid us thousands of infectious 
diseases that may ruin our life and turn our happiness into mirage.  

 Unemployment  
    Unemployment must be rooted out  "ص^�#�  because it leads to further poverty. The government is always 
encouraging investors to invest their money in establishing new projects and shoulder their responsibilities  " ��%
���_#� to provide business opportunities for youth. Giant projects such as Toshka project in the south of the 
valley, Six October industrial city, reclaiming Sniai, and others with small projects will give a hand to increase 
different kinds of jobs for those who need them.  
            Banks are also important, they can lend young people small loans with slight interest to help them   set 
up small industries all over Egypt. When we solve this pressing problem, ��G ا� �GR3 ا� we will eradicate 
extremity and terrorism among those poor young people. ا���3ب <��ف وا:رھ�ب Aص" ا��^�#� 

Women's role in our society 
    We all have rights and duties, ق ووا*��ت�
! so we mustn't forget the work of women in the Egyptian society 
because they form 50% of Egypt's population. They can work as teachers, doctors, social workers and many 
others. Women mustn't forget that bringing up children ط\�لLا ���� is their first aim to create sound individuals, 
able to shoulder their responsibilities � .so we can't ignore her role in the progress of Egypt.-�در%> ��G �� " ا� #_��
Without all people's help women and men, we wouldn't achieve the expectations of the new millennium,  �\�Lا
 ا�'$%$ة

Money is a good servant but a bad master 
           No one can deny that money is a mixed blessing. �� 
� � و�  in other words, it is a good servant but a bad 
master. On the one hand, money helps us to get all our needs but we should not earn it in a dishonest way. With 
the help of money problems can be solved. Money makes money and with money people can lead a comfortable 
life. On the other hand money is the root of all evils. For the sake of getting money some people deceive, kill 
and commit crimes. Wars are waged وب� .and thousands of people are killed because of money ��3" ا��

The duties of young people towards their parents. 
       It is taken for granted hat we owe much to our parents ��5��a �CR��� <%$� who looked after us when we were 
young. They did their best to provide us with food, clothing, shelter and education. They sat up beside our beds 
when we were ill. They spared no pains ا$)* ��^% H� to give us the best start in life. So it is our duty to love and 
respect them. 
       We have to take their advice and obey their orders .  Hھ�W أوا�A� since they have experienced life with its ups 
and downs. It is also our duty to help them in every possible way. We can do the shopping and help them at 
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home. When they grow old, it is our turn to repay their kindness. We should look after them and provide them 
with every possible comfort. It is truly said that a good turn deserves another. وف�� �����G ا� ��وف �- 

Prevention is better than cure 
I wish I had listened 

    A friend of mine lived in the country. He used to swim and wash himself in the small canal near our village. 
Many times, I saw him and advised him not to do so to protect himself from Bilharzias  but he wasn't listening. 
He repeated what he was doing for many years until he was ill. A doctor examined him and found that 
Bilharzias had attacked his liver and other organs of his body. He became ill with worry, weak and pale. He 
took the required medicine, which cost him a lot of money. I met him later and when he saw me, smiled and 
said, you were right, prevention is better that cure. ج�ا�� <� �N �%�-ا�� 
29-Public Libraries 

Reading For All 
       Never can the importance of reading be denied especially in the age of information technology. 

� ا� ����Gت R %1> إ��Rر أھ*����R� �,� �B �ص�Nاءة و�
� ا�  The first lady of Egypt realized that fact long before, that's 
why she launched the call, Reading for All, W 'G� اءة�
 many years ago. In order to achieve this goal, she called ا�
for a library for each house. The government built a lot of public libraries in both    rich and poor areas giving a 
particular attention ص�N اھ� �م to children and their needs. 
      The second stage was the moving libraries   �G
ا� ���Rت ا� �� to serve the children in remote and poor Districts. 
�ة
�ء ا���$ة وا�\!Lا especially in the summer holiday and weekends. Thanks to Mrs. Suzan Mubarak, free reading 
is now available for every man, every woman, and every child all over Egypt 

Made in Egypt 
Protecting local products 

      One should be proud of his country and its local products. �G� ا� ��'�ت ا� .Our local products are usually 
cheaper than the imported ones and sometimes better. In addition, buying our local products creates job 
opportunities for our youth   ص�B dG&��3ب�G� " � and brings hard currency   ���,ا� �G 4 ا��G'� which need to import 
our needs. 
        There is no doubt that our products have the Egyptian taste ى��W ا� ,�Aا� �)� which appeals to us and  cope 
with our nature and way of living W� وق ��� و%� �ش��%  ���3�� �
%�ط����� وط  . Not only this but also they best cope 
with our hot and humid weather, with our habits of eating and doing the daily work. Finally, buying our local 
products increases our national income and raise our standard of living.  

Bird Flu 
    Epidemics spread like fire,ر����@ �_�3� اLو��� in a few months the Bird Flue swept all the boundaries ود$! of the  
old world, From China in the east to the Atlantic Ocean in the west. The disease caused a lot of horror not only 
to poultry merchants and breeders  �)���'�ر ا�$وا*> و�  but also the mere, poor customers who depend mainly on 
chickens as their source of Protein.  
    In Egypt the industry of poultry production has nearly come to an end. Farms have been closed. Poultry shops 
had to change their activity after the great loss they suffered. The government estimated the loss� to -ً$رت ا�&5�#
be nearly six milliard LE. The government tried to compensateض��% those who have been much affected by this 
catastrophe�Qر�Rا� to save the Egyptian economy from certain disaster. 
    Finally, we also have a duty to limit the effects ر�Qaا <� $�G� 4*وا ��%$� of this disease through keeping hygiene 
and public sanitary,� checking up home poultry regularly, getting rid of the affected birds in ا��B�e� ا����� و ا�3&,
a scientific way  � G� �
%�A� ���ر ا� ,�Aا� <� 	G&ا��  and heading to the doctor's in case of tiny doubt. 

English and The Internet 
        The importance of the Internet grows rapidly in all fields of human life, including not only research and 
education but also marketing and trade as well as entertainment and hobbies. This implies < S�%that it becomes 
more and more important to know how to use Internet services and, as a part of this, to read and write English. 
       But although Internet services themselves are, generally speaking, easy to learn and use, you will find 
yourself isolated ول���on the Internet if you are not familiar with English. This means that knowledge or lack of 
knowledge of English ��G��� �),
is one of the most severe factors that cause interestا� ��B� أو � أ!$ ا���ا�" ا�(��� ا���  
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Learning to use a new Internet service or user interface .�#�4 إھ� �م وا*(� ا?�&$ام    may take a few hours, a few 
days, or even weeks, but it takes years to learn a language so that you can use it in a fluent and self-confident 
manner. Of course, when you know some English, you can learn more just by using it on the Internet. So, 
English and the internet became one face of a coin.وا!$ة �G �� و*(�ن  

" My favourite animal " B[J<ان ا�
 ا�,�
Lions are my favourite animals because they are proud animalsت ���رة�� and look after  ��ا

 their families .They are very large animals which belong to the cat family . They are)'&%ــ# ب

covered in thick fur which may be white, yellow or orange in colour .They  weigh0/ن  between 

120 -250 kg and its length1.4 ا78ــ�ل and 2.5 metres .Most of them live in eastern and 

southern Africa. Its prey�  .is large animals or smaller animals like birds and rabbits ?<ا=�>

"  Inventions bring happiness as well as problems "تD�Q<ا�%��دة وا� ��  ا ��6ا��ت �3

 In fact Aــ B�BC8ــ# ا?people invent things for many reasonsب�DــEا for example the 
telephone helps us communicate GH&0each other >IJ� O( people'ــNbut it makesGــL M%ــ� Kــ

lazy  .The television  provides 0/ود-ST0 us with information and entertainment A�Uا8&�ــas 

it teachesVU'0 them ,it shows 0'<ضthem many places and it also bringsXــUO0 them the latest 
newsا�ــ�ث ا���ــ�ر but it makes people lazy because they watch sport on TV instead of JSــK

ZــL going out and doing a sport themselves . Finally� I can say we should be #ــ" ا! ���ــ

wiseV�[  when we use these inventions and try to use them in a useful way .  

                                                          " Travelling abroad " ��Eرج� �J%ا� 
   Travelling abroad is a real pleasure A�B�B  A'&L. People travel abroad for many reasons 

.When we travel abroad , we can see many countries of the world and get in touch 
with'( 01/ن -," ا+*�ل the people of other countries. ThroughلMI these visits we learn 

more about other peoples, customs and traditions S�8�B&8دات وا� Years ago, most peopleا8'
didn’t travel very much. The invention اع>&Iاof airplanes made G'�travel easier. Travelling 

abroad benefit people much in their life.       

" Your next holiday summer plans "�J�+ا ��زة ا� Y06 
   All of us�%'�T� wait for the holiday after had work all the year roundم� L #Ub . TheــSار ا8'ــ
holiday is a good chanceAc>? to  renewدSO0 my activityط�e%8ا . I like spending my holiday on 

the beachط#ء� We  always spend it in Alex . This year I would like to do a different . اe8ــ
holiday.  I intend0%ــ�ي to go to Sharm El- Sheikh to tryــ<بO0 to go diving ــ�صk8اand 

sailingر�CKJا there . I think I will spend a happy holiday full ofبlUTL excitement رة�mJا.     

"  The job  you would like to do  "  
     Every one should have a goal in his life. My goal for the future is to become a doctor. I 
would like to do this job to help poor people in my village and earnX0]�ــ a lot of money. 
The doctor should be honestZ�ــLا, helpful, braveع�Oــo, patientر�Dــcand many other good 

qualitiesq=� UN of medicine to become a doctor. I should�ــthe facultyAاC&8ــHI .  I must join rــ

study hard to join this faculty.  

 Something you were afraid of when you were a child                
I used to have a phobia about spiders . My father told me that he was afraid of spiders , so 
my phobia must have come from him . I always thought that any spider I saw was going to 

bite me ,so I avoided all of the places where I might find a spider. 

“The Importance of learning English “�2�� ا �3L��S ا���  اھ>�
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English is an international language spoken by many people as a second language �3,4ــ
� It is necessary to learn English language for many reasons . It helps us to .51�6ــ

communicate withب GــH&0 other people from different countries in the world . It helps 
doctors, scientists , engineers , businessmen , tourist guidesZ�� � and many اo>T8ــZ0S ا�8ــ�

other people in their work because most scientific Aــ�TUbbooks , referencessا�ــ>T8ا and 
reports >0ر� B(are written in English .So we should do our best to learn it to be able to copeــ

with >0����ري-O�  the progressمSB&8ا .                                      
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